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I. ABSTRACT M
The effect of autocorrelation on the accuracy of a parallelopiped
classifier of LANDSAT digital data is examined. The autocorrelation
was assumed to decay to insignificant levels when sampled at distances of
at least ten pixels. Thus the evaluation is done using spectral themes
developed 1) using blocks of adjacent pixels and 2) using groups of pixels
spaced at least 10 pixels apart. Effects of geometric distortions are
minimized by using only pixels from the interiors of land cover sections.
Two land cover classes are considered, 'agriculture' and 'residential'.
The study is performed in two areas Richmond, Virginia and Denver, Colorado.i
s
Accuracy is evaluated for three classes; agriculture, residential
and "al l other"; thus both type I and type II errors are evaluated by
a*i,v^s of 'overall classification accuracy'.	 All classes give comparable
results.	 Accuracy is approximately the same in both techniques. 	 However,
the variance in accuracy is significantly higher using the themes developed
from autocorrelated data.	 In both areas it is found that the vectors of
j
mean spectral response were nearly identical regardless of sampling method
used.	 However the estimated variances were much larger when using auto-
4
correlated pixels.
t Evaluations were made on five 72' quadrangles in the Denver area,
yj
using nine sections of 21 x 26 pixels each as the test sites for a total
of 4914 pixels.	 In Richmond, two quadrangles, using 12 sections of 13 x 16
d
pixels each were used, giving for both quadrangles of the Richmond area,
a total of 4992 pisels.	 Only uncorrelated (distant) pixels were used
for testing and only interior pixels were considered in the entire analysis.









proportions closely approximating their occurrence in the population.
Because evaluation of type II errors is not performed as frequent]
as evaluation of type I errors these results suggest that the effects c
autocorrelation may be overlooked. An alternative which is available
would take advantage of the tradeoff between type I and type II errors,
For a given level of type II error acceptable the researcher can achiei
a lower level of v e I error using the dispersed sampling method.
II. INTRODUCTION
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
presently under contract with the Bureau of Census engaged in an app
tions pilot test (APT) designed to demonstrate techniques for outoma
mapping of urban land cover classes and to detect expansion of these
Because the Census Bureau is now charged with performing a census or
every five years it is necessary to find efficient and cost effectiN
means of performing that census. The goal, of the APT is to develop
means to use LANDSAT imagery to regularly inventory the growth of ui
areas in the United States. Such imagery is available in digital format
which lends itself" to a computes based classification procedure. Using
such a method a very rapid and up-to-date classification of urban growth
could be performed in a most cost effective fashion. If this is to be
done, a relatively sophisticated digital computer based classification
technique must be developed.
The most effective of such schemes which are available are
based upon statistical theory. Such classification schemes utilize ad-
vanced maximum likelihood classification (M) techniques (Swain and
Davis, 1978). The HL procedure relies upon statistical summaries of
the reflectance characteristics of various land cover classes developed
in certain areas called training sites. 'From these training pixels the
vector of mc--ans and the variance-covariau,ce matrix are developed.. With these
developed for each land cover class of interest a discriminant function
approach is used to determine whether unclassified pixels belong in_ one







Several assumptions are made in deriving the ML equations; a
very critical assumption is that the vector of means, A , and the variance-
covariance matrix, E , are estimated from N samples which are mutually
independent and hence each sample will contribute one degree of freedom
to the estimate. The estimates of the components of E , are incorrect
when the assumption of independence fails. In the simple Markovian
situation, the direction of deviation depends upon the coefficients of the
process (Cliff and Ord, 1980).
Unfortunately, the LANDSAT data are neither independent nor
Markovian (Craig, 1976; 1979); they display consistently -- in the terminology
of Boy: and Jenkins (1970) -- and ARIW,, (1,0,1) structure, although the co-
efficients vary significantly with location (Craig and Labovitz, 1980).
Thus the question arises whether the presence of the ARIMA (1,0,1) structure
will significantly degrade the classification accuracy of a ML approach;
and if so, what techniques can be developed to remedy this defect. This
research is an attempt to answer these questions.
Two areas are chosen for study, Richmond, Virginia and Denver, 	 '
Colorado. For each the degree of autocorrelation is estimated and an algorithm
developed capable of filtering the data to produce independent observations.
Using this a comparison will be made between results of classifications
on Filtered and unfiltered images. A test will be made to determine if




III. OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES	 +
As a result of this project, the following objectives wit;
been attained. First, estimates of the structure of the ARIMA proce;
be created and the degree of homogenity of this structure within an
will be known. This will be achieved by means of the Box and Jenkin,
autocorrelation programs used in conjunction with an analysis of var
design. The sampling scheme required to produce independent observa
will be developed and a method of filtering the ARIMA structure will
defined.
Using this method a land cover map will be digitized for.,
accuracy evaluation of the two procedures being examined. An algoritnm to
select training and testing sites for development of the various classifiers
being examined will be encoded so that such selection will be as objective
as possible. This algorithm will make use ' of the digitized land cover map
mentioned above. To test the results of the classification procedures
using each of the two training techniques a computer program will be written
to com>>ute the alpha and beta confidence levels as well as other measures
of accuracy of evaluation. From these techniques a statement of the importance
of autocorrelation on classifier accuracy will be developed, so that a decision
on whether filtering is necessary can be reached.
Ll
To achieve the objectives stated above the following procedures
will be employed. First, two scenes will be analyzed one from Richmond
and one from Denver and they will be selected and ordered and when installed
the image quality will be tested. To determine the appropriate method of
filtering the data to produce independent observations, the structure of the
4
autocorrelation will be tested by means of analysis variance procedure.
The sampling procedure required for that analysis must be established. From
the image tapes mentioned above scan lines will be subset and for each
4
scan line the autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation
functions (PPCF) of the raw data and of the first and second differences
will be computed. This i-ill be done with programs available on the KSU
Burroughs Computer. The first 20 values of ACF and PACE will be extracted
for storage in a disk file. Summaries of the means of the .ACF and PACFs will
be made. For those 20 values of the ACF and PACF sampled and stored a
factor analysis will be performed using the SPSS program available at
KSU. Significant components will be extracted and used to perform the
imalysis of variance. If so indicated by the analysis of variance partitions
of the structure of the autocorrelation will be employed to design specific
sampling schemes as necessary for specific areas. A sampling interval will
be determined and an algorithm created to Ballow filtering of these images
to produce independent samples.
a
From photo interpreted data supplied by NASA a base map of land
use classified according to the USGS scheme (Anderson, et al., 1976) will be
produced. These data will be digitized and the data base stored on disk for
use in later analysis. An algorithm will be implimented to allow choice of
a
specific training sites consisting of blocks of adjacent pixels for use
with the blocked sampling scheme. A second algorithm will be created to
choose training sites of samples which are spatially independent. Samples






to be equal for each of the two techniques. Using these algorithms areas
will be chosen for testing the results of the two classifiers. Again sample
sizes will be equal for each of the two techniques. The ORSER program
STATS will be used to develop training statistics on each of these two types
of training pixels. The program PPD will be used to classify the land cover
areas which are to be tested. This classification will be output to disk
files for storage and later used in the evaluation procedure.
A computer program will be implemented which will automatically
compare the classified image with the ground truth as digitized. From this
comparison estimates of type I and type II error statistics will be computed.
An analysis of the error statistics will be performed to test the null
hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the results ob-
tained using the blocked and diffuse sampling procedures. The specific
alternative to be considered is that the diffuse sampled image produces
results significantly improved over the blocked sampling procedure. Con-
fidence limits for this test is to be 75%. Probabilities of exceedence
will be reported.
These methods mentioned above are designed to minimize the effects
a
n
of errors and personnel bias in evaluating the influence of autocorrelation.
These steps will detect any inhomogeneity in the structure of the auto-
correlation so that the generality of the results will be assured. They
are designed to produce independent observations required to test the basic
question by comparison to the original autocorrelated data. They assure a





detect significant effects due to the autocorrelation structure, due t,





A. Phase. I. Richmond and Denver
1. Regions Chosen and Images Used
For phase I of this analysis two sites were chosen to be studied.
The first is Richmond, Virginia and the second is Denver, Colorado. These
sites were chosen as appropriate for the purpose of evaluation for the census
APT. They are both areas of rapid population growth that can be expected to
be recognized through expansion of the boundaries of the city itself. They
are at present surrounded by areas of very low density population, mostly
farm lands and/or range lands. Thus growth of these cities can be expected
to be identified as a modification of the land cover classes from a low
density agricultural or range land type to that of a residential, low or
high density, type. Both of these sites are also appropriate in that growth
in these areas has been occurring for the past decade and therefore it can
be anticipated that growth will be reflected in LANDSAT imagery which is
available. Because of the relatively low cloud cover in both areas a
great number of LANDSAT images are available for both of these. It is also
the case that aerial photography coverage is available in relative abundance
for both the sites. The two sites were chosen to represent distinct terrains
in the United States since terrain has been demonstrated to be an important
influence upon the autocorrelation of LANDSAT data;. Furthermore both of
these sites have already been chosen as members of a group of regions studied
in the overall census APT at NASA. The images chosen for this study are:
for Richmond (figure 1) an image of November 3, 1978, image number 30243-15093,
for Denver (figure 2) an image of September 28, 1978 with image number
30209-17032. Because of the experimental nature of this investigation it
Figure 1. LANbSAT image of November 3, 1978, image number
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Figure 2. LA23DSAT image of September 28, 1978,
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number 30209-17032 used for the accuracy
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was assumed that a single image from each site would be sufficient to test
the effects of autocorrelation and document the extent to which it exists.
These images were chosen because they demonstrated the image quality of nine,
highest available, and both had cloud cover of 0%, the least amount, of
course. Previously cloud cover had been shown to bean important influence
on the degree of autocorrelation (Craig and Labovitz, 1980). It was desirable
in this case to keep that influence to a minimum so that the autocorrelation
could be assumed to be essentially constant from region to region. Both of
these represent very recent images taken from the LANDSAT 3 satellite. The
dates are such that they closely correspond to the dates for which aerial
photographs were obtained for each site and therefore can be expected to
closely correspond to the ground truth data derived from those aerial photo-
graphs. Photo identification numbers for those aerials photographs are
for Denver 148-93 and 148-94 taken October 15, 1978.
Within each image particular areas were chosen for emphasis in the
study. In the Richmond area two distinct 7 11' quadrangle areas were chosen.
These are the Seven Pines 4:,adrangle and the Chesterfield quadrangle. For
z
the Denver area the Fitzsimmons quadrangle was used. These quadrangles
fi
were chosen because they are near their respective cities and at points where
the city has been growing and has demonstrated growth during the time at which
the images were taken. They also have the advantage that water is present in
sufficient quantities in each of these quadrangles to facilitate the loca-
tion of the respective sample sites and to insure the geometric correction
of the imagery was done properly. The standard USGS 7 1^' quadrangles were
K	
used to define the sample sites because: they are available for each of t 	 ,
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and, with the overlay of forest cover, urban areas and water class available,
facilitate the location of points in each site.
Within each quadrangle a grid is used to define the exact sites
at which samples would be taken for the accuracy evaluation. A grid was used
to define the sample sites in order to ensure that they would be selected
%andomly, that is independent of any preconceived notions of land cover
class importance, degree of autocorrelation or accuracy of classification.
Grids were defined to be large enough so that a ra mber of samples might be
obtained for each evaluation technique from each grid chosen. They were
large enough so that samples could be collected in an efficient manner but
so that wasteful collection of samples^ould be avoided. The grids were laid
out on a square net in such a way to ensure that all land cover classes would
have an equal probability of selection within the sample set. This was
important in order to avoid bias in the evaluation of the accuracy of
classification techniques. Each grid r-s large enough to ensure that enough
pixels could be obtained for both evaluation techniques, BLOCKED and DIFFUSE.
They also had to be large enough so that samples could be taken without
needing to include border line pixels which could confuse the accuracy
evaluation procedure. The location of the quadrangles relevant to the
two areas, Richmond and Denver, are shown in figure 3. The locations of
the specific grids chosen within eac« quadrangle are outlined in figure 4.
ORIGINAL PAGE 19








Figure 3a. Locations of quadrangles chosen for the phase I analysis














Figure 3b. Locations of quadrangles chosen for the phase I analysis
relative to Richmond.
aFigure 4. Locations of grids within the quadrangle
studied. Photo-interpreted data were pro-
vided for each of these grids. (a) Chester-
field, Virginia, (b) Seven Pines, Virginia,
(c) Fitzsimmons, Colorado.























To ensure that there are no blatant errors in the computer compatible
tapes obtained for each of these images a preliminary test of the quality of
the imagery was performed. This test consisted of subsetting a number of
scan lines from each image and subjecting them to basic statistical analyses.
Eight scan lines were subset from each of the two images. Their coordinates
are shown in table 1. For each of these scan lines a plot of the gray scale
level data for each of the four channels was constructed. An example of
such a plot is shown in figure 5. Also computed for each of these were
histograms (see figure 6) and the basic statistics as shown in table 2. These
were examined for any great variations in the characteristics of the scan
lines. Also done was a simple linear regression of these values versus
element number within the scan lines. Results of one of these regressions
are also shown in table 2. No errors were detected in any of the scan lines
using these procedures and it was assumed that no errors in the imagery were
present which would definitely effect results of this examination.
Because it was necessary to subset individual scan lines in order to
perform the analysis of variance -- to be described next -- the preliminary test
of scan lines had the advantage that it allowed us to determine that our
modifications of the ORSER program SUBSET had been done correctly. These
modifications allowed us to subset an individual scan line and output it to
a disk file on the Burroughs system at KSU. These were then used as input







TABLE 1. Scan lines examined in preliminary error check.
Track Scan Line Scan Line
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Figure 6. Example of histograms of certain scan lines from each of
the two images used as a check of image quality.
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TABLE 2. An example of the statistics obtainer for 16,scan














Results of Regression of Gray Scale Level (Dependent) Versus Sequence Number
i
R2 = 0.056
I F = 46.63
St. Er. 01 = 0.00033
Lower 95% limit on ^1 = 0.00159
I
Adjusted R2 - 0.055
Sign F 0.00000
Upper 95% limit on ^1 0.00288





3. Test of Autocorrelation Structure
	 7
The underlying objective of this research is to determine the
effects of the presence of autocorrelation on classification accuracy. To
t f
do this it is necessary to compare the results of classifiers when the
autocorrelation structure is present and when it is absent. Therefore it
will be necessary to be able to remove the autocorrelation structure from
t
the image so that the image with it removed can be compared to the image
with it present. Thus it will be necessary to define specifically the exact
characteristics of the autocorrelation structure. This is only possible
if we can be confident that that autocorrelation structure is itself con-
stant within any given area. Previous work by Craig and Labovitz (1980)
has shown that there are significant sources of variation in the auto-
correlations structure. For instance, it has been shown that the auto-
correlation structure varies significantly from one location to another
in the United States. In particular that structure is significantly
different between Denver and Richmond. This has been interpreted to
mean that there is some location effect on autocorrelation. The nature
of this location effect is not definite. Some possible sources of the
variability of autocorrelation structure have been defined and tested by





that the location effect is in fact an effect due to differences of terrain
from one area to another (Craig, 1981; 1982). It is therefore desirable
to show that within the areas of interest in this study the autocorrelation
structure does not vary significantly. We will test for the presence of
this autocorrelation structure and for variability within the images by




The design is set up to check for variations within " the image
as a function of location and as a function of the-particular channel being
sensed. rha location is studied as two separate factors. The first is
'tracks' which are defined as a four-part partition of the image vertically.
The second major factor of location. is 'area' which is defined as a five-part
partition within the various tracks. All four channels are examined in this
study. For each combination of track, area and channel within a given site,
Richmond and Denver, two replicates were chosen. Therefore with five areas
within each of four tracks and each having four channels and two replicates
a total of 160 scan lines had to be examined for each image making a total
of 320 for both sites.
The procedures used in this analysis was first to subset the 320
scan lines needed. The -can lines were chosen within each of these pre-defined
regions at random to fall within plus or minus 100 scan lines of a center
scan line. 'The locations of the scan lines chosen are shown in figure 7.
The randomness of this selection procedure was tested by examining the auto-
correlation function of the selection values. No departures from randomness





reported in table 3. From each of these scan lines the standard programs
of Box and Jenkins (1970) were used to calculate the autocorrelation function,
and the partial autocorrelation function to lag 10. Each of these values
was output to a disk file for further analysis. This was done by means of
minor modifications of the Box and Jenkins programs at Kent State University.
Improvements were also made in the plotting routines. Summary plots of the
mean ACF and PACF values are shown in figure 8. The data themselves are pre-








— - — - — CENTER SCAN LINE
Figure 7a. Locationsof scan lines chosen for the analysis of varianze
for the Richmond area. Physiographic regions of the area





-- — — SAMPLE LIMITS
— — -- CENTER SCAN LINE
Figure 7b. Locations of scan lines chosen for the analysis of variance
for the Denver area. Physiographic regions of the area are
showii for reference.
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Table 3. `Scan lines subset for ANOVA design.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
--------------------- BASE SCAN LINES
200
	 700	 1200. 	 1700	 2200
REPLICATE REPLICATE REPLICATE REPLICATE REPLICATE
1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2
DENVER
1 188 146 729 735 :134 1127 1681 1734 2183 2134
138 139 682 648 1111 1208 1632 1778 2132 2268
182 216 650 677 1113 1271 1764 1601 2257 268
191 250 699 626 1282 1184 1782 1708 2269 2103
2 172 125 611 653 1224 1221 1750 1749 2202 2219
T 109 113• 757 617 1110 1232 1760 1628 2117 2210
R 138 235 691 665 1112 1117 1743 1645 2250 2107
A 117 277 740 615 1200 1256 1718 1718 2139 2274
C
K 3 157 136 627 635 1110 1259 1689 1705 2257 2268
124 185 603 793 1224 14214 1760 1702 2227 2290
240 165 643 776 1200 1166 1753 1718 2168 2144
241 109 719 717 1238 1109 1770 1639 2289 2144
4 105 172 605 783 1276 1288 1717 1655 2240 2142
280 107 685 743 1278. i228 1606 1621 2295 2169
172 163 764 772 1201 1209 1793 1794 2298 2135
262 151 624 637 1275 1243 1628 1733 2128 2233
------------------- ------ RICHMOND -- ------ ----------------
1 269 239 715 736 1253 1136 169 1752 2105 2167
263 142 723 615 1235 1257 1759 1787 2171 2273
' 291 114 790 663 1200 1235 1672 1727 2276 2125
224 268 633 703 1235 1114 1645 1690 2214 2254
2 289 206 627 714 1214 1235 1682 1731 2247 2113
T 207 197 684 754 1257 1150 1746 1785 2182 2162
R 291 261 663 645 1140 1217 1663 1716 2203 2116
A 232 114 651 716 1224 1245 1643 1761 2210 2119
C
K 3 268 107 719 722 1253 1256 1635 1602 2248 2216
273 278 797 654 1266 1104 1778 1704 2271 2290
114 209 650 780 1237 1217 1681 1721 2112 2157
179 100 730 612 1139 1152 1718 1660 2156 2221
4 123 233 617 750 1175 1246 1702 1733 2161 2293
105 205 708 660 1122 1157 1697 1740 2248 2192
133 226 684 794 1195 1258 1738 1779 2146 2161
195 111 669 681 1220 1137 1669 1729 ':260 2157
li
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For ACF(1-10) amd PACF(2-10) principal components wgre co
using the straight method, PA(1), of the SPSS routine FANAL. The va
for PACF(1) is the same as ACF(1) so it was not repeated in order to avoid
a singular matrix during factor computation. Figure 9 shows a plot of
cumulative variance explained by each eigenvalue. From figure 9 it can
be seen that the three largest eigenvalues explain 70% of the variance of
the data. The first eigenvalue is clearly significant. Factor loadings
are reproduced in table 4 for the first three eigenvalues. These values
mirror the pattern reported by Craig and Labovitz (1980). Component one
characterizes the ACF terms, the PACF terms split over the remaining components.
Using the factor score coefficients, table 5, component scores were computed
for each of the 320 observed ACF and PACF sets using the three largest eigen-
vectors. These were then stored in a disk file.
It was determined that only three factors would be examined in the
following analysis of variance to study the effect of location. That analysis
of variance was done using another SPSS package at Kent State University.
The results of that analysis of variance on the principal components as
	 i
computed from the factor scores reported in table 5 above is reported in s
table 6. These factors were examined at a distributed 5% significance level
in light of the fact that a total of 21 -- assumed to be independent -- tests
were actually made. As can be seen, the majority of the possible sources of
variation were not found to be significant. Factor 1 shows four different
sources of variability influencing its behavior significantly. Factor 2
does show a single source of variation similar to one of those shown for
factor 1. Factor 3 shows no significant sources of variation as was the
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Table 4. Factor loadings and communalities for the first three
factors computed for the ACF and PACF's L: 320 scan
lines.
ACF AND PACF FACTOR MATRIX USING PRINCIPAL FACTOR
Variable	 Factor 1	 Factor 2	 Factor 3
	
Communalit
ACF1 0.84214 -0.41615 -0.23950 0.93973
ACF2 0.91631 -0.28091 -0.16819 0.94682
ACF3 0.95732 -0.18747 -0.11181 0.96410
ACF4 0.97785 -0.11041 -0.08480 0.97558
ACF5 0.98739 -0.06446 -0.02203 0.97957
ACFb 0.99086 -0.02549 0.02835 0.98326
ACF7 0.99234 0.02357 0.05280 0.98809
ACF8 0.99017 0.08150 0.05658 0.99028
ACF9 0.98680 0.09279 0.08653 0.98986
ACF10 0.97965 0.10837 0.10522 0.98254
PACF2 0.20099 0.62445 0.35006 0.55258
PACF3 0.45816 -0.14850 -0.02190 0.23244
PACF4 0.41278 0.56053 -0.02841 0.48539
PACF5 0.26935 -0.09238 0.73928 0.62761
PACF6 0.33901 0.34449 0.04046 0.23523
PACF7 0.36541 0.36713 -0.07588 0.27407
PACF8 0.25526 0.50739 -0.10050 0.33270
PACF9 0.18827 -0.26647 0.67266 0.55893
PACF10 0.28980 0.30404 -0.31801 0.27755
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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TABLE 5. Matrix of factor score coefficients for the
same three factors listed in Table 4.
FACTOR SCORE COEFFICIENTS
Variable Factor	 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
ACF1 0.18559 -0.20749 -0.13002
ACF2 0.15757 -0.12817 -0.08866
ACF3 0.13649 -0.07328 -0.05510
ACF4 0.12206 -0.02972 -0.04154
ACF5 0.10485 -0.00086 -0.00002
ACF6 0.09184 0.02327 0.03310
ACF7 0.07953 0.05105 0.04681
ACF8 0.06741 0.08212 0.04497
ACF9 0.06154 0.08993 0.06553
ACF10 0.05573 0.09918 0.07763
PACF2 -0.14453 0.36256 0.20436
PACF3 0.07349 -0.06440 0.00090
PACF4 -0.07065 0.31173 -0.05977
PACF5 -0.03921 0.00757 0.54036
PACF6 -0.04210 0.1;831 0.00573
1
PACF7 -0.03129 0.20387 -0.07919
PACF8 -0.06640 0.27320 -0.10903
PACF9 -0.00462 -0.09241 0.50533
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TABLE 6.	 Analysis of Variance table for the ACF's and the
PACF's of the	 0 scan lines transformed by the first
three factor score coefficients. Values reported
are the probability of exceeding the observed
F-ratio when the null hypothesis is correct.
Dependent Variable
Source Error Term D.F. Factor	 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
1. Mean Location 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
2. Location 1
3. Channel LC 3 0.3148 0.2964 0.0367
4. T(L) TA(L) 6 0.0000 0.0832 0.3537
5. A(L) TA(L) 8 0.2112 0.0533 0.0719
6. LC 3
7. TC(L) TCA(L) 18 0.0002* 0.1795 0.0025
8. TA(L) R(LTCA) 24 0.0000* 0.0000* 0.0053
9. CA(L) TCA(L) 24 0.0109 0.7991 0.3905
10. TCA(L) R(LTCA) 72 0.0007* 0.0071 0.5480
11. R(LTCA) 160
*
Significant at the (distributed) 5% level computed as: final 5% alpha level/
21 tests implies .00238 probability for each test.
effect per se is seen in either or these factors. The track by area influence
is shown to be the most important one present. Examination of figures 3 and
4 for the Denver and Richmond areas shows how this influence may arise. In
particular it can be seen that the image itself covers two totally distinct
physiographic regions. As can be seen also the fifth area in track two goes
into the second physiographic region and therefore it can be anticipated that
E
if terrain is the signicant influence on these values the track effect will be
significant, the area effect will be significant and the track-by-area inter-
action will be significant. All of these are seen in the analysis of variance.
And therefore because the exact area to be examined in this study is entirely
included within a single physiographic region all of the scan lines to be examined
are assumed to have a constant autocorrelation structure and therefore it is
appropriate to keep the sampling technique identical for all regions studied
in both Denver and Richmond.
The sampling technique chosen was to obtain samples for the 'diffuse'
technique at intervals separated by at least 9 pixels. This was following the
suggestion made by Craig (1979) that such a sampling technique would yield
independent pixels for examination of problems such as classifier accuracy
evaluation; Thus the criterion used in finding the exact samples to be used
for obtaining training and testing pixels for the diffuse technique was to
have samples separated by at least nine pixels from any other sample used in
the analysis. Using this method we can be fairly confident that each sample
represents a distinct estimate of the characteristics of the land cover class.
In this way each sample will contribute a full degree of freedom to the over-








4. Source of Photo-Interpreted Data
The photo interpretated data were made available by D. Toll of
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center on a transparent overlay for each quad-
rangle studied (see Appendix C.A. Within each quadrangle nine or twelve
sites were chosen in which to study the classifier accuracy. Areas for
study were chosen to uniformly cover each quadrangle on a grid dimensioned
three columns by four rows in the case of Richmond and three columns by three
rows in the case of Denver. The actual arrangement is shown in figure 10.
To construct a data set for the accuracy test, a grided overlay
where each grid point was scaled to the size of the LANDSAT pixel (which
itself had been redimensioned to a 1:24000 scale) was placed upon the trans-
parent photo-interpreted land cover overlay. A symbol representing the
appropriate land cover class was recorded and later input to a computer
program for storage. The land cover classes actually considered are listed
in table 7. A representative land cover test grid for each of the two'
regions is presented in figure 11. The entire set of land cover data
grids used in this analysis is given in Appendix D.I. After the data were
keyed into this program a printout of the same data was made and it was
again compared to the photo-interpreted overlay. This was done by producing
the print out at the same scale as the LANDSAT data so they could be placed
directly under the overlay and compared to insure that the symbol assigned
corresponded to the region of land cover that had been defined. Any errors
recognized at this time were corrected in the computer file, the entire
grid printed out a second time and again checked against the land cover
overlay. In this way approximately ten thousand values of land cover class











TABLE 7. Land cover classes actually considered in photo-
interpretation of the ground truth data and symbc
used.*
Land Cover Land Cover
Class Symbol Class Symbol






4. Grassland G Residential H
5. Disturbed D 11. Commercial C
6. Barren B 12. Transportation T
7. Riparian P 13. Dam E
14. Undefined U
The appended symbol "N" is used to designate a low biomass Class. For
example, LN means Residential with little or no surrounding vegetation.























Figure 11. A typical grid of land cover class symbols'
obtained by digitizing the photo -interpreted














the vector of means it is necessary that all samples used to estimate the
5. Definition of Two `Methods of Developing the Signatures-
The important question to be analyzed in this study is the
question of how means of obtaining samples effect the estimate of accuracy
obtained. Two different kinds of sampling techniques are being examined.
One is that in which samples are obtained as usual. It is common to ob-
tain samples in contiguous blocks since this is the most convenient means
of obtaining them. A second method, which is argued in this study to be
the more desirable one, is to obtain samples in such a way that each re-
presents a totally independent estimate of the characteristics of the land
cover class being examined. To evaluate the relative desirability of these
we must design a test which allows us to answer the questi.)n: how does the
means of obtaining samples affect the estimates of accuracy? To do this
we will use two distinct methods for obtaining samples and evaluate the
accuracy of classification results when each of these is used in turn; and
then we will compare those two Lesults.
In the first we will obtain groups of close contiguous blocks
of pixels so that all pixels used to estimate a single signature are taken
from a single very narrowly constrained contiguous group of pixels. In
the second method we will 'diffusely' sample the land cover class from
throughout the region where it is available. This we call the 'diffuse'
sampling technique. Following this method no contiguous pixels will be
used to estimate the vector of means for the classification. To obtain
these independent samples they will each be taken from a distance of at
least ten pixels from any other representive pixels used. Furthermore,





reflectance characteristics of every land cover class by independent of all
others. It is not sufficient that samples be independent within a given
land cover class. Therefore to obtain the diffuse samples we will choose
pixels so that they are a distance of at least ten pixels away from any
other pixel used to define the signature of any other class in the analysis.
At ?east five distinct methods are available that would result in
an accuracy* evaluation uffi ich would presumably be satisfactory. These five
methods are listed in table 8. In some we might. :t,-wst the accuracy of our
evaluation by using the same kind of sampling technique to derive pixels
for the test as we did to get the pixels for the training set. In others
we would use the same evaluation procedure for both the diffuse and blocked
examination. This would mean using either all blocked pixels to define our
testing group, or alternatively using all diffuse samples to define the test
group. It has been determined in this study to use all diffuse sampled pixels to
define the testing of characteristic signatures (test number 2). The reason
for this is that if there is no effect of autocorrelation whatsoever, either
technique would be valid of course. On the other hand if there is an effect
of a ^utocorrelation presumably only the diffuse method would be satisfactory.
Therefore since we are allowing the alternative that autocorrelation does
significantly affect the results it is prudent to use the diffuse technique
for examination of both classifier techniques.
Other constraints on the total examination procedures to be used
for both the diffuse and block sampling techniques are as follows. First
of all we will want to use the same number of pixels for each test, diffuse




Method actually chosen for this study.
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TABLE 8. Some alternative strategies available for testing





Test Trained Trained Choice of
Num'+er Signatures Signatures Pixels
1. Blocked Diffuse Different
* 2. Diffuse Diffuse Different
3. Blocked Blocked Different
4. Blocked Blocked Same, single
entire grid
5. Diffuse Diffuse Entire set of
33 grids
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developing the training statistics and for testing the accuracy of the two
techniques. We will want our examination to be independent for training and
testing;that is we do not want to use the same pixels for each. Therefore
we divide the total number of pixels available in half and apply one half
of these to development of training signatures and one half to the testing
itself. No overlap between these two groups is allowed. To minimize problems
induced by geometric distortions in the satellite data we will avoid using
any pixels which fall on the boundary of a group.
We will also subject ourselves to the constraint that the land cover
classes used for the accuracy evaluation was to be present in both areas,
Richmond and Denver. It is not enough to evaluate the accuracy in one place
only. This is because the degree of autocorrelation may be different in the
two areas. It maybe significant in one and not in the other. Therefore we
will not only want to compare the two techniques but we will want to compare
their relative efficiency in both areas. Furthermore we must have at least
ten pixels available in each land cover class to be examined. This is a
i
minimum number for which we can hope to have useful statistics developed on
the relevant accuracy of the two techniques.
Finally the number of pixels used in each land cover class must be
in proportion to, and so representatives of, the relative proportion in the
total population. This is important in order to minimize any possible bias 	 j
3
.a
which could be introduced in the evaluation of both type I and type II errors
as is necessary in examinations of this type. As is shown below the set of
all these constraints which have been applied, all of which are very reason-
able, has produced very definite limits on the extent to which accuracy
evaluation can be performed in these two areas.
6. Input and Analysis of Photo-Interpreted Data
The next step was to determine the total number of pixels available
for each of the two types of accuracy assessment. On the one hand it was
desired to obtain a group of pixels at the closest possible spacing to use
to develop the signature for land cover classification. In the other case
it was desired to choose pixels for each land cover class subject to the con-
straint that they be placed no closer than 10 pixels apart. For the purpose
of the development of the first signature a program was written to find,
from each of the land cover grids now available in computer storage, the
largest blocks of contiguous pixels that could be obtained. To avoid the 	
A
problem of 'mixed pixels' -- in which a given pixel cannot be accurately
assigned to any single land cover class but instead contains a contribution
from several of those classes -- it was desired to avoid any pixels which
were on the boundaries of a given block of contiguous identical land cover
pixels. Thus the program was designed to discover the largest blocks of
contiguous pixels available, of the same land cover class, subject to the
constraint that no border pixels (that is pixels adjacent to a pixel of
another land cover class) were included within the first contiguous block.
The program was designed to output a new grid in which each block of con-
tiguous pixels was assigned a unique alphabetic symbol (figure 12). In
addition the total number of pixels within that contiguous block, except.
for those on the border of the block, was printed. An example is given in
table 9. A summary of the information for all of the grids used in the
analysis is presented in table 10. Examination of the data in table 10
shows that there are very few land cover classes for which large blocks of


















Figure 12. Results of program BLKFNTD representing each block
of contiguous pixels of a single land cover class
by a unique symbol. Chesterfield, Virginia, grid
number 3.
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TABLE 9. Example of counts of number or blocks of




BLOCK CHARACTER LAND COVER	 NUMBER
1 A F 22
4 D F 19
7 G F 1
12 L F 12
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TABLE 10. Total numbers of pixels of each land








1 L 967 195	 373
2 L 12 97	 88
3 HN 52 0	 1
4 C 418 48	 .23
5 CN 96 26	 1
6 B 369 3	 108
7 D 668 55	 185
8 G 258 0	 5
9 A 467 328	 460
10 T 83 37	 64
of blocks which contain only a few non-border pixels. The program used for
this analysis is also included in Appendix A , it is called BLKFND. The raw
data are listed in Appendix E.1.a.
In the same way it was desired to obtain a second collection of
pixels to use for developing signatures for training the classifier and for
testing the accuracy of the classifier. These pixels were desired so that
they were not contiguous pixels. That is, that they would not be subject to
the autocorrelatior_ known to exist within the LANDSAT data. To obtain such
samples it was necessary that they be no closer than ten pixels distant from
the remainder of the pixels used in this part of the analysis. They were
of course subject to the same constraint as the contiguous pixels chosen.
That is they could not be on the border of any given blocks of pixels of
a given land cover class. Rather, they must be in the interior of a homo-
geneous group of pixels. To obtain samples of this type a;computer program
was written to locate all pixels within each of the grid blocks of photo-
interpreted pixel data available for the test. The,-program was designed to
locate pixels which were not on the border of tta class block (figure 13)
i
and which fell at least ten pixels from the nearest pixel within the entire
grid which had already been chosen for potential analysis. In this way a
reasonable number of pixels were located which could be used for this part
of the autocorrelation study. An example of the output of this program is
shown in figure 14. The remainder of the results of this program analysis
are given in Appendix E.1.b.The program used for this analysis, called
DIFIND, is also given in Appendix A
Once all of these data were obtained by the computer runs,
it was desired to determine the total number of pixels which would be
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FiguT.. 13. Results of program D:FIND showing those pixels
on the borders of contiguous blocks of a single
land cover class (0's), and those not on the
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Figure 14. Results of prograw DIFIND showing non-border pixels
available for training or testing and at least ten
pixels distant from any other pixels chosen.






.	 The total of all of the pixels available for the diffuse technique for each
quadrangle and laud cover class are listed in table 11. As can be seen by
examining this table, certain land cover classes do not occur in both Richmond
t
and Denver. Therefore only a small fraction of all of the distinct types of
land cover were available for testing if the testing were desired to be done
for each land cover in both areas, as was the case. Land cover classes with
at least 10 pixels available in both areas are marked by an asterisk in table
11. Pixels available for each land cover class in each of the areas using the
blocked sampling technique were shown in table 10.As can be seen by comparison
of these two tables, and as would be expected, many more pixels are available
using the 'blocked' technique than are available when using the 'diffuse'
sampling. When we limit our consideration to those land cover classes for
which a minimum of ten pixels are available in each of the two regions, Denver
and Richmond it can be seen that only two distinct land cover classes are
available for sampling. These are the 'residential' and the 'agricultural'
classes. For each of these classes a large sample set is also available
using the blocked technique as would be expected. Because of the severe
constraint that the diffuse sampling scheme imposes on the number of pixels
available we shall limit our investigation of classification accuracy to the







TABLE 11. Total number of pixels available at a spacing of nine,
and completely surrounded by similar pixels.
Land cover Total
class Fitzsimmons Chesterfield Seven Pines Richmond
1. * L 18 2 8 10
2. L 0 3 1 4
3. HN 2 0 0 0
4. C 9 1 0 1
5. CN 1 0 0 0
6. B 5 0 2 2
7. D 15 0 1 1
8. G 4 0 0 0
9.* A 11 9 7 16
10. T 1 0 0 0
11. F 0 28 22 50
12. H 4 0 0 0
13. R&R+ 14 0 0 0
14. LN 7 0 0 0
*






k4 7. Choice of Training Pixels
a°
Once the land cover classes of interest were determined it was
next desired to find the correct number of pixels of each of the land cover
classes to be examined. In fact, there were to be three land cover classes,
the two mentioned and a third land cover class, 'other', consisting of the
total of the remaining land cover classes. A necessary requirement for
accuracy evaluation is that the pixels used in the assessment of accuracy
be representative of the relative proportion of the land cover which exists
in the population which we are trying to represent. We estimate the actual
percentage of the region covered by a given land cover class by the total
number of pixels detected by the photo-interpretation method within the
grids which were examined. Using this technique for example fur Denver it
was found that approximately 20% of the entire area under consideration is
covered by the ?and cover class 'residential'. Similarily it is found that
approximately 12% of the area is in the 'agricultural' land cover class
(table 12; see also table 13 for Richmond). The remainder of the pixels
naturally fall in the land cover class 'other'. For the land cover class
'residential', a total of 18 pixels were available for the d-tffuse sampling
evaluation, for 'agriculture' a total of 11 pixels were availabl.P (table 11).
Half of these pixels were to be used for the training and half were to be
retained for an independent testing assessment; therefore nine residential
and five agricultural pixels were to be used in the diffuse sample for
graining. It was desired that these would be a proportion of the total
number of pixels used representative of their contribution to the overall
population of land cover classes. In fact then eight pixels were used in
the residential class in Denver for testing and eight were used for training.
ORIGINAL PA04 W
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TABLE 12. Frequency of occurrence of each land cover class in
the Denver area and numbers of pixels chosen f6r
examination.
Desired per-
Total number	 centage of grid	 Number of	 Number of
Land cover	 of pixels	 represented by	 samples	 samples
class	 present	 this cover	 desired	 taken
L	 967	 20	 8.33	 8
C	 418	 9	 3.75	 4
U	 33	 1	 .42	 0
B	 369	 8	 3-.33	 3
A	 567	 12	 5	 5
D	 737	 15	 6.25	 6
H	 134	 3	 1.25	 1
HN	 52	 1	 0.42	 0
LN	 322	 7	 2.92	 3
CN	 96	 2	 0.83	 1
R+	 103	 2	 0.83	 1
R	 746	 15	 6.25	 6
L	 12	 0	 0	 0
G	 258	 5	 2.08	 2
H	 5	 0	 0	 0
LD	 1	 0	 0	 0
T	 83	 2	 0.83	 1
E	 5	 0	 0	 0





F	 0	 0	 0	 0






TABLE 13. Frequency of occurrence of each land cover class in
the Richmond area and numbers of pixels chosen for
examination.
Desired per-
Total number centage of grid Number of Number of
Land cover of pixels represented by samples samples
class present this cover desired taken
L 568 0.11 5.5 5
C 71 0.01 0.5 1
U 0 0.00 0.0
B 111 0.02 1.0 1
A 791 0.16 8.0 8
D 241 0.05 2.5 3
H 0 0.00 0.0
HN 1 0 0
LN 0 0.00 0.0
CN 27 0.01 0.5 1
R+ 0 0.00 0.0
R 0 0.00 0.0
L 185 0.04 2.0 2
G 4 0 0
H 0 0.00 0.0
LD 0 0.00 0.0
T 141 0.02 1.0 1
E 0 0.00 0.0
N 0 0.00 0.0
F 2891 0.58 29.0 29





In the same way five pixels of the agricultural class were used for testing
and five for training. The coordinates of the pixels chosen for this
analysis are listed in table 14. In order to maintain the appropriate
relative proportion of the total population,the class 'other' was designed
to comprise twenty-eight pixels total in E-.h of the training and the
testing procedures. Similar computations were done for the case of Richmond
and it was found that five 'residential' pixels and eight 'agricultural' pixels
would be required. To keep the correct proportion of these to the overall land
cover a total of 38 pixels from 'other' land cover classes were used. These
again are used in proportion to their representation in the population as
estimated from the total grid sample available. The actual representation of
different land cover classes in the class 'other' is included in tables 12 and
13. These tables also list the exact number of samples which were desired. Having
the land cover class 'other' available and having the proportions of three
land cover classes being representative of the population makes it possible
to perform an unbiased accurate evaluation of both type I and type II errors
during the classification procedure. For each land cover class in each area
a block of the same number of pixels was chosen at random to develop the




TABLE 14. Coordinates of pixels chosen for training statistics
for classifier. difuse method. 	 '
Richmond Denver
Residential Scan line Element Scan line Element
1145 1861 2188 2152
Seven Pines 1107 1906 21.71 2209
1142 1916 2183 2259
2189 2252	
f













Seven Pines 1061 1960 2171 2145
1071 1949 2188 2140	 xy
2171 2244
Chesterfield 1205 1544 2171 2263
1195 1593 2179 2249







TABLE 15. Coordinates of pixel groups used to develop signatures
for 'blocked' sample classification method.
1
Number of Beginning Ending Beginning Ending
Pixels Scan line Scan line Element Element
Residential 3 1109 1111 1908 1908
Richmond 2 1110 1111 1909 1909
(Seven Pines) 5
Agriculture 9 1029 1030 1907 1910
Richmond
(Seven Pines)
Residential 6 2221 2223 2211 2212	 I
















8. Results of STATS Runs
Once the total number of points which were to be used in the
development of signatures and in the accuracy evaluation were determined, 	 a.
those pixels were identified and a statistics package program of the
ORSER system used to develop signatures for the classification. This
was done with half of the total number of pixels that had been identified
and chosen as representative pixels for each of the two techniques. Separate
statistics were developed for each of the two regions, Denver and Richmond.
These statistics consisted of the mean and standard deviation for each of
C
the four channels of the satellite data.	 z
Because of the nature of the stats program used in this analysis
separate classification signatures had to be developed for each of the two
quadrangles in the Richmond area. For the purposes of this study both of
these quadrangles were assumed to be random samples of identical land
cover class types and therefore it was appropriate to combine the signa-
tures developed for each of those two quadrangles to construct a single
signature appropriate for the entire Richmond area. To obtain the most
useful signature it was necessary to combine the two values, since those
values were constructed using different sample sizes it was not possible to
simply average the signatures for each channel: Rather,a weighted average 	 5
had to be done. In the same way, it was necessary to extract from the
computed variances the actual sums of squares for each channel for each
quadrangle. From these sums of squares and from the computed means it 	 a
F	
was possible to construct an overall estimate of population variance based
on the combined variances for each channel for the two quadrangles. These






quadrangles are listed in table 16. To expedite these computations a short
computer program was written and this program, called SIGNAD, is listed in
Appendix A also. Using the combined signatures which have not been
developed it is possible to create plots of the classification space to show
where these signatures will fall. Figures 15 and 16-illustrate the regions
of classifications space for each of the two techniques, DIFFUSE and
BLOCKED, for the Denver area.
The classifier that was chosen to be used with this analysis was
one of the ORSER system called PPD. This is a parallelopiped classifier in
which the classification space is divided into hyper-rectangles. The limits
on the rectangle dimensions were defined by the mean for each channel plus
or minus two times the standard deviation for that channel. These values
were computed for each of the two areas and are listed in table 17.
Prior to running PPD on the LANDSAT data each area (qu7,drangle) was
geometrically corrected, rotated and resealed (to 1:24000) using the ORSER
program SUBGM. These areas were then output as symbol maps to scale with
the ORSER program NMAP. The quadrangles were compared directly to standard
USGS 7z' quadrangle maps to exactly locate the testing grids in the LANDSAT
imagery. Whenever necessary the 'fine correction factor' of the SUBGM
program was employed to bring the imagery into precise alignment with the
quadrangle map. In each case agreement within ±k pixel was achieved.
Next the transparent photo-interpretation overlay for the area
on which the quadrangle boundaries were marked was placed over the image
map to dete.::i. ,.ne the exact coordinates of the grids available for testing.
These grids and quad boundaries were marked directly on the LANDSAT pixel
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Fs^ure 15. Regions of the brightness space which could be
classified as agriculture (A) and residential (L)
using the blocked sampling scheme to develop
signatures. (a) channels MSS-4 and MSS-5, (b)
channels MSS-6 and MSS-7. Cross-hatched
region is the area of confusion of the two
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Figure 16. Regions of brightness space which could be
classified as agriculture (A) and residential
(L) using the diffuse sampling scheme to
develop signatures. (a) channels MSS-4 and
MSS-5, (b) channels MSS-6 and MSS-7. Cross-
hatched region is the area of confusion of



























TABLE 17.	 Classification limits for each land cove: class in
each region classified by PPD.
Channel
Region Land Cover Training Type Limit 1 2 3 4
Richmond Residential Diffuse Upper 20.69 23.93 33.43 18.28
Lower 11.31 10.07 20.97 12.91
Blocked Upper 22.10 23.54 32.90 17.00
Lower 11.90 11.66 23.10 13.00
Agriculture Diffuse Upper 21.68 26.79 35.46 19.54
Lower 10.76 10.54 15.32 31.80
Blocked Upper 19.31 26.92 30.88 17.61
Lower 16.91 19.96 23.12 12.17
Denver Residential Diffuse Upper 28.46 37.86 45.76 24.99
Lower 16.34 18.54 34.64 18.06
Blocked Upper 27.70 41.00 47.32 24.94
Lower 20.90 22.20 39.,48 20.26
Agriculture Diffuse Upper 28.49 35.17 45.91 22.03
Lower 18.85 30.49 30.43 15.63
Blocked Upper 28.24 40.47 70.80 22.82




time if discrepancies arose. The coordinates of the grids as determined with
this technique are listed in tables 18, 19 and 20. The signatures were then
input to the PPD program, and the entire quadrangle classified according to
those values. Classification groups were residential, agriculture, and all 	 f
other. Where the two land cover class types overlapped a separate symbol
indicating confusion was printed out. An example of the results of the
s
'	 parallelopiped classifier for a single grid in the Richmond area is shown
In figure 17.
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TABLE 18. Coordinates of grids used in the Phase I Analysis of
the Chesterfield, Virginia quadrangle.*
i
Beginning Ending Beginning Ending Number of
Grid Number Scan Line Scan Line Element 'Element Scan lines	 Elements
1 1194 1206 1537 1552 13 16
2 1194 1206 1584 1601 13 16
r
3 1195 1207 1488 1503 13 16
4 1233 1245 1538 1553 13 16
5 1233 1245 1586 1601 13 16
k
6 1234 1246 1488 1503 13 16
7 1272 1284 1588 1603 13 16
8 1273 1285 1539 1554 13 16
E 9 1274 1286 1490 1505 13- 16
10 1311 1323 1589 1604 13 16
11 IK 2 1324 1540 1555 13 16
12 1313 1325 1491 1506 13 16
s	
*Note that these coordinates are transformed from the original scan line
and element numbers due to rotation, scaling and geometric corrections













TABLE 19. Coordinates of grids used in the Phase l Analysis of




Beginning Ending Beginning Ending Number
K
of
Grid Number Scan Line Scan Line Element Element Scan lines Elements
a
1 1021 1033 1946 1961 13 16
2 1022 1034 1897 1912 13 16
3 1023 1035 1849 1864 13 16
4 1060 1072 1948 1963 13 16	 j
5 1061 1073 1899 1914 13 16
6 1062 1074 1850 1865 13 16
7 1099 1111 1950 1965 13 16
8 1100 1112 1851 1866 13 16
9 1100 1112 1901 1916 13 16	 +
10 1139 1151 1902 1917 13 16
11 1140 1152 1853 1868 13 16 i
12 1140 1152 1952 1967 13 16
Note that these coordinates are transformed from the original scan line
and element numbers due to rotation, scaling and geometric corrections







TABLE 20. Coordinates of grids used in the Phase I Analysis of
the Fitzsimmon, Colorado quadrangle. *
Beginning Ending Beginning Ending Number of
Grid Number Scan Line Scan L-We Element Element Scan lines Elements
a
1 2128 2148 2138 2163 21 26
2 2129 2149 2130 2215 21 26
3 2129 2149 2243 2268 21 26
4 2170 2190 2138 2163 21 26
5 2170 2190 2190 2215 21 26
6 2170 2190 2243 2268 21 26
7 2212 2232 2138 2163 21 26
8 2212 2232 2190 2215 21 26°
9 2212 2232 2243 2268 21 26
*
Rote that these coordinates are transformed from the original scan line
and element numbers due to rotation, scaling and geometric corrections
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Figure 17. A typical PPDclaooified LANDSAT image grid.








9. PPD Classifier Results
Actual classification of the LANDSAT data was done with a program
obtained from the Office of Remote Sensing of Earth Resources (ORSER) at
The Pennsylvania State University. This program is called PPD and is a
parallelopiped classifier. Classification limits for this classifier were
computed using the vectors of mean and standard deviations as obtained from
the STATS Program. Limits were computed as the mean plus and minus two times
the standard deviation in each of the four LANDSAT MSS data channels. All four
channels were used. since it was not obvious which channels would yield the
best results and it was assumed that no degradation of classifier accuracy
could result from the use of all available data.
Each of the grids whose coordinates are listed in tables 18, 19 and 20 were
run separately through the PPD program. In addition entire maps of the
quadrangles understudy were classified in order to yield an approximate
measure of the quality of the classification. Reasonable accuracy appeared
to be achieved in each case. Once the grids had been classified these
classified values were output to a disk file on the Burroughs for later
study. The classification produced a total of four symbols according to
the following rule. If a pixel value fell within plus or minus two standard
deviations of the mean in all four channels for a single land cover class
it was classified as that class. Two classes were of concern in this study.
The residential land cover was symbolized in the LANDSAT data by an
"R", and the agricultural land cover class symbolized by "A". If a pixel
had values which fell within the upper and lower two standard deviation
limits on the mean in a given channel for both of these classes it was








the classes. Any pixel whose values did not fall in the upper and
standard deviation limits on the mean was classified as other and given a
symbol "blank". Once each grid had been classified and output to the disk
on the Burroughs it was then transferred to the HP Mini Computer for analysis
of classification accuracy. The classified grids which resulted from the
PPD classification are given in Appendix F.1. Each of these grids was
hand checked against the photo-interpreted data which had previously been
digitized as described in section 6 above. The purpose of this checking
was to determine if any blatant errors of mispositioning of grids had
occurred, or if any errors had occurred in transfering the data to the
mini computer. Once these checks were made, and they showed no errors,
t*r ;,: -!•-ra were then available for classification accuracy evaluation.
A
10. Accuracy Evaluation
To minimize the amount of operator induced inaccuracy in the
evaluation procedure itself, a computer program was written in order tc
evaluate the accuracy in each of the grids. This was done by comparin€
the classifier results to the previously input photo-interpreted grounc
data. Accuracy evaluation, of course, was only considered for the pixe
which had previously been choosen by the technique described above. TI
are listed in table 21. Accuracy was summarized in confusion table
following the method described by Kalensky and Scherk (1975). A summai
of the overall accuracy evaluation results for Denver and Richmond is given
in tables 22 and 23. There are a number of evaluation criteria available.
As can be seen, the one chosen for major emphasis in this study was the
value of overall mapping accuracy.
Overall mapping accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number of
pixels correctly classified to the total number of pixels classified. Since
1
essentially all (99%) of the land cover classes are represented in the set of
pixels being evaluated, a type I error in one land cover class is a type II
error in another and vice versa. Therefore it is not necessary to consider
either type I or type II errors separately. Since the probability of making
an error is just one minus the probability of correct classification, it is
quite adequate for our purposes to simply consider the probability of a correct
classification. Therefore overall classification accuracy is a representative
measure of the success of a classifier in this study. It is the examination






TABLE 21. Coordinates of pixels used for classifier accuracy
evaluation ('testing').
Richmond Denver
Residential Scan line Element Scan line	 Element
Seven Pines 1024 1850 2129 2139
1033 18151 2129 2149
1025 1898 2132 2158
1066 1949 2172 2157





Seven Pines 1025 1910 2144 2194
1029 1953 2137 2244
7 f 1063 1851 2138 2253
1363 1909 2146 2245





CLASS R A O
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R) 2 6 6
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (F) 0 4 1
E	 OTHER	 (0) 2 2 22
TOTALS 4 6 29










CLASS; R A O
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 a 0 0
U	 9GRICULTUR E (A)	 1 1 3
E	 OTHER (0)	 5 3 18
TOTALS 14 4 21
COMISSIO NS 6 3 3
.43 .75 .14
OVERALL CLASS I F I CATI ON ACC URACY . 69





























TABLE 22. Cumulative confusion table and measures of errors for the
Fitzsimmons, Colorado quadrangle. (A) Blocked technique,
(B) Diffuse technique.














OVERALL CLASSI F I CATION AC:C:URAC •r• .72
	
P(ALPHA ERROR) = .36
OVERALL MA
P
PING AC CURACY	 .60
	















P(RETA ERROR) = .04
TABLE 23. Cumulative confusion table and measures of errors fol






CLASS R A 0
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0
U	 AGRICULTURE (8)	 0 0 0
E	 OTHER (0)	 2 0 14
TOTALS 2 0 14
COMISSIONS 2 0 0
1.00 0.00 0.00
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .88
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY .77
CUMULATIVE CONFUSION TABLE (B)
MAPPED AS
MAPPING
CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIE':-.
T
R.	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 A(.-3F'I1- '.ULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 5 11 16 5	 .131 .69
TOTALS 0 5 11 16 5
COMISSIONS, 0 5 el 5
0.00 1.00	 0.00
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .69 P(ALPHA ERROR)=	 .33
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY .47 P(BETA ERROR) =	 .10
CLASS R A O
T
F 5
U	 AGRICULTURE <:A) 0 2 6
E	 OTHER	 (0) 0 4 13
TOTALS N 6 24

















	 Cumulative confusion table and measures of
errors for the Seven Piness Virginia quadrangle. (A) Blocked
technique. (B) Diffuse technique.
CUMULATIVE CONFUS I CAN TABLE (A)
MAPPED AS
MAPPING
CLADS R	 A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R,	 RESIDENTIAL (R) 1	 6 4 5 4 .80 .08
U	 AGRICULTURE (A) 3	 0 5 8 8 1.00 6.00
E	 OTHER: (0) 5	 1 11 17 6 .35 .42
TOTAL: 5	 1 20 30 18
COMISSIONS 8	 1 9 18
.84	 1.00 .45
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY	 40
	
P(ALPHA ERR:OR)= .78
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY	 .31
	




OVERALL CLASSIFICATION       ACCURACY .50
	
P(ALPHA ERROR)= .38
OU EPPL L MAPPING ACCUPRCY	 .40
	






The computer program used for this accuracy evaluation, call+-4
ABSTAT is listed in Appendix A . This program was'run on each of the
quadrangles and each of the grids within those quadrangles. A confusion
table was output for each grid of each quadrangle and these are shown in
Appendix G.J. Also computed was a cumulative misclassification table
and the final cumulative misclassification table results are summarized in
table 24. The actual selection of pixels to be used in the accuracy evalua-
tion was performed through the use of the program TEST@. This program is
also listed in Appendix A . Sufficient numbers of pixels were chosen so
that the relative proportion of each land cover class within the total study
area would be accurately represented. These pixels were of course also sub-
ject to the constraint that they not fall on the boundary of any given land
cover class group as discussed previously.
As can be seen by examination of Table 24 and especially Table 25
no clear pattern can be seen in the results of the two classification pro-
cedures. In two of the three quadrangles the BLOCKED procedure led to
slightly higher classification accuracy estimates. In the third quadrangle,
the Seven Pines Quadrangle in the Richmond area, the DIFFUSE procedure led
to a considerably greater overall classification accuracy. In all cases the
standard deviation, as estimated using the classification accuracy in each
grid of the quadrangle, is quite large. It is clear that none of these
results indicate significant differences in the relative accuracy of the
^	 y
two techniques. Because the Richmond area was considered to be a whole unit
rather than comprised of two separate regions, the .results were combined
and the overall average is also reported in Table 25. As can, be seen in








TABLE 24.	 Results of the examination of classifier accuracy in
each area using the blocked and diffuse traiping pro-
cedure.
Overall Classification Accuracy
Quadrangle Blocked	 Diffuse Grid






























Quadrangle	 Blocked	 Diffuse Grid
I



























TABLE 25. Summary of overall classifier accuracy for each
quadrangle.	 1.
Standard
Quadrangle Method Mean Deviation
Fitzsimmons Blocked 0.76 0.24
Diffuse 0.74 0.24
Chesterfield Blocked 0.81 0.37
Diffuse 0.73 0.30
Seven Pines Blocked 0.37 0.37
Diffuse 0.48 0.33
Richmond Total Blocked 0.55 0.42
Diffuse 0.58 0.33
Overall Total Blocked 0.72
(Weighted Mean) Diffuse 0.69
Overall Accuracy Blocked 0.635
(Single Table) Diffuse 0.624
-85-
accuracy than the B1..00KLD procedure. Again tile standard deviations arc
vary large and undoubtedly these moans art not s4gliifloantly different.
The overall waiglitad mans of the threw quadrangles, includuig both the
Richmond and Denver areas, era reported in Table 9-6. It call be sa(m
that this procedure estimates the overall classification accuracy of that
BLOCKED procedure is slightly higher than that of the DIFFUSE procedure,
No estimate of the error variance is possible for this value. Finally a
more appropriato overall. masmro of accuracy of evaluation can be obtained
by combining tile misclassification tables of all three quadrangles prior to
computation of a Single value of classification accuraQy. This was done
and that result is also reported in Table 25. Again the ULOCKED procedure
led to i vary slight improvement ovor that of the DIFFUSE technique. Un-
doubtodly chase values could not be shown to be signifir.mtly different.
Unfortunately estimates of the error variance are not available for these
value s.
Although not strictly statistically appropriate, multiple t-tests
ware porformod to compare the mans 
of 
each technique in anch quadrangle.
An adjustment of the overall alplut level was made to account for the fact
that a nuMler of torts were being perforniod so that an overall error
of 5Z would be nehio-vod. With this adjustutont it could not be shown that
any moan was significantly difforent than tho other, BLOMED or DIFFUSE, in
any of Oe three quadrnngUs. Similarily tests of the homogeneity of
variance of the technique; cklii be performed using in t'-statistic. This
vita done for each of the Hiroo quadranglos and it was found that there is
a slight tendency for the variance in classification accur cy to b or ,a	 e	 r
 t ,
in two (the 'RiOttiond two) of the throo qn)aAranplos. Although these tests
r.




accuracy	 Sample Size	 Method	 Quadrangle
0.72 39 Blocked Fitzsimmons
0.69 39 Diffuse Fitzsimmons
0.40 30 Blocku,:d Seven Pines
0.50 30 Diffuse seven Pines
0.88 16 Blocked Chesterfield
0.69 16 Diffuse Chesterfield
0.64 85 Blocked Total
0.62 85 Diffuse Total
-86-
uy^
can only be considered approximate at best, they indicate quite strongly
that neither of the techniques can be anticipated to yield better
classification procedures than the other. However,-our certainty of the
classification accuracy may be improved by the DIFFUSE sampling procedure.
Other means of evaluating classification accuracy are of course
available. These would include computation of the alpha error rate, the
beta error rate, mapping accuracy and overall mapping accuracy and all of
these values have been included in the tables of Appendix G.1. Undoubtedly
sufficiently thorough examination of all of these could uncover differences
in the two techniques. However the testing becomes superfluous when such
a large number of different classification evaluation procedures are con-
sidered'. The number of tests is so great that an alpha error can be almost
guaranteed to occur. Therefore no further statistical analyses of these
values was made.
It is also conceivable that the relative classification accuracy
of one technique or the other may decrease as a function of distance from the
site where the traininf; pixels were obtained. This hypothesis was con-
sidered and evaluated by graphical representation of the results (table 27) as a
function of distance from training pixels. No systematic pattern could be
uncovered in this procedure although there were hints that it maybe the
case for the BLOCKED procedure. This is not surprising in that the BLOCKED
procedurL! obtained all of its samples from a single site whereas the
DIFFUSE procedure obtained pixel training samples from almost every grid within
each quadrangle. Therefore it would be erroneous to conclude that the
DIFFUSE method was superior to the BLOCKED method because of any patterns	
i
such as this that may exist. Further examination of the question however





Results of overall classification ar_curagy for each
Phase I area arranged according to the spatial
configurations of the grids (as in figure 4 ).





Denver	 0.50 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.50 0.33
0.33 1.00 [0.67] [1.00] [0.671 [0.671 t
0.67 [1.001 1.00 [0.67] [1.00] [1.00]
Seven Pines	 0.25 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.50
a
0.33 0.00 0.67 0.67 0.50 [0.33]
0.00 [0.00] 1.00 0.50 [0.00] 0.33
0.33 0.33 1.00 0.67[	 l 1.00[	 ] 1.00 g
Chesterfield	 1.00 [0.50] :0.00 [0.50] [1.00] :[1.00]
1.00 1.00 1.00 [0.33] [1.001 [1.001









At this point we must suspect that either the autocorrelation which
exists within the LANDSAT data does not significantly influence the classifica-
tion procedure or that our testing method is not sufficiently sensitive to
the effects of that autocorrelation. The sampling procedure followed, and
evluation methods used, would seem to be sufficiently careful that any
influence of autocorrelation which might exist could be expected to show up.
Therefore we must tentatively conclude that autocorrelation will not signi-
ficantly influence the accuracy of classification procedures when that in-
fluence is carefully examined. Because this is an important conclusion with
respect to sampling techniques which might be used by other investigators,
it is important to carefully document the extent of evidence available on
this question and to thoroughly examine its importance as far as practical
Further tests of this idea then are described in the following section.
B. Phase II: Extension to Other Areas of the Denver Region
1. Sites Chosen
The results of the phase I analysis stiggested that there may
be measurable differences in the results and accuracy of evaluation
which will be achieved as a function of the kind of sampling technique
employed. Although the results suggest there are differences, those
differences are not totally distinct, and are Jiff icult to interpret.
They do not appear to b^- of the sort which might be anticipated given
autocorrelation structure in the data. Therefore in order to test the
presence of this in general, further analysis is desirable. Results
also suggest that the differences may show up more distinctly when the
grids being analyzed are separated by a great distance. Therefore more
samples are needed and the samples should be spread over a larger
region.
Therefore it was decided to extend this analysis to other regions.
in the Denver area. .A total of five quadrangles were chosen for further
analysis. These are: Highlands Ranch, Littleton, Commerce City, East
Lake, and the Sable quadrangles. The positions of each of these quad-
rangles are shown in figure 18. They were chosen because they display
appoximately the same conditions of urban growth and expansion and trans-
formation of land cover classes as was displayed in the originai quadrangle
chosen. Each of these areas is also contained with the same LANDSAT
image which was used for the Fitzsimmons quadrangle and therefore it
was possible to employ the same signatures developed in that quadrangle





















t	 Figure 18. Locations of quadrangles chosen for the phase 11
analysis of the Denver area. The original quadrangle
studied (Fitzsimmons) is shown for comparison.
'C k	 I
advantage that aerial photography of the same time period is also available
for these sites. Furthermore they all occur within the same physiographic
region as was found for the Fitzsimmons quadrangle. Virtually identical
land cover classes,and characteristics occur within these quadrangles
as was shown in the Fitzsimmons quadrangle. The same land cover classes
were chosen for evaluation as previously. Within each of these quadrangles
from three to nine one-square-mile grids were defined as done previously in
the phase I study. The relative locations of each of these grids within the
quadrangle chosen is shown in figures 19-22. The location of these grids
was defined by the positioning of the land cover classes of interest
within the quadrangle areas. U.S. Geological Survey 7!' quadrangle maps











Figure 19. Location of grids chosen for study in the Commerce City





















Figure 21. Location of grids chosen for study in the Littleton. Colorado
quadrangle.
C
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As in the phase I study the land cover classes were defined by and
provided by the contract manager at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Classes
were defined using a modified Anderson level II system as previously and the
classes considered are listed in table 28. As can be seen, certain new
classes not previously defined are included in this table. In addition
several classes which had previously been considered in the phase I study are
no longer included. These include classes that were considered only because
they occurred within the Richmond study area in phase I. Furthermore certain
class definitions have been slightly redefined for the phase II study. Compari-
son of tables 28 and 7 will show where these discrepancies occur.
Reproductions of the photo-interpreted overlays provided by NASA
are given in Appendix C.2. The same procedure used in phase I was used to
locate the exact positions of these overlays relative to 7 1^' topographic maps
and relative to the LANDSAT data. The photo-interpreted data were digitized
using the same procedure described in phase I and these data were input by
the GRNDTH program and stored on disk for later analysis. Analysis included
runs of BLKFND and DIFIND as done previously in the phase I study. The total
number of pixels available for testing was determined with the DIFIND program.
These numbers of pixels available in each quadrangle are listed in tables
29-32 and summarized in table 33. Appendix D.2 contains the data.
One of the important questions to be examined in phase II was the
extent to which these signatures could be extrapolated to new areas in the
I
same region as a function of the type sampling procedure which had been
followed in developing the signatures originally. Therefore it was desirable
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TABLE 28. Symbols used in the phase II analysis and the correspondin3
?and cover classes they represent. Only defined classes
represented by at least 10 pixels are listed:
Reported in photo Used in internal
interpretation machine










UN + Residential with no or
partial landscaping
Rip $ or F Riparian
UL &
T T Transportation
L	 or U or * Low density residential
UH % Apartments or Townhouses
This, and a number of other symbols were not defined in the photointerpreted
data set_supplied from NASA-GSFC. They include: UL, CX, DS, UM, 00, UH, U
LN and C . Because they are rare (see table 39) they are assumed to be





THE 29. Results of Program DIFIND. Number of pixels avails
testing at a spacing of ten in the phase II grids of the
Highland Ranch, Colorado, quadrangle.
Grid Number
Class 1 2 3	 4 5 6 7	 8	 9 Total
r;^..	
A 1 6 --	 -- -- -- --	 --	 -- 7
R -- 3 5	 -- -- -- 9	 9	 6 32
U -- -- --	 6 5 6 --	 --	 4 21
0R 4 2 2	 -- 2 -- --	 --	 1 11
r	
C -- 1 3	 3 1 2 --	 -	 -- 10
r
D -- -- 2	 -- 1 2 --	 1	 -- 6
_	
Rip -- 2 --	 -- -- -- --	 --	 -- 2
W-- -- --	 -- -- -- --	 —	 -- 0
B -- -- 1	 -- -- -- --	 --	 1 2
C5 -- --	 -- -- -- --	 --	 -- 5
,.	
UN4 -- -- --	 -- 2 -- -	 --	 1 3
T-- -- 1	 -- -- -- --	 --	 -- 1
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TABLE 30. Results of Program DIFIND.
	 Number of pixels available for
testing at a spacing of ten in the phase II grids of the
East Lake, and Commerce City, Colorado, quadrangles.
GRID NUMBER
East Lake Commerce City
Class 1 2 3 4	 5 6	 1	 2	 3 Total
A 7 7 5 --	 1 --	 --	 3	 8 31
R -- 1 6 --	 4 --	 --	 4	 -- 15
U 1 --	 -- 5	 1 --	 7	 --	 -- 14
0 1 3 1 --	 1 8	 --	 2	 -- 16
C -- --	 -- --	 -- --	 3	 --	 1 4
D -- --	 -- 3	 1 --	 --	 -- 4
Rip -- --	 -- --	 -- 1	 --	 2	 -- 3
W 1 --	 -- --	 -- 1	 --	 --	 -- 2
B -- 2	 -- --	 1 --	 1	 --	 -- 4
L-- --	 -- --	 -- --	 --	 --	 -- 0
ti





	 --	 -- --	 --	 1 1
CN--
	 -- --	 --	 --	 -- --	 --	 0 0
96
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TABLE 31. Results of Program DIFIND. Number of pixels available
for testing at a spacing of ten in the phase II grids
of the Littleton, Colorado quadrangle.
Grid Number
Class 1 2 3 4	 5 6 7 8 9 Total
A 1 4 --	 1 3 2 -- 5 16
Rr^ 9 4 -- 7	 -- 1
6 -- 2 29 s
U -- -- 41 7 2 -- -- -- 15




D -- 1 1 --	 2 -- 1 1 -- 6
Rip -- -- 1 --	 -- 1 1 -- 1 4
W -- 2 -- --	 -- 1 -- 3 -- 6
B 1 -- -- 2	 -- 1 -- -- -- 4
I1N -- -- -- 2	 -- -- -- -- --
2 z
T-- -- -- --	 -- -- -- -- -- 0
6	
,,
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TABLE 32. Results of Program DIFIND. Number of pixels available
for testing at a spacing of ten in the phase II grids of
the Sable, Colorado quadrangle.
Grid Number
Class 1 2 3	 4	 5 6 7 8 Total>
A -- --	 -- --	 -- 5, -- 4 9
R 8 9 5	 9	 -- 5 3 2 41
U -- -- 1	 --	 7 -- 3 -- 11
0 3 -- 2	 1	 1 1 2 4 14
C 1 -- 3	 --	 -- -- 2 -- 6
D-- -- --	 --	 -- -- 1 -- 1
Rip -- 2 --	 --	 -- -- -- 1 3
W-- -- --	 --	 -- -- -- -- 0
B-- -- --	 --	 -- -- -- -- 0
1; -- --	 -- --	 -- -- -- -- 0
UN -- -- --	 --	 -- -- -- -- 0
T-- -- --	 --	 -- -- -- -- 0
L	
Y











TABLE 33, Summary  of pixels available for testing each land cover




Class City Littleton Sable Ranch Total
A 31 16 9 7 63
R 15 29 41 32 117
U 14 15 11 21 61
0 16 14 14 11 55
C 4 4 6 10 24
D 4 6 1 6 17
Rip 3 4 3 2 12
W 2 6 0 0 8
B 4 4 0 2 10
L- 0 1 0 5 6
UN 2 2 0 3 7
T 1 0 0 1 2
CN 0 2 0 2 4





phase I study. Therefore the two original classes, residential and
r,
agriculture, were used. The remaining land cover classes were lumped
in the single class other. All available land cover classes were de-
termined for each quadrangle using the BLKFND program previously developed.
These are listed for each grid of each quadrangle in tables 34-38. The
data are summarized in table 39. The total number of pixels avaiable
as determined by the program DIFIND were then further subset so that the
number of pixels of each land cover class actually used in the accuracy
evaluation would again be in proportion to their occurrence within the
total photo-interpreted data set (table 40). Furthermore these pixels
were split into two groups so that one half would be used in the blocked
evaluation and one half used in the diffuse evaluation (table 41). The
program TEST@ was run to determine exactly which pixels would be used in
each test. The pixels chosen for each of the two tests for each land







TABLE 34. Number of pixels of the various land cover c]
found in the Highland Ranch, Colorado quadrt
I
Grid
Class Total 1 2 3 4 5 6	 7	 8 9
LN 22 22 -- -- -- -- --	 --	 -- --
L 311 311 -- -- -- -- --	 --	 -- --
0 373 168 36 51 26 36 5	 --	 14 37
A 302 40 262 -- -- -- --	 --	 -- --
C 374 5 10 200 110 24 22	 --	 -- 3
Rip 107 -- 81 11 -- -- 10	 --	 -- 5
R 1599 -- 145 149 -- -- --	 546	 495 264
D 246 - 12 73 23 43 58	 --	 37 --
T36 -- -- 36 -- -- --	 --	 -- --
B 36 -- -- 7 -- -- --	 --	 -- 29
C- 5 -- -- 5 -- -- --	 --	 -- --
CN 70 -- -- 14 -- 47 --	 -- 9
U 1304 -- -- -- 370 336 440	 --	 -- 158
7 32 -- -- -- 17 15 --	 --
UN 86 -- -- -- -- 45 --	 --	 -- 41




TABLE 35.	 Number of pixels of the various land cover cla
found in the Sable. Colorado quadrangle.
Grid
Class Total 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
R 2090 378	 546 185 517 -- 252 174 38
0 528 131	 -- 128 8 20 24 74 143
C 255 37	 -- 134 -- 12 -- 59 13-:.
D 39 --	 --- 8 -- 8 -- 23 --
Rip 77 --	 -- 41 21 -- -- 6 9	 9
U 697 --	 -- 50 -- 471 -- 176 --
CN 13 --	 -- -- -- 10 -- -- 3
B 24 --	 -- -- -- 21 -- -- 3
00 1 --	 -- -- -- 1 -- -- --
U 3 3 ry
A 545 --	 -- -- -- -- 270 -- 275
T 77 --	 -- -- -- -- -- 34 43













TABLE 36. Number of pixels of the various land cover classes
found in the East Lake, Colorado quadrangle.
Class Total
Grid
1 2 3 4 5 6
A 1029 394 351 213 -- 63 8
0 731 83 67 81 42 10 448
U 368 21 -- -- 282 65 --
C 68 17 -- -- 51 -- --
W 62 31 -- -- -- 3 28
B 99 -- 74 -- -- 25 --
R 491 -- 28 252 -- 211 --
D 201 -- 5 -- 152 44 --
CN 19 -- -- -- 19 -- --
UN 104 -- -- -- -- 104 --
Rip 31 -- -- -- -- -- 31







TABLE 37. Number of pixels of the various land cover classes




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
R 1512 452 203 7 363 -- 44 352 -- 91
CN 51 36 -- -- 15 -- -- -- -- --
B 137 30 -- -- 72 -- 35 -- -- --
0 731 17 29 181 -- 18 103 10 347 26
A 879, 11 234 -- -- 25 160 135 -- 314
W 278 -- 57 7 -- -- 38 -- 170 6
D 190 -- 23 42 9 52 ^ W' 41 23 --
C 172 -- -- 139 -- 32 10 - -- --
U 691 -- -- 130 54 419 82 -- -- --
Rip 194 -- -- 43 -- -- 41 7 -- 103
UL 2 -- --
--
2 -- -- -- -- --
UN 40 -- -- -- 31 -- 9 -- -- --
T 39 -- -- -- -- -- 24 -- -- 15
DS 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- --
L6 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 6 --
UM 4 -- -- - -- -- -- --
--
4




TABLE 38. Number of pixels of the various land cover classes
found in the Commerce City, Colorado quadrangle
Grid
Class Total 1 2 3
B 34 34 -- ---
U 426 426 -- --
C 98 86 -- 12
A 663 -- 156 507
R 175 -- 175 --
0 73 -- 61 11
Rip 133 -- 133 --
T 14 -- -- 14





TABLE	 39. Number of pixels of each landcover class present in
each quadrangle of the phase II study area.
Highlands Grand
Class East Lake Commerce City	 Littleton Sable Ranch Total
A 1029 663	 879 545 302 3418 i
0 731 73	 7.31 528 373 2436
V 368 426	 691 697 1304 3486 a
C 68 98	 172 255 374 967
W 62 --	 278 _._ __ 340
B 99 34	 137 24 36 330
i
R 491 175	 1512 2090 1599 5867
D 201 __	 190 39 246 676
CN 19 __	 51 13 70 153
UN 104 40 86 230
Rip 31 133	 194 77 107 542
UL 31 --	 2 -- -- 33
T __ 14	 39 77 36 166






L __ __	 6 __ 311 317
UM __ 4 -_ 4
00
-- --	 -- 1 -- 1
r	 UH -- --	 - - 3 11 14
19 __ 19
LN -- -- -- 22 22
C __ __	 __ __ 5 5 q







TABLE 40. Computation of pixels desired in the phase II accuracy
evaluation.	 This is based on the assumption'that there
were 61 pixels of "Residential 1 ° available to be used.	 Only
symbols listed in table 28 and represented by at least 50
pixels in the total sample are considered.
Percentage of	 Number of pixels
Land cover Total pixels all pixels desired in
c1.4Gs available available testing
R 5867 30.78 100.97
U 3486 18.29 60.00
A 3418 17.93 58.82




D 676 3.55 12.65
Rip 542 2.84 9.32
W 340 1.78 5.84	 I
B 330 1.73 5.68
L 317 1.66 5.45
UN 230 1.21 3.97
T 166 0.87 2.85
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TABLE 42.	 Coordinates of pixels chosen for the accuracy evaluation of
the Blocked sampling technique, phase II analysis. 	 Symbols
correspond to land cover classes listed in table 28.
a
J!"1 T SYMBOL	 SCAN LINE ELEMENT CP.ID
i
6URDPANGLE
^1 ^ 2 4 1 HIGHLAND RR14CH
2 A 2 15 1 ,HIGHLRND RANCH
1 0 4 25 1 HIGHLAND RANCH
3 11 9 1 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 0 19 2 1 HIGHLAND RANCH
1 i 2 2 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
3 0 2 14 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
1 C 2 24 2 HIGHLRND RANCH
1 R 10 19 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
1 A 11 6 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 A 19 12 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
3 A 20 21 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 C 2 9 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 R' 2 21 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
4 0 9 2 3 HIGHLRND RANCH
1 D 10 14 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
3 R 12 25 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
4 R 18 3 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
3 C 19 19 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
1 U 2 4 4 HIGHLRND RANCH
2 U 2 15 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
4 C 2 -	 25 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
3 U 11 5 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
4 U 1i 16 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
5 C 14 25 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
5 U 20 3 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
6 U 20 15 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
7 U 2 3 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 D 2 23 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
8 U 3 12 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
9 U 10 18 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
10 U 11 4 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
11 U 17 12 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
3 D 2 7 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
12 U 2 20 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
13 U 9 13 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
14 U 10 2 6 HIGHLRND RANCH
15 U 11 22 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
16 U 17 8 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
17 U 2e 17 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
5 R 2 4 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
6 R. 2 15 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
7 R 2 25 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
8 R 10 10 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
9 R 10 20 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
10 R 16 3 7 HIGHLRND RANCH
11 R 19 15 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
12 R 20 24 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
4 D 2 5 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
13 R 2 17 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
14 R 8 24 8 HI-GHLAND RANCH
15 R 10 12 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
16 R 11 2 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
17 R 1E 19 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
18 R 19 7 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
F t ? HIGHLMhjI- F•^i tr-.,



































































15 U 9 9
19 , U 12 18
20 U 1$ 8
22 R 28 24
23 R 2, 2
5 0 2 17
24 R 8 10
25 R 8 24
26 R 14 2
6 C 15 16
27 R 17 25
28 R 2 2
29 R 2 14
30 R 2 25
31 R is 7
32 R 10 19
33 R 17 13
34 -1 i8 25
i 35 R 19 2
7 C 2 4
8 C 2 14
36 R 5 25
37 R 11 9
6 0 13 18
21 U 19 4
38 R 2 7
3;9 R 2 19
40 R 10 13
41 R 11 2
42 R 11 22
43 R 18 8
44 R 19 17
22 U 2 2
23 U 2 12
24 U 2 22
25 U'; 11 8
26 U 11 20
2?' U 18 14
1 B 19 25
28 U 20 5
4 A 2 2
5 A 2 16
7 0 3 25
6 A $ 9
7 A 11 18
45 R 14 2
46 R 16 11
47 R 19 23
48' R 5 6
49 R 6 15
5 D 10 24
29' U 14 9
30 U 17 18
8 0 20 2







Table 42 (continued) -115-
10 0 17 4 6 SHLLE
10 A 19 25 8 SALLE
11 A 2 6 1 :EAST LAKE
12 A 2 16 1 EAST LAKE
13 A 4 25 1 EAST LAKE
14 A 11 9 1 EAST LAKE
11 0 12 20 1 EAST LAKE
{	 15 A 20 2 1 EAST LAKE
1£ A 20 12 1 EAST LAKE
17 A 2 2 2 EAST LAKE
1R A 2 12 2 EAST LAKE
12 0 5 24 2 EAST LAKE
14 A 11 4 2 EAST LAKE
20 A 11 14 2 EAST LAKE
21 A 15 23 2 EAST LAKE
2 8 20 10 2 EAST LAKE
1,3 0 5 2 3 EAST LAKE
22 A 11 25 3 EAST LAKE
23 A 13 10 3 EAST LAKE
24 Ai 16 2 3 EAST LAKE
a	 25 A! 19 20 3 EAST LAKE
6 D 3 22 4 EAST LAKE
1 + 2 9 5 CAST i_AKE
3 B 2 20 5 EAST LAKE
2 + 10 15 5 EAST LAKE
26 A 13 24 5 EAST LAKE
14 0 2 5 6 EAST LAKE
15 0 2 15 6 EAST LAKE
16 0 2 25 6 EAST LAKE
17 0 11 12 6 EAST LAKE
i8 0 12 22 6 EAST LAKE
19 0 16 3 6 EAST LAKE
20 0 8 10 1 LITTLETON
I W 2 4 2 LITTLETON
21 0 6 22 2 LITTLETON
27 A 1 15 2 LITTLETON
28 A 15 2 2 LITTLETON
2.9 A 17 23 2 LITTLETON
2 f 13 19 3 LITTLETON
3 $ 6 10 6 LITTLETON
2 W 13 2 6 LITTLETON
3 W 15 16 6 LITTLETON
1 T 3 2 9 LITTLETON
4 : 20 16 9 LITTLETON







TABLE 43. Coordinates of pixels chosen for the accuracy evaluation of 
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SCAN L INE ELEMENT GRID QUADR AN-J—LE
2 4 1 HIGHLAND RRNLH t
2 14 1 • HIGHLAND RANCH
5 25 1 HIGHLAND RANCH
it i8 1 HIGHLAND RANCH
16 2 1 HIGHLAND RANCH
20 12 1 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 3 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 18 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
9 24 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
11 2 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
12 13 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
19 20 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
20 5 2 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 7 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 23 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
8 14 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
11 2 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
11 25 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
17 18 3 HIGHLAND RANCH
16 9 3 HIGHLAND PANCH
2 4 4 HIGHLAND 'RANCH
2 16 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
3 25 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
11 2 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
11 17 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
17 24 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
18 9 4 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 2 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 12 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 24 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
10 18 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
11 4 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
18 13 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
20 2 5 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 7 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 18 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
10 2 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
10 24 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
11 12 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
18 is 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
19 3 6 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 3 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 13 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 23 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
10 8 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
11 18 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
• 17 2 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
17 25 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
20 11 7 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 14 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
2 24 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
4 5 I11 HIGHLA411 FHNC"H
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17 R 11 22 a H I GHLA+iL PAh ,-' n
is R 16 2 6 HIGHLAND RRNCn
19 R 20 13 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
20	 _ R 20 23 8 HIGHLAND RANCH
21	 " R 2 4 9 HIGHLAND RANCH
22 R 2 17 9 HIGHLAND RANCH
23 R 8 25 9 HIGHLAND RANCH
16 U 10 10 9 HIGHLAND RANCh
6 0 17 23 9 HIGHLAND RANCH
1_ + 19 13 9 HIGHLAND RANCH x
1 B 20 3 9 HIGHLAND RANCH
24 R 2 4 1 SABLE
25 R 2 14 1 SABLE
26 R 2 25 1 SABLE
27 R 11 8 1 SABLE
7 0 11 20 1 SABLE
i 28 R 19 3 1 SABLE
29 R 20 25 1 SABLE
30 R 2 2 2 SABLE
31 R 2 15 2 SABLE
32 R 3 25 2 SABLE 3
w. 33 R 9 9 2 SABLE +
34 R 11 20 2 SABLE
35 R 16 2 2 SABLE
36 R 18 12 2 SABLE
37 R 20 22 2 SABLE
4 C' 2 2 3 SABLE
5 C! 2 12 3 SABLE
38 RI 5 25 3 SABLE
39 R' 11 9 3 SABLE
8 0' 12 19 3 SABLE
17 U 19 4 3 SABLE
40 R, 3 4 SABLE
41 R' 2 13 4 SABLE
k 42 R, 2 23 4 SABLE
' 43 RI 1,0 18 4 SABLE
44 R 11 2 4 SABLE
45 R 16 10 4 SABLE
46 R 16 25 4 SABLE
18 U 2 2 5 SABLE
19 U 2 14 5 SABLE
20 U 3 23 5 SABLE
6 C 9 8 S SABLE
21 U 12 17 5 SABLE
22 U is 7 5 SABLE
2 B 19 25 5 SABLE
5 A 2 3 6 SABLE
47 R 2 13 6 SABLE
9 0 2 24 6 SABLE
6 A 10 8 6 SABLE
7 A 10 18 6 SABLE
48 R 18 2 6 SABLE
49 R 19 12 6 SABLE
50 R 19 24 6 SABLE
7 C 2 8 7 SABLE ti
8 C 2 18 7 SABLE
23 U 10 13 7 SRBL c
-44 ! . 4 7 SAI ^E
d
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1 _, C' 19 15 SABLE
11 0 2 2'. 8 SABLE
12 0 2 12 6 ;SABLE
8 A 6 21 8 SABLE
13
;
0 11 3 8 SABLE
9 A 12 12 8 SABLE
10 A 15 22 6 SABLE
11 A 2 2 1 EAST LAKE
12 A 2 24 1 EAST LAKE
13 A 6 15 1 EAST LAKE
14 A 12 5 1 EAST LAKE
14 0 12 22 1 EAST LAKE
15 A 18 12 1 EAST LAKE
16 A 2 2 2 EAST LAKE
17 A 2 12 2 EAST LAKE
is A 3 21 2 EAST LAKE
19 A 10 7 2 EAST LAKE
20 A 12 16 2 EAST s-AKE
21 A 17 24 2 EAST LAKE
3 B 19 8 2 EAST LAKE
15 0 5 5 3 EAST LAKE
16 0 10 23 3 EAST LAKE
22 A 14 3 3 EAST LAKE
23 A 19 1$ 3 EAST LAKE
26 U 2 3 4 EAST LAKE
27 U 4 13 4 EAST LAKE
2.8 U 11 5 4 EAST LAKE
29 U 13 14 4 EAST LAKE
30 U 20 4 4 EAST LAKE
2 + 2 9 5 EAST LAKE
24 A 13 24 5 EAST LAKE
1.7 0 2 5 6 EAST LAKE
18 0 2 18 6 EAST LAKE
19 0 8 25 6 EAST LAKE
20 0 9 11 6 EAST LAKE
21 0 11 2 6 EAST LAKE
25 A 19 25 1 LITTLETON
1 W 2 4 2 LITTLETON
2 W 7 25 2 LITTLETON
26 A 10 16 2 LITTLETON
27 A 15 4 2 LITTLETON
28 A 16 24 2 LITTLETON
2 t 13 19 3 LITTLETON
29 A 3 18 5 LITTLETON
3 t 6 10 6 LITTLETON
3 W 11 2 6 LITTLETON
1 T 3 2 9 LITTLETON
4 $ 7 19 9 LITTLETON




3. PPD Classifier Results
I
As indicated it was desired to employ the^same signatures 1
the land cover within the new phase II area as had originally been developed
for the phase I study of the Fitzsimmons quadrangle. The exact coordinates
of the grids to be classified by PPD were chosen using the same overlay
correspondence and 711' quadrangle registration procedures as described in
the phase I study. It was apparent that registration was quite accurate
in the phase II evaluation as it was quite possible to ensure correspondence
exceeding plus or minus one-half pixel since the land cover classes were so
distinctive in these areas. Once the coordinates of each grid were chosen (see
tables 44-47), these grids were individually classified using PPD and the
same signatures listed in table 16 and 17. The classified imagery was output to
disk file on the Burroughs and thence transferred to disk file on the HP for
accuracy evaluation. The results of the classification procedure are presented





TABLE! 44. Coordinates of grids used in the Phase II Analysis of
















1 2276 2296 1891 2006 21 26
2 2276 2296 2034 2059 21 26 F
3 2276 2296 2086 2111 21 26
4 2318 2338 1981 2006 21 26
5 2318 2338 2034 1059 21 26
6 2318 2338 2086 2111 21 26
_s
7 2360 2382 1981 2006 21 26
.a
8 2360 2382 2034 2059 21 26
9 2360 2382 2086 2111 21 26
Note that these coordinates are transformed from the original scan line
and element numbers due to rotation, scaling and geometric corrections used





TABLE 45. Coordinates of grids used in the Phase II Analysis of
the Littleton, Colorado quadrangle. *
Beginning Ending, Beginning Ending Number of
Grid Number Scan Line Scan Line Element Element Scan lines Elements
1 2276 2296 1798 1823 21 26
2 2276 2296 1851 1876 21 26
3 2276 2296 1903 1928 21 26
4 2318 2338 1798 1823 21 26
5 2318 2338 1850 1875 21 26
6 2318 2338 1903 1928 21 26
7 2360 2381 1797 1822 21 26
8 2360 2380 1849 1874 21 26
9 2360 2380 1901 1926 21 26
*Note that these coordinates are transformed from the original scan line
and element numbers due to rotation, scaling and geometric corrections used
in the ORSER program SUBGM.
ORIGINAL PAGE
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TABLE 46. Coordinates of grids used in the Phase Ir Analysis of
the Sable, Colorado quadrangle.
Beginning Ending Beginning Ending Number of
Grid Number Scan Line Scan Line Element Element Scan lines Elements
1 1937 1957 2162 2187 21 26
2 1937 1957 2214 2239 21 26
3 1978 1998 2162 2187 21 26
4 1978 1998 2214 2239 21 26
5 2020 2040 2162 2187 21 26
6 2020 2040 2214 2239 21 26
7 2062 2082 2162 2187 21 26
8 2062 2082 2214 2239 21 26
*
Note that these coordinates are transformed from the original scan line
and element numbers due to rotation, scaling and geometric corrections




TABLE 47. Coordinates of grids used in the Phase II Analysis of





Beginning Ending Beginning Ending Number of
Grid Number Scan Line Scan Line Element Element Scan lines E1.•ments
1 1791 1811 2017 2042 21 26
2 1791 1811 2069 2093 21 25
3 1791 1811 2121 2146 21 26
4 1833 1853 2017 2042 21 26
5 1833 1853 2069 2093 21 25
6 1833 1853 2121 2146 21 26
7 1875 1.895 2017 2042 21 26
8 1875 1895 2069 2093 21 25
9 1875 1895 2121 2146 21 26
4
*Note that these coordinates are transformed from the original scan line
and element numbers due to rotation, scaling and geometric corrections used





4. Accuracy Evaluation and Testing
f
Using the coordinates produced by the TEST@ program
accuracy of the BLOCKED and DIFFUSE techniques were evaluated for the phase
f
II study area. The coordinates of pixels to be tested had been determined
through the use of the TEST@ program under the criteria discussed in section
3 above. The program ABSTAT was run on each grid of the phase II area to
measure the correspondence between the photo-interpreted land cover ground
truth and the PPD classified LANDSAT data. For each grid of each quadrangle
a confusion table was produced as previously in the phase I study. A summary
of these classification accuracy values is presented in table 48. In
addition to the individual confusion tables presented for each grid in
Appendix G.2 a cumulative confusion table (table 49) was also calculated.
Examination of this table shows that there is an overall slight improvement
in 'overall classification accuracy'when the DIFFUSE technique is used rather
than the BLOCKED technique. As can be seen by examination of table 30 the
overall classification accuracy values tend to be much lower for the quad-
rangls in the phase II study than they were for the quadrangles in the phase
I study. This is not surprising since the signatures used in classification
were deve l oped within the quadrangles of the phase I study so that it can
be anticipated they are more representative of the characteristics of the 	
r:h
land cover classes directly within those areas. As in the phase I study
the mean and standard deviation for each quadrangle was computed individually
and these values are reported in table 50. Examination of this table shows
no clear tendencies for either technique to be superior to the other in
terms of the mean overall classification accuracy. In two of the quadrangles





TABLE 48. Overall classification accuracy achieved in each grid of
the phase II quadrangles for each of the two techniques.
Overall classificationr
' accuracy
Quadrangle Grid BLOCKED DIFFUSE









Sable 1 0.57 0.57
2 0.63 0.50
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TABLE 49. Cumulative confusion tables and measures of accuracy achieved 	-126-




CLASS R A 0
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R) 3 2 24
U	 AGRICULTURE (A) 0 6 24
E	 OTHER	 (0) 18 9 74
TOTALS 21 17 122
COMMISSIONS 18 11 48
.86 .65 .39
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .52
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY 	 .40
(A)
iE** i s }*--**,r4*****-t**. ..7—^,**.rts4-*4}***1-*** *****+-s***A—+} y}a*********fir.:*r.*





CLASS	 R	 g 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 1	 9 19 29 26	 .97 .03
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0	 15 10 25 10	 .40 .27
E	 OTHER	 (0)	 11	 22 66 99 33	 .33 .52
TOTALS	 12	 46 95 153 71
t	 COMMISSIONS
	




OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .54 P(ALPHA ERROR)- .63






TABLE 50. Summary of overall classification ;accuracy measures
for each quadrangle of the phase I1 study.:
N's Means Standard Deviations
Data Set B D B D B D
Highland Ranch 9 9 0.54 0.61 0.28 0.22
Sable 8 7 0.57 0.63 0.29 0.25
East Lake 6 6 0.30 0.26 0.34 0.18
Littleton 6 6 0.82 0.40 0.29 0.37
All grids 29 28 0.56 0.50 0.33 0.29







accuracies over that of the DIFFUSE technique. In the other two quadrangles
the DIFFUSE technique appears to be superior. A more comprehensive examination
of the relative performance of the two techniques can be obtained by computation
of the mean and standard deviation of all the grids for all quadrangles combined.
This value is also reported in table 50. As can be seen the mean value in-
dicates a very slight improvement of accuracy using the DIFFUSE technique
over that achieved by the BLOCKED technique. In table 50 is also the value
of overall classification accuracy computed using the combined confusion
table from all of the grids within all of the quadrangles studied. Although
this value gives a good measure of the relative accuracy achieved by each
technique, there is no measure of variance available for this value, and
therefore it is not possible to test for significance of the differences
observed. It appears that the best value available for testing the relative
quality of the two techniques is that of the mean of all of the grids combined.
The two values for BLOCKED and DIFFUSE were compared using a two sample t-test
using the variances for each of the two techniques reported in table 50. The
t-value computed is 0.75 and there is no indication that the Null Hypothesis
that there is no significant difference in the two means should be rejected.
Apparently both techniques yield equivalent accuracy when applied to these
areas.
This is not the end of the examination, however; another interesting
feature exists in these data. Examination of table 31 indicates that the
BLOCKED technique consistently yields higher values of standard deviation
than the DIFFUSE technique. This was also observed in the phase I study (table
26). Thus there is an important question of whether the BLOCKED technique
does in fact yield significantly higher degrees of variability in classifier
accuracy than does the DIFFUSE technique. This question was examined
-129-
by computation of F-statistic given by the ratio of the two variances, with
the BLOCKE6 variance as the numerator. The computed value of F is 1.295 and
this value is significant at the 75% confidence level, the level previously
determined to be desired in this study. Thus it is reasonable to reject
the Null Hypothesis that both techniques yield homogeneous variance in overall
classification accuracy, in favor of the alternative that the BLOCKED
techniques yield variances in overall classification accuracy greater than
1
the DIFFUSE technique does. Thus we conclude that mean classification
accuracy is the same in both techniques but the uncertainty in our evaluation 	 r
of that accuracy will be greater when using the BLOCKED technique. This
would appear to indicate that the BLOCKED technique yields less consistent
results than does the DIFFUSE technique. An explanation for this observation
will be suggested in the following section.
6
V. INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that autocorrelation in the 1ANDSAT data is
present in both areas which were studied, Richmond and Denver. Moreover
the degree of autocorrelation is different in both areas. In both the
phase I and the phase II studies it has been shown that classifier
accuracy is affected by a sampling scheme directed to removing the
autocorrelation measured in the LANDSAT images. It is reasonable to
conclude from these facts that the autocorrelation affects classifier
accuracy. The parameter of classifier accuracy which is affected by
the autocorrelation is not the mean overall classifier accuracy,rather
it is the variance in that accuracy. It was shown that using autocorrelated
data to develop signaturesfor the use of digitial classifiers results in
less consistent classification than can be achieved if non-autocorrelated
data are used. In some instances,the autocorrelated data will in fact
yield better results than non-autocorrelated data. However, in others





These observations make sense if the autocorrelation arises from
characteristics of the terrain being sensed. In particular,it is suggested
that it is the degree of relation between adjacent slopes which create that
autocorrelation by their influence on reflected light intensity received by
the satellite. If it is the case that sometimes the pixels used for
developing a signature are on the same terrain type as the pixels being
classified the results of classification can be expected to be of high
quality. Unfortunately equally frequently or perhaps more so, the terrain
underlying the pixels to be classified may have different properties than
the terrian underlying the pixels from which the signatures were developed;
k







to develop signatures for classification can be expected
sistent results since they have been taken so as to include a measure of
3.
the variability that terrain can induce in reflectance properties.
The actual effect being induced by the terrain could be as simple
as the direction in which the slope faces. It is well known that reflectance
is influenced strongly by slope azimuth and inclination so that if pixels
are taken from a slope facing one direction to develop the signatures they
may not yield good classifications for pixels on a slope facing another
direction. If this is so, then the autocorrelation measured simply gives
information on how to sample pixels "randomly" with respect to slope
direction or,influencing slope characteristics,whatever they may be. The
suggestion is strong that development of signatures ought not to be done
independently of the characteristics of the terrain upon which those land
cover classes -set. A significant improvement in classifier results
may be obtained with a technique as simple as development of a signature
for each land cover class over each principal slope condition upon which
that land cover class can be found within the region of interest, It would
be quite reasonable then to examine the question of whether development of
signatures under conditions in which the terrain characteristics are carefully
screened and adjusted for could result in improved classifier accuracy.
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Computer Programs Used in the Study
This Appendix includes only programs written specifically for this
analysis. They were developed under contract to NASA and as such are the
property of the U.S. Government. The following programs are included:
Page
1. GRNDTH - a program to put photo-interpreted
ground truth data in discrete com-
puter-compatable format ------------------ 136
2. BLKFND - a program to discover and enumerate all
discrete contiguous blocks of identical
'pixels' of ground truth data	 ------ 139
3. DIFIND - a program to identify all 'pixels' of
ground truth data which are completely
surrounded by 'pixels' of the same land
cover class and which are at least N
'pixels' away from any 'pixels' already
chosen, where N is a user definable
parameter -------------------------------- 142
4. SIGNAD - a program to combine signatures from two
areas. A single mean and variance for




	 a program to choose 'pixels' for use in
testing classifier accuracy. 'Pixels'
are chosen with a user-definable proba-
bility and are subject to constraints
of spacing and total number ------------ 	 149
6. ABSTAT - a program to test the accuracy of a clas-
sification technique using pixels chosen
by TEST@. A confusion table and several






i !	 RE-STORE "Gr2NDTH"
?^'. ^0 !	 tete^t•seee•>Ete•x•eta•*wee•se•^e•se**^e•>Et^te*eet•s•^*eye*•>E•^ee•>E^e^^•tee***^t•^t•eee•s^•^te^t•e
6 !	 thee**etee^•^••s^*e*^•e*e•>F*^^^•x*e*Free**^•tie+^eyE*a*^^^e*e•>Ea^•^eee^•ttee•ste*ee^
+8 ! eefteetttteteeee*eetete G R N D T H t**tteeee*eteeeeeettttttef#txt*e
50 !	 ttetettttfteeeetettttte+r>Eeeees*e+^eeeeee^*+^eeea^t^^reeteese+r^ts*ts^tit
Eo !	 e*ese#eee#te*e*e*eeetee * edi#e+Fe *eee* tee * ** **e	 eelE^Feiteeeeet *eeelEee#etli
80 ! s	 THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO INPUT THE DIGITIZED GROUND TRUTH DATA
90 ! t	 FOR EACH GRID OF THE STUDY AREA. THESE DATA ARE THEN OUTPUT
	 +^
100 ! *	 TO A DISK FILE FOR STORAGE.
110 !	 4





150 !	 +r	 DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
:60 !	 e	 KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
170 !	 t	 KENT, OHIO 44242
180 !	 +^
190 !>Ee*>Eee**>F*****e**eee*>E*e sere*eat+ree*eteteetttsteeet^ttt*^te+r






240 INPUT " WHAT REGION?	 (D=DENVER,	 R=RICHMOND)'-#Region#
X50 IF Region*="R" THEN No_ scan lines=13
260
_
IF Region*="R" THEN No_elements=16
'710 Land cover$<No_scan_lines,No_elements)_
*2'80 Quad$=" "
290 IF Region*="R" THEN INPUT "WHICH QUAD? (S=SEVEN PINES,
	 C=CHESTERFIELD)",t'fa
sd$
_100 INPUT "WHAT GRID NUMBER?",Grid number
^10 Answer*="!•:"
320 INPUT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO VIEW AN EXISTING FILE? (Y/N)",Answer*'
:30 IF Answer$="Y" THEN 410
:40 FOR Scan	 line=1	 TO No scan lines
=50 FOR Element=1 TO No elements
.'60 INPUT Land _cover*(Scan 1ine,E)oment)
_70 PRINT USING "M,A";Land_cover$<Scan_line,Eltment)
=30 NEXT Element
_90 PRINT
400 NEXT Scan line
410 IF Answer*="Y" THEN ASSIGN #1 TO Region$P.Quad$&VAL$(Grid_numbtr)&":FS",Ret.
urn variable
420 IF (Answer$="Y") AND (Return variable<>O) THEN. PRINT "FILE NOT FOUND"
4 30 IF (Answer*="Y") AND (Return variable-<?O) THEN 240
440 IF Answer*="Y" THEN MAT READ #I;Land_couer$
450 Answer*="N"
460 IF Answer•*="Y" THEN INPUT "WHAT SCAN LINE?",Scan line
470 IF Answer*="Y" THEN INPUT "WHAT ELEMENT?",Element
.480 IF Answer$="Y" THEN EDIT "GIVE NEW VRLUE",Land col,)er$(Scan_line,Eltment)
_
490 Answer*-"N"
500 CALL Print out(Land cover*(*),No scan_lines,No tltments,I6)
510 ^EINPUT "ANY RRORS? TY/N)",Answer*
520 IF Answer$-"Y" THEN GOTO 460
530 IF Rtgion:e"R" °THEN Regior_name*="RICHM0NI!11
540 IF Rtg ion*="D" THEN Rtg ion name*-"DENVER"
1 
	
pe•ai^_^,,;_,^r.tr, 	 fiN	 ^r".,s^3=^^^,,	 THEN	 G!,.+ad	 :Isrr•t="LHESTERFIELD" E
F _




5r C.	 IF ^.Regi on$="F' ; AttD (Quad!= ") THEN Quad name-•*="• SEVEN PINES"
	
5. El	 IF Fegiont="D" THEN Gu.aJ_nsrrtFt="FITZS.IMMOtiS"
	
580	 PRINTER IS 11
	
590	 PRINT Region name*; TAB(20) ; Quad namet;LIN(1);"GRID ";Grid number
600 PRINT
	
610	 PRINTER IS 16






640	 INPUT "ANY ERRORS? (Y/N)",Answer*
	






670	 INPUT "WOULD YOU LIKE THESE ON DISK? (Y/N)",Answer*
	




































7 90	 IF Nc_elements=16 THEN PRINT RPT*(CHR*(228>,18),RPTS(CHR*(228),18)
	
81 00	 IF No_element _.= 26 THEN PRINT RPT$(CHR*(228 >, 28),RPT$ ( CHR*(228),28)
	El ie	 FOR I=1 TO No scan lines
	
820










SE-10	 IF Na_scan_lines=13 THEN PRINT USING "A,16(A),A012X,R,16(A),A";CHR*(23
1*^tDummy*(*),CHR*(231),Dummy2*(*),CHR*(231)
	





:;90	 IF No_elements=16 THEN PRINT RPT*(CHR*(228),18),RPT*(CHR*(228>,18)
	

























10	 1 RE-STORE "BLKFND"
c; t.`	 ! ^*^^F 1EiF^iFiE9e ****** ik ^FiE^E^i' at* ^ R 'IEiEaE^F^E9Fii * aFaF^F^ k iFlr^e#iFiciFiFiFiFrPiFiF it^l iEiEiFiF *# ^F^FieiE * iFiE ** * * iF
,^^!	 ! IFir* * ^F* * ^ *^ ***** it'#'iF'iFiF*aE^FiE'1F^e ********* iE1Eii'ir1FiFit^F#iF ^^ie iF^F^FiF * ^ 1F * iF*^f"lF'1!' **^EiF**** * *
4^+	 !**e**e**************+^***** B L K F N D***s***********************e*ee*
^^:	 ^ *a+Fa;+tea**ee*^t*^^^^^^re^^^^^r^^ee^x^^^e*s^^^:ea ► *^^^+tes*^t*es1r^*^^*^t^**^tae^taa
t•^:	 ! **,***ear******s+ ► ****^t**+► ^,^*+r*****e**^t**********^^^^+^^******^**********^*
e-3	 ! *	 THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO LOCATE ALL CONTIGUOUS BLOCKS
.40	 ! *	 OF GROUND TRUTH PIXELS BELONGING TO THE SAME LAND COVER
100	 1 *	 CLASS NOT ON THE BOUNDARY OF THE BLOCK. EACH DISTINCT GROUP
1i@
	 ! a	 IS IDENTIFIED, AND THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THAT BLOCK
x
1:'0	 ! *	 IS PRINTED.
1401	 ! *	 WRITTEN UNDER NASA CONTRACT NAS5-26111 BY:
190	 !
160	 ! *	 RICHARD G. CRAIG
1. 1 0	 ! *	 DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY	 +
130	 ! *	 KENT STATE UNIVERSITY









240	 INPUT "WHAT REGION? (D-DENVER, R=RICHMOND>",Region$
"50	 Quad$ ""
:60IF Region$ = "R" THEN INPUT "WHICH QUAD? (S=SEVEN PINES, C=CHESTERFIELD>",vu
sd$
	
7 0	 INPUT " WHAT GRID NUMBER?" , Grid nu%L.er
::30	 ASSIGN N1 TO Region$&Quad$&VAL:(Grid number)&":H8,0,1",Return variables
2 1 0	 IF Re ,6 -n_variable<>0 THEN PRINT "FILE NOT FOUND"
:30	 IF Return variable00 THEN 240








x`70	 PRINTER IS 0
	
6^+	 FOR Scan line = l TO No scan lines
FOR Element=1 TO No elements
400	 CALL Neighborhood<Scan_linevElevent No_scan 1ines,No_elements,Neighbo;-
(0tSize)
;10	 Member=O
420	 FOR Join c l TO Size
430	 IF Pixel $(Scan_line, Element >=Pixel$(Neighbors(Joi no l), Nei ghbors(Join
,2)> 'THEN Member=Join
1340	 IF Member AND (Group(Neighbors(Join,l),Neighbors(Join,2>)<>0> THEN E
it loc+p
450	 NEXT Join
1360	 IF NOT Member THEN Max_group-Max_group+l
470	 IF NOT Member THEN Group<Scan_line,Element)=Max_group
480	 IF NOT Member THEN Symbol$<Max_group)-Pixel$(Scan line,Flement)
; r3	 IF NOT Member THEN 540
"4 . i, ;	 ► t ; F Membe r THEN Gr• oul,*,(Scan_l i ne, El cment ti= Gr^oi.ip€Ne i ahCor-_ (Men)ber, l:^.
111.
,t
I Member AND c Group cNeighbor_(Member,1 Nei ghbors (Me mber,2)) SO) THEN'
Pia
	
:.a f'=t:3	 a1,0up +1




	 °.30	 IF Member AND (Group(Neighbors(Member,l),Neighbors(Member,2)) =0) THEN
S!embol$(Max_group)-Pixei$(Scan_line,Element>
F	 `_:40	 Kounts(Group(Scan_line,Element>)=Kounts(Group(Scan_line,Element)) +1
f	 550	 PRINT USING " M , A";CHR$ ( Group ( Scan_line , Elewent) +64)	 x :
560	 NEXT Element
°_70	 PRINT
y	 580 NEXT Scan l ine	 QR(GiNAL PAGE IS
`90 Region name$="DENVER"	 OF POOR QUALITY
else	 IF Region$="R" THEN Region_namet="RICHMOND"
610	 Quad name$-""
c,20	 IF Quad$=" C" THEN Quad name $=" CHESTERFIELD"
130	 IF Quad$="S" THEN Quad name$="SEVEN PINES"
C 640	 PRINT LIN(2), " REGION..," ; Region name$,SPA(IO),Quad name*
r	 650	 PRINT " GRID..." ;Grid number , LIH(2)	 i
060	 CALL Output(Symbol$(*),Kounts(*),Max_group)
f	 070	 PRINTER IS 16
680	 BEEP
690	 DISP " ALL DONE"
00 END
7 10	 SUB Neighborhood(Scan_ line,Element,No_scan_lines,No elements,Neighbors(+ 1 ,	 I
Size)
.20	 OPTION BASE 1
'30	 Size=O
.40	 FOR Row=Scan_line-1 TO Scan line-+1 	 r	 ra
1-50	 IF (Row<1) OR (Row>No scan lines) THEN Bypass row
760	 FOR Column=Element-1 TO Elemens+l
770	 IF (Column<1) OR (Column>No_elements) THEN Bypass column
'80	 IF (Row=Scan line) AND (Column=Element) THEN Bypass column
790 	 Size=Size+l
°80	 Ntighbors(Size,l)=Row
810	 Neighbors(Size,2)=Column 	 a
x,20 Bypass column:NEXT Column
S30 Bypa _. s_row: NEXT Row
$40	 SUBEND
850	 SUB Output(Symbol$(*),Kounts(*),Max_group)
860	 OPTION BASE 1	 a
:70	 DIM Target_symbol$123 	 a
see	 PRINTER IS 0
:^90	 PRINT "BLOCK	 CHARACTER	 LAND COVER	 NUMBER",LIN(i)
900	 FOR I=1 TO Max group
910	 Target_symbol$=Symbol$(I)
320	 IF Target symbol$="" THEN Next_i
=30	 FOR J=i TO Max_group
.
	
	 940	 IF Target_symbol $ =Symbol $( J> THEN PRINT USING "5D,5X,5A,1OX,5A,5X,5i,
";J,CHR $( J+64),Symbol $( J),Kounts(J>
950	 IF Target_symbol$ =Symbol$(J) THEN Symbol$ W"' 	 j
960	 NEXT J
:+70	 PRINT ........................................	 .....	
a
980 Next i:NEX7 I




1020 1 *	 •
1030 1	 E N D	 +^
1040	 1 +^	 e









30 !	 D	 I	 F	 I	 N	 D	 ^E*itieiEireiraF *+F+Fe^ti^iFlEe^taF^trtit^Eatlte
40 !	 se+rain*rr+rea*^t*+ce*+r*a*+^eeeeeearar+r*e*^r;taeea+rerr*+r+r*aee+r****aarsatt^+
S@ !	 e**ees+t+teaeee+re*^t^•e*+rxa+r^•^^e^*^**e+^^+^**x•^*+re•+r^^+^e•+tae+r^e+t+reex•*^rarar^re*e•^•^
60 !	 •	 +
70 ! +► 	 THIS PROGRAM EXAMINES THE GROUND TRUTH DATA FILES TO DETERMINE 	 e
90 ! e	 THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PIXELS OF EACH LAND COVER CLASS THAT
90 ! *	 COULD BE AVAILABLE FOR USE IN THE EXAMINATION OF CLASSIFIER
	 ?
100 ! e	 ACCURACY. THIS INFORMATION IS THE BASIS FOR DECISIONS BY THE
	
t
110 ! *	 TESTIS PROGRAM ABOUT WHICH PIXELS ACTUALLY WILL BE USED FOR THE
120 !	 ACCURACY EVALUATION.
130 !	 e
140 !	 WRITTEN UNDER NASA CONTRACT NAS5-26111 BY:
150 !	 +^	 t
160 !	 RICNARD G.	 CRAIG
170 !	 DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
180 !	 +t	 KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
	
r	 a
190 !	 +► 	 KENT,	 OHIO 44242
.200 !
210 *^*,^****^r+^*+^+^**^^► 	 A
220 OPTION BASE 1C 230 DIM Ok( 23 ,27),Useable(23,27),Pixel$(23,27)E2],Symbol$(2)E2],S&mples(621,' -
,Region$113,Q uad$[I],Locat.ion(23,27)
240 DATA	 "A"', "L"
250 MAT READ Symbol$
260 Min disc=9





"WHAT REGION? (D=DENVER,	 R=RICHMOND)",Region$
310 Quad$="""	 s
320 IF Region$="D"'	 THEN
	
r
330 PRINTER IS 16
340 PRINT	 TAF<35>^	 ^ee*e^r+^e+rea^e+rstt+r^tir"
350 PRINT TAB(35)0"1=FITZSIMMONS"
360 PRINT TAB(35),"2=HIGHLAND RANCH"
370 PRINT TAB<35),'"3=SABLE"
3f30 PRINT	 TAB (35) , "4=EAST LAKE" 	 `.
390 PRINT TAB(35>,"5=LITTLETON"
400 PRINT TAB(35), 11 6=COMMERCE CITY"
410 PRINT
	
TAB<35>, ^*e*+r*^t+treer^rte^+^+r*rr+^e+rar" 	 s
420 END IF
E 430 Quad=3
440 IF Region$="D'"	 THEN





470 DIM Quad namest(6)






`I1.0	 IF Re ion$- 11 R" THEN INPUT "WHICH QUAD? (S=SEVEN PINES C-CHESTERFIELD)" c,'t
idt
520	 G a _ 1
i3@'	 i (+^'	 "ic ►a41 ; GF' I Ij Nhf•1:^e c, ;,.", liC' 1 ^
^qii F	 F E 7i c. nt. 	 1 Hk:N
.__ 1F	 6ivad=4	 THE$;
560 IF (Grid=2> OR (Grid=5) THEN Max *1-25
570 END IF
580 IF (Quad-6)-AND (Grid=2) THEN Max e1=25
590 IF Quad-2 THEN ORIGINAL PAGE IS




640 IF Grid=8 THEN Max sl=23
650 IF Grid=9 THEN Max_sl=22
660 END IF
670 IF (Quad=5) AND (Grid-7) THEN Max_sl=22
680 END IF
690 IF Region$-"R" THEN







760 MAT READ File names$
770 IF Region$="D" THEN
780 File name$=File_names$(Quad)
790 file name$=File name$&VAL$(Grid>&":H8,0,1"f	
800 ASSIGN M1 TO File_name$,Return_variable
@1 0 END IF
820 IF Return_ variable THEN PRINT "FILE NOT FOUND"
830 IF Return_ variable THEN Try_again
840 REDIM Pixel$(Max sl,Max_el)
850 REDIM Ok(Max sl,Max el)
860 REDIM Useable(Max_2.1,Max el)
876 REDIM Location(Max_sl,Max_el)
$80 REDIM Samples(Max sl*Max_el,3)
890 MAT READ M1;Pixel$
900 Min_dist-9
910 INPUT "WHAT DISTANCE SHOULD SEPARATE SAMPLES? (DEFAULT IS 9>",Min_dist
920 PRINTER IS 0
930 Region name$="DENVER"
940 IF Region$="R" THEN Region_name$="RICHMOND"
950 IF Quad$-"S" THEN Quad_name$="SEVEN PINES"
960 IF Quad$="C" THEN Quad name$="CHESTERFIELD"
970 PRINT LIN(4),"REGION..."; Reg ion name$;"
	 ";Quad_name$
960 PRINT	 "GRID ..... ";Grid,LIN(2)
990 PRINTER IS 16
1000 CALL Centers(Max_s1,Max_el,Useable(*),Pixel$(*))
1010 PRINTER IS 0
1020 PRINT LINC2),"COUNT	 SYMBOL	 SCAN LINE ELEMENT"
1030 PRINTER IS	 16
1040 MAT Location=(255)
1050 Kount=0
1060 FOR Class-1 TO 2
1070 MAT Ok=(1)
lose Class kount=0
1090 FOR $1=1_ TO Max-s1
1100 FOR E1=1 TO Max el
_I	 -t IF	 (Cl a___4oun , •:-=4)	 FND	 (Miri_dist=1)
	






. 1 . %	 1	 P	 E'3' =	 E  .=' .• ti. bC•1I-C'; a__.i, AN 1, C. _I.Ei: AND U_ 4able S 	 E 	 T
htEN Want =1
1140	 IF Want THEN
11'50	 CALL Neighbors(Sl,E1,Ok(*>,Min dist,Max *I,Max.;et)
1160	 Kount -Kount+l
1170	 Class kount=Glass kount+1




1220	 PRINTER IS 9
1230	 PRINT USING " 5D,7X , 2A,lSX,DD,12X 9 DD";Kount,Symbol$(Clas4),S1,E1.





1290	 PRINTER IS 0
1300	 IF Class kount THEN PRINT " ........................................."x
1310	 PRINTER IS 16
1320 NEXT Class
1330 PRINTER IS 0
1340 PRINT LIN (2) , 11 LOCATIONS rF SAMPLES USEABLE AT A DISTANCE OF ";Min_dist,L
IN(2)
1350 Unit-0
1360 INPUT " WHAT UNIT SHOULD I OUTPUT THE INFORMATION TO? (0-THERMAL , 16=CRT)"
,Unit
1370 CALL Output(Location(*),Max_sl,Max_el,Unit)
1380 PRINTER IS 16
1390 Disk copy$-"N"
1400 INPUT " DO YOU WANT THESE COORDINATES STORED? (Y/N)",Disk copy$
1410 IF Disk copy$="Y" THEN
1420	 Test_type$-"DC"




1470	 ASSIGN # 2 TO File name$
1480
	 PRINT 02;Kount.
1+490	 MAT PRINT 02;Samples
1500	 ASSIGN * TO #2
1510	 BEEP






1560	 OPTION BASE 1
1570	 FOR I=1 TO Max_si
1580	 FOR J=1 TO Max el








1670 SUB Neighborhood ( S1,El,Max_sl,Max_e1,Border (*), Size)













FOR R=S1-1 TO S1+1
	
1710	 IF (R<1) OR (R>Max sl> THEN Bypass
—r
	
1720	 FOR C=E1-1 TO E1+1	 -
	
1730	 IF (C<l) OR (C>Max el) THEN Bypass _c
	
1740






1780 Bypass c : NEXT C
1790 Bypass_r:NEXT R
1800 SUBEND
1 '10 SUB Centers(Max_sl,Max_el,Useable(*),Pixel$(*))
	
I S20






	 PRINTER IS 0
	
1;350	 PRINT "PIXELS NOT ON THE BORDER OF A CLASS BLOCK",LIN<2>
	
1860	 FOR I='1 TO Max sl
	
1870









1910	 FOR K=1 TO Size
	
1920	 IF Pixel$(I,J)<>Pixe ls(Border(K,1),Border(K,2)) THEN Useable(I,J:•=
c_,
	1930	 IF Pixel$(I,J>=Pixel$(Border(K,1),Border(K,2)) THEN Number_the_sam
-Number_the same+l
	
1940	 NEXT 	 K
	
1950	 IF Number the same<.0 THEN Useable(I,J)-O
	













2040	 OPTION BASE 1
	2050	 PRINTER IS Unit
	
22060	 FOR I=1 TO Max sl
	
2070	 FOR J=1 TO Max _el
	




















^`0	 ! e^•>E^^^•s*•r^e^^^•s^*^**^^e^^^****^t^•>E**e***^*•>Ewa•rE^•s^•^^*^**^••s•rt••^e*^•>E•s^ee*•rre^^e 	 !-.
°:•0	 ! eat********^•s^•>Etx***^**^•^^e^^ee*e*a***^^}*^*•s•^*^t^^**•s•sf*e^****•rt•*e*e^t^ea^
40	 ! e****e**************** S I G N. A D**eeeseee***s**eeeete^teeee+
r c^j	 ! ^1t***IFS*^ iE•1F********************** iF ^E ************* iF iP **********•^**^*^f^+t^l,
Ea	 ! ^******************^*****es^*^e^ses^*^e*^+r^^^*ees*^^*s^^^^^teee*te^t^t*^t^te
0	 r *	 t
t:J	 ! *	 THIS PROGRAM COMBINES STATISTICS FROM INDIVIDUALLY DEVELOPED	 e
90	 ! *	 SIGNATURES TO PRODUCE A SINGLE SIGNATURE FOR USE IN THE 	 +	 ^`
lee	 ! *	 CLASSIFICATION OF LANDSRT DATA.	 e
I	 110	 ! *	 +
120	 ! *	 WRITTEN UNDER NASA CONTRACT NRS5-26111 BY:
130	 !
140	 ! *	 RICHARD G. CRAIG
150	 ! *	 DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
160 	! *	 KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
170	 !	 KENT, OHIO 44242
130	 !
130	 ! ^+^^^^*^******^^•>E*^•>Ee^•re•see+^^ee**•gee•s*^•>E^^^**•^•^e^e*a•>f•s*^*eeee*e*^•s*^*:.
200	 INPUT "STANDARD DEVIATION MULTIPLIER?",K




250	 INPUT "IDENTIFIER FOR THIS SIGNATURE•?",Identifier-$
260	 INPUT "MEAN?",Mean
270	 INPUT "VARIANCE?",Variance









50	 INPUT "ADD ANOTHER SIGNATURE? (Y/N)",Answer:
























	 PRINTER IS 16
470	 Answer•$="Y"
480	 INPUT "COMPUTE ANOT'IHER SIGNATURE? (YfN)",Answer$
490	 IF Answer$="Y" THEN 210
500	 BEEF
510	 END
520	 ! *iE**** dFiE * ^ElE1F *)EiF^EiEjFlF * ^f *IFdFdF9FiFiF * ^EdF?E^EitdFir9Ex ** ^FiFaF^F 9edFdE	 ?4x**	 #^E?E * iF9EiEiE*9FsK
530	 ! e

















T E S T 0 eseeeexe#**eeseesfre
50 	 t *4* *a** * e	 *	 ee e e	 ^t	 a ee	 s**e*site*	 * e ^e^test*eet w
.'.@	 ! *e****ae^*ae•^e**^^*^e•^te^tee*^•^•^*^e^•^^^t^•^^^a^^te^•^e•^*^*e*•^ee^e^•eaeatf^tt^t^^
^0	 ! *	 x
8@	 ! *	 THIS PROGRAM CHOOSES APPROPRIATE PIXELS FOR TESTING CLASSIFIER
r+0	 ! +^	 ACCURACY, SUBJECT TO CONSTRAINTS ON THE PROBABILITY OF	 -
100	 ! *	 SELECTION, TOTAL NUMBER DESIRED, AND SAMPLE SPACING. THE
110	 l *	 PIXELS CHOSEN ARE OUTPUT TO A DISK FILE FOR USE IN THE ABSTAT
4.
120	 ! *	 PROGRAM.
130	 ! *
140	 ! *	 WRITTEN UNDER NASA CONTRACT NAS5-26111 BY:
150	 ! *
I	 ! +^	 RICHARD G. CRAIG	 x
170	 ! *	 DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
i80	 ! *	 KENT STATE UNIVERSITY	 -
'90	 ! *	 KENT, OHIO 44242
200	 ! *	 r
210	 ! ** * *** ** *********r** *** ^e* * *********** *** * 	 ********** -.
-'20	 BEEP
230	 DISP "DIMENSIONING THE ARRAYS"
240
	 OPTION BASE 1
250	 PRINTER IS 16
260	 PRINT PAGE
270	 COM Quad_ names$(8),Begin_quad(3),End_quad(3),Begin_prid($),Number_of_gri^_
80	 DIM Ok(21,26),Use.able(21,26),Location(21,26),Pixel$(21,26)E23
290	 DIM Samples(500,5),Bor•der(e,2)
00	 DIM Denver _countf20),Richmond_count(20)
10	 DIM Denver—symbol$(20)E23,Richmond_symbol$(20)E23,Phase_2_symbol$(20)E23
:20	 DIM Symbolf(20)E23
:30	 DIM Phase two count(20)
:,40
	
DIM Class kou7it(20),Cut off count(20)
:50	 DIM Max sl(8,12),Max e1C8,12)









450	 DISP "INITIALIZING THE VECTORS"
X60
	 DATA " Ll, , "A„ , ,^11,f „8II , , i G , t ' "D", "H , , , ,, HN ^1 , ` ^ LN , , , ,,CN„, 11Rf", "R", "L_„ "G", "H _ " II I  t
4770	
MAT READ Richmond_symbol$




	 VV	 LL	 ^^'11	 L	 rl	 ^l	 L^l	 Ir I^	 L	 Y
9
y
0	 MAT READ Denver•_symbol$




V	 IC	 4J	 l.^	 Y	 1..











1C• i71 	 DATH 2	 n, T-%?. _.1 0- - r" : `', 3,
	 3 , z 1. 1. 0. cl , k? , ►-1 , 0 , cl , 0






	 MAT Beg i n_qr i dCON
	
,3	 DATA 9,9,8 1 6 0 9,3,12 0 12	 •
6+43	 MAT READ Number of_gri ds
61,3
	
DATA	 "FITZSIMMONS",".HIGHLAND RANCH",-SABLE",-EAST LAKE","LITTLETON",'COM-
MERCE CITY","SEVEN PINES","CHESTERFIELD"
6-: 0 MAT READ Quad names$
6210	 DATA "D","RANCH","SRBLE","E.LKE","LITLN","CCITY","RS","RC"
640 MAT READ Filenames$
tF50	 DATA 2, 1, 5
6r9 MAT READ Number_quads_in
E.70
	
DATA 7, 1 r 2
	.3	 MAT READ Begin_ouad
:.913	 DATA 8, 1,6
7013	 MAT REAL End quad
710	 DATA "PHASE I, P.ICHMOND","PHASE 1, DENVER-',"PHASE 11 9
 DENVER"
720 MAT READ Region names$
7_0	 DATA 20,20,13
740 MAT READ No_symbols_per
	
r©	 DATA 041t11,"B






ci a	 Cut off_prob=I/Number of tests
_`0	 ! #	 THE FOLLOWING SEGMENT DETERMINES THE DESIRED PARAMETERS OF 	 +^
.; 40	 ! #	 THIS RUN. THEY ARE UNDER USER CONTROL.
	
e




e 7 a BEEP
E^i3	 DISP " READY"
S?13	 REPEAT
90-1	 Unit-16
91 0 	 BEEP
INPUT "WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE THE RESULTS PRINTED? (O=THERMAL, 16=CRT)"9
tct,,.t
9Zs0	 Unit-INT(Unit)
940	 UNTIL (Unit=O) OR (Unit=16)
95,3
	 PRINTER IS 16
9#-1 '0	 PRINT LIN(6)
9710
	
PRINT TRB(259, ## **#* * +###max#e***#
9.0	 FOR 1=1 TO Number regions







:t_:50	 INPUT "WHICH REGION IS TO BE STUDIED? (1,2,3)".Region
:0t;0	 Region=INT(Region)
is-'0 UNTIL (Region>O) AND (Region<4)
1;, 80 Ho of classes=Na symbols_per(Region)









OF POORP  QUALITY
1:..	 ;ti=AJT '-1tihh;T hIE`Tr- ►SCE SHOULD SEPARATE SHMPLE? c@,' = D1S.T^ 4 CE •'2=, ,DEFFIULT 1
1130	 Min dist=INT(Min disc)
1140 UNTIL (Min dis0,&,, 17 AND (Min_dist<28)
1150 REPEAT




INPUT "I ASSUME YOU WANT TO LOOK AT ALL OF THIS REGION, IS THAT RIGHT?
, Y/N)",Look at all$
1190 UNTIL CLook_at allf="Y") OR (Look at all*-"N")
1280 IF Look-&t-&11$-"N"  THEN
1216	 CALL Loo at_part_of(Region)
120 END IF
1230 ! ************************e+ree*eee* a **ee a*eeeee e* ***eeee*** a*eeeet^
1240 ! *	 +
1250 ! *	 THE NEXT SEGMENT INITIALIZES VECTORS TO ADJUST FOR UNEQUAL GRID }
3260 ! *	 SIZES IN THE VARIOUS QUADRANGLES.
'270	 !
;390 BEEP
3300 DISP "INITIALIZING THE SCAN LINE AND ELEMENT ARRAYS, AND CUT OFF VALUES"
1310 FOR Quadrangle=Begin_quad(Region) TO End_quad(Region)
1320	 FOR Grid=Begin_grid(Quadrangle) TO Number of_grids(Quadrangle)




1 360	 END IT
1370	 IF Quadrangle=4 THEN
380




	 IF (Quadrangle=6) AND (Grid=2) THEN Max el(Quadrangle,Grid)=25






:470 FOR I = 1 TO No_symbols_pe,r<Region)
1480	 IF Region=l THEN SymbolS(I)=Richmond symbol$(I)
:490
	
IF Region=2 THEN Symbolt(I)=Denver symbol*(I)
.500
	 IF Region=3 THEN Symbol$(I)=Phase_2 symbolf(I)	 t
1510 NEXT I
1520 IF Region-1 THEN
1530
	
MAT Cut _ off _count=Richmond_count
1540 END IF
1550 IF Region=2 THEN
3560
	 MAT Cut-off-count-Denver-count
1570 END IF 
1580 IF Region=3 THEN
1590





:630 !	 THE FOLLOWING SEGMENT CONSTITUTES THE MAIN PORTION OF THE CODE. x
1640	 !
_650 ! *	 SAMPLES ARE CHOSEN AS DESIRED AND CAN THEN BE OUTPUT TO A DISK. +^
;66@ ! *	 e
-:.	 . .. __^..^ .. ,^,




1690 DI.P 11 1S THE GROUND TRUTH DISK IN THE RIGHT NAND DR1V1
1700 PAUSE





1720	 Koint K 8 	 i•
1730	 PRINTER IS 16
1740	 PRINT PAGE	 s
1750	 PRINT "NOW SEARCHING FOR PIXELS FOR TEST NUMBER ";Test_type
1760	 MAT Samples-ZER
1770	 MAT Class kountsZrR
1760	 FOR Quadrangle=Begin_quad(Region) TO End_quad(Region)
1790	 FOR Grid-Begin_grid(Quadrangle) TO Number_ of_grids(Quadrangle>
1800	 IF SUM(Class_kount)<SUM(Cut_off_count> THEN
1610	 PRINTER IS Unit
1820	 PRINT LIN(4),TAB(20),"REGION...";Region name=(Region>;"	 ";Qlar
names$(Quadrangle)
1830	 PRINTER IS 16
1848	 Fite name*=File names4<Quadrs,ngle)&VRL$<Grid>&":NS,O,l"
1850	 ASSIGN 01 TO Fi a name*,Return variable
1860	 IF Return variable THEN






1910	 REDIM Pixel*(Max _](Quadrangle,Grid),Max_el(Quadrangle,Grid))
1920	 REDIM Ok(Max sl<'uadrangle,Grid),P1ax_el(Quadrangle,Grid)>
1930	 REDIM Useable(Max_s1CQuadrangle,Grid),Max el(Quadrangle,Grid>>
1940	 REDIM Location(Max_sl(Quadrangle,Grid>,Max_el(Quadrangle,Grid))
1950	 ON END M1 GOTU Wrong
1960	 MAT READ wl V xel*
1970	 PRINTER IS Unit
1980	 PRINT LIN<2),TAR(20>,"GRID ..... ";Grid,LIN(2)
1990	 BEEP
2000	 GALL Centers<Max_sl(Quadrangle,Gr d),Max el(Quadrangle,Grid),Ut_s:
!e(*>,Pixel*<*),Unit-)
2010	 PRINTER IS Unit
2020	 BEEP
3030	 PRINT LIN(2>,"COUNT	 SYMBOL	 SCAN LINE	 ELEMENT	 GfIT
QUADRANGLE	 "
2040	 PRINTER IS 16
_050	 MAT Location=(355>
::060	 MAT Ok-(1 >
^'07H	 FOR S1=2 TO Max si(Quadrangle,Grid)-1
2080
	
FOR Starting_e1-2 TO Ma,xel(Quadrangle,Grid>-1
x:090	 MAT SEARCH Useable(Sl,
_
 ),LOC(=1);E1,Start•ing el
2100	 IF E1(Max el<Quadrangle,Grid) THEN
2110	 IF Ok(sT,E1) THEN
2120	 MAT SEARCH Symboi*<*),LOC(mPixcl*(S1rE.1));Class
=130	 IF Cla*s<No of classes THEN
2140	 IF Class kount(Class)<Cut. off_count(Clas€> THEN
1.150	 IF RND<Cut off_prob THEN
2160	 Kount-Kount+l














21;1*4i1	 CALL Neigh,t° or=icl.El,O	 Mi-,._d1_ t,Max_s•1(0uadr it) 91
ir,ii ► latil,N&,\ el(QuadrangI*,Grid))
^^50	 PRINTER IS Unit
.260 Format one:	 IMAGE 5D,7X , 28,10X , DD,I2X , DDo?X$DD,8K,16A
°270	 PRINT USING Format _one;Class`kount ( Class) , Symbo1*tC1
ass),S1,E1,Grid,Quad names$(Quadrangl*)









2370	 PRINTER IS Unit
Q-380	 BEEP
X390	 PRINT LIN < 2)," LOCATIONS OF SAMPLES USEABLE AT A DISTANCE OF ";Mi
n dist,LIN(2)









2460	 INPUT "DO YOU WANT THESE COORDINATES OUTPUT TO A DISK FILE? (YfN)",Ft
-iswer$
2470	 UNTIL <Answer$="Y") OR (Answer$="N")
2480	 IF Answer$="Y" THEN
2'490	 Test_type$-Test_type_names$(Test type)
2500	 File _name$=Tcst_type$&Region names$(Region)[7;53
-2'510	 CREATE File name$&":H8,0,0",Kount*5+1,8
x'520	 REDIM Samples(Kount,5)





2560	 ASSIGN * TO #2
X570	 BEEP












2680 ! *	 THIS SUBROUTINE FLAGS THE CLOSE NEIGHBORS OF A POINT CHOSEN SO
2690 ! *	 THAT THEY WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE FOR CONSIDERATION.
'700	 ! *
2710 ! **********ee+***********+*****a*e**ee********;***$******ee**x




2740	 FOR I-MAX(1,S1-Min diet) TO MIN(Max s1,Si^+Min disc)
27rss,
	FOR J=MAX<1,E1-Min disc) TO MIN<Max e1,E1+Min disc)
2760	 IF FNDist ( S1,E1,I,J) {Min_dist THEN Ok(I,J)=0
2770	 NEXT J
2780	 NEXT I
L i ;v t_4
	






Z:120 MEASURES DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS.
2e30
2540 ID I
2850 DEF FNDist ( SI,EI,I,J)
4.:*60 Distu((S1-l)-2+(EI-J)-2)^.5
-r-- e. 7 0 RETURN Dist
2, E;80 FNEND
; ego
FLAGS PIXELS THAT CAN BE CONSIDERED. PIXELS ON BORDERS OF A
2920 BLOCK ARE TO BE IGNORED.
-,30
2F50 SUB Centers(Max_sl,Max_el,Useable(*)pPixel$(*),Unit)
2960 OPTION BASE I
25,70— MAT  llseable=<I)
2.980 PRINTER	 IS Unit
le-11-990 PRINT O PIXELIS NOT ON THa BORDER OF R CLASS BLOCK",LIN(2)
:,Cleo FOR 1-2 TO Max-sl
1^ 0 10- FOR J-2 TO Max-el


























IF Pixel$(I,J)<>Pixel$(I-1,J) THEN Useable<I,J)=O AND (Useable(I-1,7
IF Pixel$(I,J)<>Pixel$ ( I,J-1) THEN Useable ( I,J)=O AND ( Useable(1,3-i
IF Pixcl$ ( I,J-l)<>Pixel* ( I-1,J) THEN Useable ( I,J-0=0 AND (Useabla;,







OUTPUTS A CHARACTER GRID REPRESENTING THE SAMPLES CHOSEN.
B Output(Location(*),Max sl,Max el,Unit)
OPTION BASE I
PRINTER IS Unit
FOR I m l TO Max sl










•---AA.*..... *. ll.-+*-***•7-**E«rs- .txr.t***** ;.la sts{4*
: .320 ! e	 ALLOWS STUDY OF JUST R PART OF THE DATA SET AVAILABLE. 	 r
_330	 ! •^	 +^
3340	 ! +^
::350 ! e^ttseee+^*ee^e^**^e*^^eeeeeeeee^eeeeestet^t^teeeeee*^teee^teeee*eeeeffttft^*
3360 SUB Look at_part_of (Region)
N	
fi
.,370	 OPTIO 	 1
.'380	 COM Quad_names$(8),Begin_quad ( 3),End_quad ( 3),Begin_grid(8),Nuaber_o"ri
ds(8)





<440	 FOR I -Begin_quad ( Region) TO End_quad ( Region)





=•500	 PRINT "DEFAULT IS QUADRANGLE NUMBER ";Begin_quad(Region)
35110	 BEEP
3520	 INPUT "WHICH QUADRANGLE WOULD YOU LIKE TO START AT? (N)",First_quad
•3530	 First_Guad=INT(First_quad)
_.540	 UNTIL (First_quad>=Begin_quad(Region)) AND (First_quad<=End_quad(Ree;c
10 )
SSb	 IF First quad<End_quad(Region) THEN
^_60	 PRINT TAB(30),"ee***et*e*eteeeeeete"
:=570	 FOR I=First_quad TO End_quad(Region)
=580	 PRINT TAB(30);I;" ";Quad_namesf(I)
-590	 NEXT I
x600	 PRINT TABC30),"eeee*eeeee***eeteeee
:11610	 PRINT	 THE FIRST QUADRANGLE TO BE STUDIED IS NOW SET AT ";Qu3.i_
rsames$ (F i r• st_quad )
3620	 REPEAT
:630	 Last quad=End_quad(Region)
-640	 PRINT "DEFAULT LAST QUADRANGLE IS ";Last•_quad
3650	 BEEP
3660	 INPUT "WHICH QUADRANGLE WOULD YOU LIKE TO END AT? (N)",Last_quad
3670	 Last_quad=INT(Last_quad)
3680	 UNTIL (Last_quad>=First quad) AND (Last_quad<=End_quad(Region))
3690	 IF Last_quad>First_quad THEN

























7'940 R  ght_gri dsf="N"
_.350; PRINT PAGE	 •
2.1 360 FOR IsBegin_quad<Region) TO End_quad(Region)
_370' PRINT "FOR THE ";Quad_names:(I);" QURPRRNGLE"
3.980 REPEAT
1 390 First_grid=Begin_grid(I)
='900 PRINT	 DEFAULT BEGINNING GRID IS ";First_grid
5910 BEEP
=920 INPUT "WHICH GRID WOULD YOU LIKE TO START WITH? (N)",First_grid
:430 First	 grid=INT(First_grid)
:940 UNTIL CFirst_grid>=Begin_gridCI)) AND <First_grid<=Number of_grids'!
:3950 Begin_grid(I)=First_grid
1,960 IF Begin_grid(I)<Number of grids<I) THEN
470 PRINT	 STARTING GRID IS NOW SET TO ";First
980 REPEAT
=: •?90 Last_gr i d=Number of_gt, i ds ( I )
4 =300 PRINT	 DEFAULT ENDING GRID IS ";Last_grid
4010 BEEP
i4020 INPUT "WHICH GRID WOULD YOU LIKE TO END WITH? (N)",Last_grid
4030 Last grid=INT(Last_grid)
4040 UNTIL (Last_grid>=Begin_grid(I)) AND <Last_grid<-Number_of_grids(l-
-. Cs50 IF Last_gr•id>First_grid THEN
4o60 PRINT	 ENDING GRID IS NOW SET TO ";Last_grid
4070 ELSE
4:+80 PRINT	 THE SINGLE GRID TO BE STUDIED IS ";Last_grid
4690 END IF
4:00 ELSE
a i 10 Last _gr• i d=Number_of_gr • i d_• ( I)





4.70 INPUT	 "HAVE YOU GOT THE RIGHT GRIDS CHOSEN? (YAN)",Right_gridsf





a'^ 30 !	 *	 E N D
4240 !








ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 -159-
OF, POOR QUALITY
	
^.	 1 F E-': T 0RE "f-.1-z T I T'
	20	 ! ex***f*e>Ee*******ee****gee****
	
36 	! tx^FtiFx*t i t *t*tt *tt* 9E tt*fi t*tt*tat*iE9t iEiEt*tt*tt jt***tt*t*t lFtt lF **t
	








CE O	 ! t	 THIS PROGRAM.COMPARES DIGITIZED GROUND TRUTH DATA 	 +^.
	
?0	 ! t	 AND THE RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION OF •A LANDSAT IMAGE.
	
100	 ! t	 PIXELS ARE COMPARED AT POINTS CHOSEN BY THE "TEST!"
	
110	 ! +^	 PROGRAM. CORRESPONDENCE IS REPORTED BY MEANS OF A CONFUSION
	
120	 ! t	 TABLE AND NUMEROUS STATISTICS MEASURING VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
	









	 ! *	 RICHARD G. CRAIG
	
180	 ! t	 DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
	
190	 ! *	 KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
	














260	 DISP "DIMENSIONING THE ARRAYS"
	
270	 DIM Test _tyF,e$113,Quad$113,Landsatf ( 21,26 ) C13,Test•_coords(200,5)
	30	 DIM Landsat_symbol$(2)C13
	
X90	 DIM Region_names$(3),File_names$(3),Quad namest(5),Landsat filesf(8)
	
:-a0	 DIM Begin ._quad(3),End_quad(3Begin_grid(8),Number of_gridt(8)
	





40	 ! *	 THE NEXT SEGMENT IS DESIGNED TO INITIALIZE THE DATA SETS TO
	
1-50














10	 MAT READ Landsat_symbol$
	








DATA "PHASE I, RICHMOND","PHASE I, DENVER","PHASE LI, DENVER"
	



















MAT READ NP.Amber of_gr i ds
	=•4b	 DATA "LB","HR","S","CC","L","CC","LP","LC"
	




DATA "FITZSIMMONS","HIGHLRND RANCH","SABLE","EAST LRKE",%ITTLETON","COMt1E
F.E CITY","SEVEN PINES","CHESTERFIELD"
	
`'0	 MAT READ Q 	 J+amrst
	
^I Q	 Numbe- real n. •..^
	








































1 ti• .4 9
1^^19
1 ^_ti^ 8
2 Cs _: g
1 C140






r	 ..+i^:► iF^FiF^t9Ft^9rit 'Y}}^ltati^ •} y,^'^9Fic^ 'R'!T'tS.'K!: i9c?E } gcs^C^^i - ^.^.}Y^CYx'1FiFiF^^fli ? ^F•1^1F'1^'1F17C^^3+
! e	 THE FOLLOWING SEGMENT DETERMINES THE DESIRED PARAMETERS OF
	 +^
! +^	 THIS RUN. THEY ARE UNDER USER CONTROL.





INPUT "WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE THE RESULTS PRINTED (0-THERMAL,16=CRT)",Un
Unit=INT(Unit)


































]YL yyYYyyyyYY Y 11Y SYLY Y] Y]G yYyyYy yyyYYJ[Y Y JGyY Y! llC'F1'R'X'l"^'F llf^^*^i ^^^^^^T.T.T.7C'FFIC'iC 'F'^'^"^^i•X.'7C'F




	 THE NEXT SEGMENT INITIALIZES VECTORS TO ADJUST FOR UNEQUAL GRID
SIZES IN THE VARIOUS QUADRANGLES.
t •1F*dFdFdE9F9EdF•iF9E3FdEdFIF*^iiFiFiE9FdE9E^*dFiF7E^FdF^EdF9F9FdE9E9FiE^e9E^dE^EiEdE^9E^^?E*AE^E^F^iEiF^F^iF'IF'^dF9E^EiF4E^^^t
BEEP
DISP "INITIALIZING THE SCAN LINE AND ELEMENT ARRAYS"
FOR Quadrangle=Begin_quad(Region) TO End_quad(Region)






IF (Grid=5) OR (Grid=8) THEN Max el(Quadrangle,Grid)-25
END IF










«. »-..	 -	 ..}r.}^a-^^^,_ te> 	 ....^^t.^:► y.:}.w.^.T.«^^-_.r:s,.^._x^..Ti.}a;{1rs.t^:r.r.^^^r.±^-,
1120 ! *	 THE NEXT SEGMENT DETERMINES THE CORRECT TEST TO BE DONE,
1130 ! *	 CHECKS THAT THE CORRECT DISK IS IN PLACE AND INPUTS THE






1200 INPUT "WHICH CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUE IS TO BE TESTED? (B=BLOCKED 9 D 1
IFFUSE)",Test_typef
1210 UNTIL (Test_type$="B") OR (Test_type$="D")
1220 PRINTER IS 16
;230 PRINT PAGE
1240 Test_type_name$="BLOCK COORDINATE"
1250 IF Test_typet="D" THEN Test type_name$="DIFFUSE COORDINATE"





1300 ASSIGN M1	 TO ~:sst	 type$&File names$(Region)&":H8,0,0",Ret_war
1310 IF Rat war THEN
1320 ASSIGN #1 TO Test type$&Filt_names$(Region)&":HB4O,1",Ret_war
1330 IF Rat var THEN






1:390 REDIM Test coords(No test_coords,5) 1





1450 !	 *	 _
1 460 !	 *	 THE FOLLOWING SEGMENT CONSTITUTES THE MAIN PORTION OF THE CODE.
1470 !	 *	 EACH DESIRED POINT IS TESTED FOR ACCURACY OF THE CLASSIFICATION -
:180 !	 *	 AND THE RESULTS ARE STORED IN THE CONFUSION TABLE FOR LATER 	 - k	 1
1490 !	 *	 SUMMARY AND OUTPUT.
1`10 !	 *********************************e*****************e********t*tet*****-
1`20 DISP "NOW PUT THE SECOND DISK IN THE LEFT HAND DRIVE (CONT)"
1530 BEEP
1:40 PAUSE a
14. 50 DISP 4
1 560 REPEAT
1570 Quadrangle=Test_ coords(Index,4) R;,
1c80 Grid=Test	 coor•ds(Index,5)
1590 Grid_no=BE•girr grid(Quadrangle)+Grid-1
C00 REDIM Landsat -<Max_-s 1 (Quadr• angle , Grid_no),Maf:_el (Quadrangle , Grid no))
^•^
a











r OF POOR QUALITY
	
iii%	 IF Re' urn tia: • THEN	 '
	itTb	 PRINT `LANhtAT FILE ";Larndsat_iiles* t Quadrarigle)&Test typet&VALS(Gri








1 --7 90	 CALL Landsat_i nput (LandsatS (* ), #2, Uni t )
	




1720	 MAT SEARCH Landsat_symbol$(*),L000=Landsat$(Test coords(Index,l),Test_
coords(Index,2)));Mapped_as
	















ISSO	 UNTIL (Test_ coords(Index,5)<>Grid) OR (Test_ coords(Index,4)<>QuadranglE^;•
1	 OR (Index>No_ test _coords)
i	 1oi3	 MAT Contingency=Contingency+Cont_table
	
1620	 PRINTER IS Unit
	




1E'50	 PRINT Region_names$(Region);TAB(20);Quad_names$(Quadrangle>;LIN(l );"GRILL
";Grid
	
1::60	 PRINT "TES's TYPE: ";Te=.t_type_nameS
	
1870	 PRINT LIN(3),"CONFUSION TABLE"
	
1:1$0
	 CALL Alpha_betaCNo classes+l,Cont tableC*))
	
1 .:90	 PRINT LINC2);+*******e+*++**+*** +**+*e*?r***x+*+;r************e+*e+*ee^.
	
1900 	PRINTER IS 16
1910 UNTIL Index=No_test_coords
1920 PRINTER IS Unit
1930 IF Unit THEN PRINT PAGE
1?40 PRINT LINC2); **;*****+* a<aF*e****ea:** aE*aE+*****at******e******^taE*4eee***eee^.
1?50 PRINT Region_name$;TAB(20);Quad_name$;LIN(l)
1960 PRINT "TEST TYPE: ";Test_type_name$
1970 PRINT LIN(4),"CUMULATIVE CONFUSION TABLE"
1980 CALL Alpha_beta(Ho classes+l,Contingency(*))
1990 PRINT LINC2>^ ****^**+*+*+++****+*ear*******ee*e******aFee***eitaEe***t *aE*;t*-_
X000 PRINTER IS 16
a10 BEEP
2020 ASSIGN * TO 01
C^30 ASSIGN a TO '02










» •.	 ^	 +	 -i-r —_ — •.	+.. .. •r-.a.ri	 T	 ^?. ?•^	 ^^yi^i	 r.•^w}.i•.j.+^.^iY7.i iiy.i^•7tk..
	
^yi•,—
20eO ! *	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE ACCURACY STATISTICS FOR A GIVEN




:' 1.20 SUB Alpha betaCSize,Table(a)>
x:30 OPTION BASE i
40 DEFAULT ON
SH FIXED 2










:240 MAT Omissions=Raw sum-Diagonal
=250 MAT Comissions=Column_sum-Diagonal
2260 MAT Alpha=Comissions/Column sum
2270 MAT Plphal=Rlpha<C99999999999>
., 280 MAT Alpha=Alphal.Alpha
:290 MAT Beta=Omissions/Row_sum
.300 MAT Bet a1 =Br^. t a< C 9999999999 )
310 MAT Beta-Betal. Beta
'320 MAT Map accuracy=Diagonal+Omissions
-330 MAT Map_accuracyl=Map,^accuracy+Comissions




.3t^0 IF HOT Total	 THEN Overall	 class=0
_39t^ MAT Diagonal=Column_sum.Map_ accuracy
:.400 MAT Diagonal=Diagonal/(Total)
4410 IF NOT Total	 THEN MST Diagonal=ZER'
42N OUerall_map=SUM(Diagonal) 9
2430 Ar•s.=SUM(A i pha)
::'440 Br•s=SUM(Beta) 1
450 Me-an_alpha=Ars/Size
460 Mean beet a=Brs/Size
476 PRINT LIN(1),TAB(24);"MRPPED AS"
-:80 PRINT TAB(66),"MAPPING"
•490 PRINT USING "K"	 CLASS	 R	 A	 0	 TOTALS	 0
';;:SSIONS	 ACCURACIES"








540 FOR I=1 TO Size








































21 290	 PRINT USING "19X,D.DD,2X,D.DD,2X,D.DD";Alpha(l),Alpha<2),Rlpha(3)
	
6;00	 PRINT LIN(2),"OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY ";Overall class,TAB(50),`F
4ALPHA ERROR)-";Mean_alpha
	
2710	 PRINT LIN(1),"OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY	 ";Overall Map,TAB(50),"P(f




27 30	 DEFAULT OFF
2740 SUBEND
2750 ! **************************** ***ee*;^e eeee*eeee******eee±eeeefee**^r *=
2760 ! *
	
2 170	 ! *	 THIS SUBROUTINE INPUTS THE GRID OF CLASSIFIED LRHDSAT DATA
	










2340	 PRINTER IS Unit
	





7 880	 PRINT RPT$C"_",COLCLandsat$)+2?'
	
























PRINT " ALL DONE"




Q50 	! *	 END
'•*i 	 '^1TT;S^rrfj.}^YTn^y.:^}ty.}w ^..y a;y {;r 4.... f t+a ^f^	 ;^i };i Y^}r-^ri^vIt ^^





Autocorrelations and Partial Autocorrelations of lags 1-10
of the 320 scan lines used in the ANOVA reported. They are arranged as
follows:
Page
1. Denver ACF ----------------------------------
	
166
2. Denver PACF ---------------------------------= 	 174
3. Richmond ACF ---------------------------------
	
182























DENVERP TRACK 1 p AREA • l+	 ACF*
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 * 94 0*92 0*96 0,97 0*95 0193 O*e9 0088
0088 0*83 0,92 0*93 0*90 0*85 0#77 0972
0#84 0,77 0*89 0090 0o87 0*80 0071 0061
0 * 82 0*74 0088 0988 0984 0*78 0*68 0*55
0 * 80 0*73 0*87 0*87 0081 0*75 0#64 0,49
0 * 79 0*72 0486 0*85 0*79 0*73 0,61 0#44
0 * 77 0*71 0,85 0,84 0*78 0*72 0*58 0039
0 * 76 0*71 0*85 0*83 0*78 0*71 0#56 0*35
0,75 0*70 0,84 0*82 0,77 0*71 0*55 0*32
0974 0*70 0*84 0*82 0*76 0,69 0#54 0*29
DENVERv TRACK l y AREA 2 p ACF
2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 * 93 0*93 0,94 0190 0093 0994 0*88 0091
0 * 84 0*84 0*86 0*73 0*83 0.84 0*72 0*80
0 * 79 0*76 0180 0963 0*75 0,77 0*58 0073
0974 0*68 0*75 0159 0*68 0*71 0047 0,67
0 * 68 0*59 0*71 0,56 0,63 0*68 0*40 0*63
0,63 0*51 0*68 0*55 0*59 0*65 0*35 0,58
0 * 59 0,46 0*64 0,54 0*55 0*63 0,632 0#54
0 * 55 0*41 0*62 0*54 0*52 0,60 0*29 0,50
0050 0*37 0959 0452 0,49 0*58 0*26 0*47
0 * 47 0o35 0*57 0*49 0*47 0*56 0,23 0*44
DENVERP TRACK 1 p AREA 3 y ACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0088 0*94 0493 0093 0*90 0*92 0*88 0*90
0 * 74 0*86 0081 0,82 0*76 0*81 0#70 0976
0 * 67 0*e2 0*73 0*73 0*64 0,74 0*58 0#64
0 * 62 0,79 0*68 0*67 0457 0*69 0,48 0*54
0059 0,76 0,65 0,63 0,51 0c65 0,c,40 0*46
0,58 0*73. 0 * 60 0*60 0*48 0#63 0*34 0*40
0 * 56 0970 0454 0*57 0*44 0o60 0030 0*35*
0 * 54 0*68 oldlie 0*55 0*40 0*58 0*26 0#29
0#50 0#66 0944 0*52 0*36 0*55 0*21 0*24





























DENVER. TRACK lv AREA. 4v ACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0991 0091 0.93 0.91 0.87 0.92 0.88 0.92
0.80 0.79 0.85 0479 0.70 0080 0.72 0080
0.72 0.70 0.79 0.69 0.60 0.70 0.60 0.71
0066 0962 0976 0.61 0.53 0.64 0.52 0*64
0.61 0.56 0.73 0.55 0050 0.60 0.45 0.59
0.58 0.52 0.71 0.51 0.48 0.56 0.40 0.54
0.56 0.48 0.69 0.45 0.43 0.51 0.36 0050
0.54 0.45 0.66 0.40 0.39 0.47 0933 0.46
0.52 0.42 0963 0.35 0.35 0.42 0.31 0.43
0.50 0.40 0.60 0031 0.33 0.38 0.28 0.41
DENVERv TRACK 1v AREA 5v ACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0491 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.91 0.92 0.93 0093
0.77 0.76 0.80 0083 0.79 0.80 0081 0083
0.68 0.66 0.71 0.74 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.74
0061 0.58 0.63 0066 0.64 0.63 0.62 0.67
0.55 0.53 0.55 0.60 0.59 0.55 0053 0.60
0.49 0.49 0.48 0.55 0.55 0.50 0.46 0.54
0.44 0.44 0.42 0.51 0.52 0.45 0038 0.49
0,39 0.39 0.38 0.47 0.50 0.41 0.32 0.44
0.37 0.35 0.34 0.42 0.49 0.37 0.26 0.40
0.37 0.31 0430 0437 0.47 0.34 0921 0.37
DENVERP TRACK 2v AREA 1v ACF
1 2 3 4











































0.92 0.93 0.92 0992 0.90 0.81
0.86 0.87 0.84 0.84 0080 0.62
0081 0.83 0.79 0.79 0.74 0.53
0.77 0.79 0.76 0.77 0.70 0.48
0.73 0.76 0.74 0.76 0.67 0.44
0.72 0.72 . 0.72 0.75 0.66 0.41
0.70 0.69 0.71 0.73 0.66 0.37
0.69 0967 0.70 0.72 0.65 0.33
0.68 0.64 0069 0+71 0.64 0031



















DENVER. TRACK 2s AREA 2v ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.93 0.93 0#93 0.96 0694 0090 0093 0689
2 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.90 0.84 0.77 0.82 0.75
3 0680 0.79 0.76 0.86 0.76 0.70 0.73 0,64
4 0.7 0.74 0.70 0.83 0.71 0.65 0.67 0.56
r 5 0675 0670 0 * 67 0,80 0668 0659 0662 0651
6 0.74 0.68 0.65 0.79 0.66 0.52 0650 0.46
' 7 0.73 0.66 0.63 0.77 0.64 0.45 0.55 0.41
e 0.72 0.66 0.61 0.76 0.62 0.41 0.52 0637
9 0.72 '.	 0.65 0.59 0675 0.62 0638 0.50 0.35
10 0.71 0.64 0.58 0.74 0.61 0935 0.49 0.34
DENVER. TRACK 2v AREA 3r ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.92 0193 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.92 0692 0.95
2 0181 0.83 0088 0185 0.86 068 0.81 0088
3 0.73 0.77 0.83 0.78 0081 0.77 0.71 0083
4 0.67 0.73 0.79 0.72 0.78 0.75 0.63 0.79
5 0.63 0.70 0.76 0.67 0.74 0.72 0.57 0676
` 6 0661 0668 0.73 0963 0670 0* 68 0652 0674
7 0.60 0667 0671 0961 0.67 0.63 0.49 067'
8 0660 0666 0670 0660 06 64 0660 0.46 0671
9 0655 0.65 0,69 0659 0662 0658 0.43 0671
" 10 0.58 0.64 0668 0659 0.61 0.57 0.41 0670
DENVER ► TRACK 2v AREA 49	 ACF'
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4 3
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
- LAG
F-
1 0690 0490 0.95 0.94 0.93 0090 0.92 0690
2 0.78 0676 0486 0.84 0684 0673 0.79 0.77
3 0670 0665 0.79 0677 0.77 0159 0.68 0667
4 0662 0.56 0674 0671 0,72 0648 0.5? 0.60
5 0656 0652 0670 0.66 0667 0.38 0.53 0654
. 6 0.51 0+50. 0.66 0663 0.63 0632 0.49 0.48
' 7 0648 0649 0663 0,61 0661 0929 0946 0642
8 0*45 0.46 0661 Oo59 0.58 0.27 0.44 0636
9 0643 0.45 0659 0958 0656 0626 0641 0030




DENVER, TRACK 2r AREA 5• ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
t LAG
1 0.88 0091 0.95 0.94 0.93 0088 0.91 0085
2 0.76 0.80 0088 0985 0.83 0.68 0978 0.62
3 0.69 0.71 0.83 0.79 0.75 0950 0.69 0.46d
4 0.64 0964 0.80 0.75 0.69 0938 0.62 0.35 d
5 0.59 0.60 0.78 0.72 0.65 0030 0.56 0.27
6 0.53 0.56 0977 0969 0.63 0.25 0.51 0.21
7 0,.49 0.52 0.76 0.66 0.60 0.20 0.46 0.16
8 0.47 0.48 0.73 0.64 0.57 0.14 0941 0113
^. 9 0.43 0.44 0.70 0.61 0.54 0.09 0.38 0,12 
i
10 0.39 0.41 0.68 0.57 0.53 0.05 0.35 0013
3
DENVERP TRACK 3v AREA i t ACF
^
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
f, LAG
1 0.82 0.86 0993 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.91 0.86
2 0.65 0.72 0.85 0.67 0.68 0.72 0.81 0.73
3 0.57 0.62 0.78 0.58 0.60 0.63 0.75 0.66
4 0.54 0.55 0.71 0.51 0.52 0.57 0.71 0060
5 0.49 0.49 0965 0,,44 0.44 0.51 0.6E 0.55
E 6 0.44 0.44 0.60 0.38 0.41 0.46 0.,64 0.51
7 0.43 0.39 0 * 56 0.33 0.38 0.43 0.61 0.47
8 0.43 0.35 0.53 0.29 0.36 0.41 0.59 0.44
9 0.40 0028 0051 0.26 0.33 0.38 0.57 0.41
10 0.36 0#24 0.49 0.24 0.30 0.35 0.55 0.39 ^	 y
F
DENVER•_TRACK 3v AREA 2v	 ACF'
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 i 2
LAG
^' a
k 1 0081 0.84 0.87 0.86 0.88 0.85 0.87 0.87
- 2 0.53 0463 0.67 0.67 0071 0.67 0.65 0.68
3 0.42 0.49 0.51 0.53 0.56 0.58 0948 0.54
e.7 4 0.31 0038 0139 0.44 0.45 0.55 0.37 0.41
4 5 0.24 0030 0.31 0.38 0.35 0.51 0030 0.31
6 0.20 0.26. 0.24 0#32 0.29 0.46 0.26 0.23
r 7 0.20 0.25 0.19 0.27 0.2b 0.41 0.22 0019
e 0.20 0.26 0.15 0.22 0.23 0940 0.17 0.16
y -9 0.20 0.26 0.12 O.B 0.21 0039 0.14 0.13
10 0921 0.25 0410 0914 0.18 0.37 0113 0.11
ORIGINAL PAGI
OF POOR QUA!
DENVERs TRACK 3r AREA 3r ACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0085 0.88 0090 0.93 0.91 0089 0,87 0.84
0.67 0.73 0977 0.81 0080 0.74 0.69 0.64
0.53 0.61 0967 0.72 0.71 0.62 0.56 0.53
Oo43 0.52 0.59 0.65 0.64 0.52 0.45 0.44
0.35 0.46 0.55 0.60 0058 0.44 0.36 0.36
0.30 0.42 0.52 0.57 0.53 0938 0.28 0.32
0.28 0.40 0.52 0.54 0.50 0.35 0.23 0,28
0.25 0.39 0.50 0051 0.47 0933 0.18 0.27
0.22 0.37 0.48 0.47 0.45 0.30 0.13 0.30
0.20 0.34 0.44 0.45 0.42 0.27 0.09 0.30
DENVER r 'TRACK 3r AREA 4r ACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0.85 0085 0191 0.92 0.83 0.87 0.90 0187
0,68 0.68 0.79 0.82 0.65 0.71 0.77 0.69
0.59 0.55 0.72 0.76 0.55 0.60 0.68 0160
0.54 0.47 0.65 0.72 0.50 0.52 0.60 0.54
0.51 0.41 0.58 0068 0.45 0.45 0.53 0.50
0.49 0.34 0954 0.65 0.41 0.40 0.48 0.46
0.46 0.28 0.51 0.62 0.38 0937 0.45 0.41
0.43 0.24 0.49 0.59 0.36 0.35 0.41 0.33
0.40 0.22 0.48 0.57 0.33 0.33 0.36 0.26
0039 0.20 0.48 0.56 0.32 0.32 0.32 0923













CHANNEL 1 2 3
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.95 0088 0189
2 0*87 0.86 0.86 0988 0.75 0.77
3 0083 0.82 0.80 0.84 0.67 0.70
A 0.80 0081 0.75 0.81 0962 0,66
5 0.78 0.79 0.7° 0.81 0.58 0.62
6 0.76 0.76 0.69 0480 0.55 0.59
7 0.74 0.74 0.68 0.79 .52 0.56
8 0.72 0973 0.66 0.78 0.51 0.53
9 0.70 0.73 0.65 0977 0.49 0.49


































DENVERs TRACK 4v AREA 1. ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
} 1 0982 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.82	 •0983 0.83 0.76
r 2 0.64 0.70 0469 0.73 0.66 0.67 0065 0957
3 0.52 0.63 0.55 0.64 0.58 0.62 0.51 0039
4 0.44 0.59 0.43 0.57 0.51 0.57 0.39 0.24
5 0.36 0.55 0.36 • 0.50 0.46 0.53 0035 0.20
6 0030 0.50 0.30 0.42 0.42 0.49 0.31 0.17
7 0.25 0.47 0.25 0.37 0.38 0.47 0.27 0.16
e 0.21 0.45 0.20 0.34 0.36 0.46 0923 0.15
9 0.15 0.46 0.16 0030 0.35 0.44 0.20 0.16
10 0.14 0.45 0.13 0.24 0.34 0.44 0.18 0015
DENVERv TRACK 4r AREA 2s ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPL I CA ,rE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
s
1 0.86 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.84 0.87 0.84 0.87
2 0.78 0.83 0.76 0.83 0.65 0970 0.69 0.73
0.75 0.73 0.65 0.77 0.55 0.58 0.57 0051?
,	 , 0.73 0464 0.57 0.70. a	 0.40 0.47 0.46 .0.46
4i 0.56 0.51 0.65 0.42 0.37 0.43 0.41
- 6 0468 0.50 0.46 0961 0.36 0.28 0.40 0.38
7 0.67 0946 0.41 0.56 0.31 0019 0938 0.34
e 0.65 0.43 0.37 0.52 0927 0012 0.37 0.30
9 0962 0.39 0.33 0.47 0.25 0.07 0.35 0.5
10 0.60 0.33 0.30 0.44 0.25 0.05 0.33 0.21
a
DENVERo TRACK 4r AREA 3r ACF
" CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
,. REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
F
1 0.86 0.87 0.92 0.91 0463 0.79 0.86 0.89
'FF 2 0.71 0.73 0181 0.78 0.63 0.53 0.68 0.74
F 3 0.58 0.63 0.73 0.66 0.50 0938 0.54 0.61
4 0.49 0.55 0.66 0.56 0.41 0.29 0.43 0449
5 0.39 0.46 0.59 0.47 0.34 0.25 0.37 0.40
6 0.32 0.39. 0.53 0.40 0927 0922 0.29 0.32
7 0.25 0.33 0.49 0.35 0.21 0.17 0.21 0.25
e 0.21 0.29 0.47 0.32 0.17 0.10 0.15 0.19
9 0.18 0.24 0.45 0.30 0.14 0.04 0.11 0.13


























DENVERY TRACK 49 AREA 4v ACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 * 81 0 * 79 0 * 84 0 * 85 0,78 0 * 77 0 * 85 0,83
0 * 59 0*59 0*64 0068 0*53 0*50 0068 0*64
0 * 45 0 * 47 0 * 52 0#58 0 * 41 0039 0 * 53 0.50
0,37 0,38 Oo42 0 * 50 0 * 34 0,32 0 * 38 0037
0 * 35 0t30 0*32 0*42 0*31 0*29 0*31 0030
0 * 33 0*24 0*25 0o34 0*28 0#26 0*25 0*24
0 * 29 0 * 23 0019 0,30 0 * 24 0 * 23 0 * 21 0*19
0#24 0#23 0#15 0#28 0#20 0 * 20 0 * 17 0*14
0 * 17 0916 0,14 0*25 0016 0,17 0*14 0*09
0914 0912 0*13 0921 0,12 0113 0*10 0006
DENVERY TRACK 4: AREA 5v ACF
4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 * 84 0085 0*80 0*84 0*79 0080 0*83 0*79
0 * 67 0*69 0o57 0*67 0159 0*59 0465 0*57
0 * 56 0*59 0*44 0*58 0*51 0*49 0*51 0*40
0 * 47 0*50 0*38 0*52 0,44 0,42 0*40 0*29
0,40 0,43 0*33 0*48 0*38 0*37 0*ZP6 0*25
0,,36 0039 0*30 0*44 0*32 0#35 0*32 0,21
0 * 31 0*35 0*27 0*40 0*28 0*32 0#29 olly
0030 0*30 0*26 0#37 0*24 0*30 0*24 0*16
0 * 29 0,25 0 * 24 0 * 34 0419 0#27 0#19 0*14


















DENVER r TRACK i t AREA 1 r PACt=
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.94 0.92 0.96 0.97 0.95 .0.93 0.89 0.88
2 -0.04 -0.08 -0.17 -0.12 -0.03 =0.13 -0.09 -0.26
3 0.15 0917 0.26 0.21 0019 0.26 0.24 0.21
4 0.07 0.13 0.11 0.10 -0.02 0.06 0605 0000
5 0009 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.05 0 * 05 0.05 0.03
6 0009 0.12 0.07 0604 0.06 0.05 0.04 0000
7 0.04 0.08 0110 0.08 0.10 0.07 0.00 0.00
8 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.08 0#08 0009 0.03
9 °-0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.04 0..02 0.01
10 0.12 0.06 0.12 Oo13 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.01
DENVER• TRACK 1r AREA 2r PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.93 0.93 0994 0.90 0.93 0.94 0.88 0.91
2 -0.13 -0 * 22 -0.-21 -0.36 -0.24 -0.29 -0.29 -0.14
3 0.20 0108 0.18 0.38 0.15 0.23 0.09 0.18
4 -0.07 -0.09 0.02 -0.04 .-0#04 -0.02 0.00 -0.414
5 -0.01 -0.07 0.04 0008' 0008 0.12 0.04 0.08
6 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.14 0.02 0.02 0.07 -0.01
7 0.01 0.04 -0.01 0.01 0.04 0001 0400 0.01
8 -0003 0.03 0.08 0.11 0.01 0.05 0 * 00 -0.04
9 -0.04 0.06 -0.02 -0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07
10 0.06 0.04 0.00 0.03 0904 0003 -0-101 0000
DENVER. TRACK 1r AREA 3r PACh
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0088 0.94 0.93 0.93 0090 0.92 0088 0090
2 -0.17 -0915 -0.33 --0.33 -0.34 -0.20 -0.31 -0.29
3 0,28 0.25 0.27 0.24 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.13
4 -0003 0005 0.03 -0.04 0.03 0000 -0.10 -0.05
5 0.14 0.04 0.02 0.14 0.04 0.10 0003 0.06
6 0408 0000 -0.09 0400 0.05 0.04 0.04 0000
7 0.02 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0403 0.01 -0.03
8 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0005 -0.02
9 -0009 0.00 -0.07 0 * 0 -0.05 0.02 0.00 -0.02








DIENVER r TRACK IF AREA ' 4 r PACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0.91 0191 0993 0.91 0.87 0.92 0.88 0.92
-0.18 -0.16 -0.20 -0.26 -0.19 -0.34 -0.24 -0.31
0.13 0.06 0.25 0116 0.16 0.22 0.12 0.19
0.03 0.03 0.02 -0.05 0.03 0.05 0002 0.03
0903 0,105 0011 0.09 0010 0907 0000 0.01
0009 0.00 0.04 -0.01 0.04 -0.03 0001 0.01
0.08 0.05 -0.01 -0.05 -0.05 -0.04 0.05 0.00
0101 0905 0.04 -0.01 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03
-0.03 -'0.03 -0.06 -0901 -0.02 °0.04 0.02 0905
0.09 0 * 0 , 0005 0.03 0.07 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01
DENVERY TRACK It AREA 5v PACF1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.90 0081
2' 0.03 0.02 -0.08 -0.10 -0.09 -O.li3 0.09 0.14 0.20 0920 0.16 0018
4 0103 0.01 0008 0.15 0.07 0.03
5 0008 0.02 0.08 0.06 0.10 0+08
6 0.09 -0101_ 0408 0009 0.07 0.04
0.03 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.11 -0001
8 0011 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.05 -0.01
9 -0901 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.08








































0.91 0.89 0.92 0094 0091 0.92 0193 0.93
-0.26 -0.20 -0.28 -0.35 -0.28 -0.23 -0.34 -0.32
0.18 0.12 0.19 0.12 0.24 0.08 0.13 0.12
-0001 0.04 -0.10 0.06 -0.02 0.00 -0.08 -0.03
0.04 0.05 0.00 -0.03' 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.01
-0.04 0.00 -0.02 0.06 0.03 0005 -0005 0.03
-0.01 --0.03 0.08 0,01 0.07 -0.03 -0.02 0001
0005 0000 -0001 -0401 0.04 0.0 43 -0.03 0.01
0.06 0901 -0.03 -0.09 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.03
0908 0001 0.03 0.01 0000 0.03 0.03 0.05
DENVERv TRACK 2? AREA It PACF
1 2 3 4






























"DENVER. TRACK 2. AREA.2v PACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0493 0093 0093 0096 0.94 0,90 0093 0089
-0:17 -0.14 -0.28 -0+20 -0028 -0.17 -0029 -0028
0.20 0.09 0.22 0.20 0.17 0,23 0.18 0019
0111 0,04 0003 0.01 0008 0.00 0000 0.00
0.10 0008 0,10 0,06 0007 -0.03 0008 0006
0.06 0008 0,04 0012 0003 -0005 --0001 0000
0008 0004 0.06 0000 0006 -0002 0.05 -0.03
0611 0,13 0.01 0.08 0007 0006 0,02 0.06
0001 -0003 0003 0001, 0.06 0003 0008 0.06
0006 0002 0000 0,08 0003 0002 0001 0001
DENVER. TRACK 2r AREA 3s PACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0.92 0093 0095 0,94 0.94 0.92 0.92 009.5
-0,24 -0020 -0023 -0027 -0,10 -0015 -0032 -002'
0.20 0019 0022 0018 0017 0030 0,15 0020,
0,02 0010 0,01 -0001 0,03 0006 -0004 0,05
0.05 0008 0003 0005 0101 0002 0007 0.10
0.13 0004 0004 0003 0000 -0006 0005 0,03
0008 0,08 0010 0010 0000 0001 0003 0,04
0405 0006 0004 0008 0.04 0003 -0001 0.10
oloo 0001 0,05 0,04 0007 0,02 0001 0005
0007 0007 0005 0.05 0,05 0.07 0.04 0..01
DENVER r TRACK 2p AREA 4 p PACF'
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0090 0490 0095 0094 0093 0.90 0.92 0090
-0.12 -0029 -0,36
,
-0.28 -0016 -0.36 -0030 -0026
0.14 0013 0,22 0.20 0012 0012" 0008 0119
-0009 0002 0001 -0401 0003 -0005 0002 -0.01
0009 0015 0004 0.06 -0.01 0001 0009 0003
0101 0.07 0000 0006 0008 0007 0003 -0004
0906 -0003' 0012 0007 Ooo7 0008 0003 -0.02
0.02 0.02 0001 0007 -0.02 -0001 0002 -0004
0,02 0011 -0005 -0004 0401 0002 -0002 0003




























































DENVERr TRACK 2• AREA 5r PACF
1	 2	 3	 41	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2
0088	 0091	 0.95	 0.94	 0.93	 0.88	 0091	 0.85
•-0.12 -0.21 -0.28 -0.24 -0.27 -0.41 -0.21 -0.32
!0.22	 0.13	 0.27	 0.23	 0.15	 0.13	 0414	 0.12
0.00	 0005	 0.03	 0.04	 0.05	 0.01 -0.01	 0.00
0.02	 0008	 0.12	 0.01	 0.12	 0.05	 0.05	 0.01
	
-0004 -0103	 0.10	 0.05	 0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0901
0907	 0.00 -0.02	 0.06	 0.03 -0.04 -0.01	 0.00
0.02	 0.04 -0907 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02	 0.02	 0.05
	
-0.05 .-0,04 -0.01 -0.04 	 0.01 -0.02	 0.05	 0.01
0.03	 0103	 0.03 -0.03	 0.18 -0.01 -0003	 0006
DENVER. TRACK 3 r AREA 1 r PACF
1	 2	 3	 4
1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2
0.82	 0.86	 0193	 0.84	 0.83	 0.86	 0.91	 0.86
-0.09 -0.09 -0.15 -0.09 -0.01 -0905 -0.14 -0,05
0.19	 0009	 0009	 0.14	 0.12	 0011	 0.21	 0.16
0.11	 0.05 -0.03	 0.01 -0.02	 0003	 0.02	 0.01
-0.03	 0.01	 0.00	 0.00 -0.02	 0001	 0.07	 0.05
0.06	 0001	 0.04	 0.00	 0.11	 0.02	 0.00	 0.03
0.07	 0.00	 0.02	 0.01	 0.01	 0.04	 0.04	 0.01
0408	 0001	 0.07	 0.00	 0.04	 0.05	 0403	 0.04
	
-0.05 -0.10 -0.03	 0.03 -0.01 -0.02	 0103	 0.00
0.02	 0.04	 0.08	 0000	 0.00	 0.03	 0.02	 0.02
DENVER? TRACK 3? AREA 2? PACF
1	 2	 3	 4
1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2
0081	 0.84	 0.87	 0.86	 0.88	 0.85	 0.87	 0.87
-0.24 -0.22 -0.34 -0.28 -0.25 -0.16 -0.42 -0.33
0010	 0010	 0.12	 0.16	 0.04	 0.21	 0.22	 0.14
	
-0.01 -0+03 -0.03	 0000	 0.00	 0.08 -0.05 -0.10
0.02	 0.05	 0006	 0903 -0.02	 0.04	 0.07	 0.0
0.06	 0.04 -0.05	 0.00	 0,08 -0.05	 0.02	 0.00
0.05	 0.06* -0.01	 0.01 -0001	 0.08 -0.06	 0.10
0.05	 0009	 0.05 --0.02	 0.05	 0.03	 0.02 -0.08
0.00 --0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -O.Of	 0.04	 0.05	 0.02













































[DENVER r TRACK 3 y AREA '3 v PACF
f	 2	 3
1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2
0985 0.88 0.90 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.84
-0.19 -Oo21 -0.23 -0.33 -0922 -0.23 -0.26 -0.19
0106 0.06 0.15 0.22 0.16 0.09 0.14 0.20
-0401 0.04 --0.01 0.00 -0.03 -0.04 -0.07 -0#12
0103 0.05 0.10 0907 0.02 0.04 0101 0109
0.07 0.08 0009 0.02 0.04 0.03 -0.02 0.02
0.03 0.02 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.02
0.00 0.04 -0901 0001 0.03 0.04 -0902 0.11
-0.03 --0.01 -0.02 -0.04 0.0 -0.04 -0.04 0408
0.05 0001 -0.03 0.10 0,00 0001 0.00 -0.03
DENVER. TRACK. 3v AREA 4v PACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0.85 0.85 0091 0,92 0.83 0.87 0190 0.87
-0.15 -0.20 -0.19 -0.15 -0.1J -0.21 -0.17 -0.24
0.22 0.011 0.21 0.23 0917 0.14 0.13 0.25
0000 0.04 -0.12 0001 0.06 0.00 -0.06 -0.01
0.12 0400 0008 0.05 0003 -0001 0003 0.09
0.03 -0003 0105 0902 0003 0108 0.07 0.01
0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.03 -0006
0.04 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.02 0905 -0.04 -0.11
-0.:01 0.02 0.08 0001 0.00 0.02 -0.07 0003
0.10 -0.02 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.03 0906 0.03'
DENVER ► TRACK 3v AREA 5v PACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 * 94 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.88 0.89 0088 0091
-0.13 -0.02 -0.22 -0.19 -0.1.2 -0.17 -0.24 -0.07
0.23 0.22 0.21 0.25 0.17 0927 04,18 0.20
0.03 0011 (':00 0.08 0102 -0.02 0000 0.07
0008 0.04 x1.07 0.17 0.10 0.08 0010 0.07
0401 0.04. 0.07 0.03 -0.01 0.05 -0.05 0.05
0.05 0.03 0.07 0.06 0008 0403 0.11 0.14
0000 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.05 -0.04 0.01 0.10
0.04 0.05 Oe01 -0.02 -0.01 0902 0.03 -0*04





OF POOR QUALITY .
DENVERv TRACK 49 AREA'1r PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
Al
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.76
2 -O,Y1 -0.04 -0.20 -0909 -0.06 -0.06 -0o11 -0.03
3 0.07 0.17 0.04 0.10 0.18 0.25 0.01 -0.07
4 0.03 0.09 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 -0907'
5 -0003 0.02 0006 0.00 0406 0.07 0.18 0115
6 0003 0.00 -0,01 -0.04 0.02 0.04 -0.04 0.02
7 0000 0.05 0900 4.05 0.02 0.04 -0.01 0.00
8 -0003 0.06 -0.02 0.04 0.06 0.07 -0.01 0001
f 9 -0.03 0009 -0001 -0007 0.01 0.01 0005 0.07
10 0.08 0.02 0.03 -0.05 O * OA 0.08 -0.03 0001 p
7ENVERr TRACK 4v AREA 2v PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4 K
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0986 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.84 0.87 0- •4 0987
2 0.16 -0.30 -0.32 -0.03 -0.16 -0.22 -0.01 -0908
3 0.20 0.04 0.17 0.05 0.15 0.13 -0.03 -0.08
4 0.12 -0903 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.09 -0.03 -0*!;S
5 0906 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.03 -0.02 0.22 0.22 j
6 0.06 0.09 0.00 0.03 -,•0.04 -0.05 -0.01 0000
7 0.04 0,06 -0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.04 0.05 -0.04
8 0.01 -0.03 0.03 0.01 0.03 -0,01 0.01 -0.05 x
9 0.00 -0.10 0.01 -0 t tat 0." "? 0,0A 0006 0.02
10 0.01 -0.06 0.02 COOS 0.11 0001 0000 0.04
DENVERs TRACK 4v AREA 3v PACT
CHANNEL. 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE
	
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.86 0.87 0.92 0.91 0.83 0979 0486 0089
2 -0.13 -0.12 -0421 -0.32 -0.21 -0.25 -0.26 -0.22
3 0.04 0.06 0.21 0.09 0.15 0.16 0009 0.02
4 0.01 0.02 -0.10 -0904 0.00 -0.02 0001 -0.06
5 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 0.01 -0.02 0009 0008 0,05
6 0.02 -0.01 0.07 0005 0.00 -0.02 -0915 -0.06
7 -0.04 0.02 0.05 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0000 0.01
8 0009 0.03 0.12 0.10 0.04 -0.06 0.00 -0.06
9 -0.03 -0.08 -0.09 -0.01 -0,03 -0.04 0.05 -0902





DENVER• TRACK 4.	 AREA 4•	 PACF
CHA.4NEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
LAG
1 0.81 0.75 0.84 0.85 0.79 0.77 0.85 0.83
2 -0.18 -0.09 -0.20 -0.16 -0.20 -0.21 -0916 -0.16
3 0.10 0.09 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.21 -0.02 0.02
4 0.06 0.02 -0.10 -0.02 0.00 -U.04 -0.09 -0.05
5 0.08 -0.03 0.00 -0.04 0.11 0.10 0.15 0.11
6 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0602 -0004
7 -0.01 0.07 -0.03 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.01 -00021
8 -0.03 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.05 -0.01
9 -O.U4 -0.14 0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.02
10 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 0.00
LIE14VE.R+ TRACK 4v AREA 5.	 F'ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 t
LAG
1 0.84 0.85 0.80 0.816 0.79 0.80 0.83 0.79
2 -0010 -0.08 -0.22 -0.15 -0.08 -0.16 -0.12 -0.16
3 0.09 0.09 0.16 0.20 0.19 0.2,1 0.03 0.03
4 -0.04 -0.03 0.06 0.02 -0.03 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01
5 0.06 0.04 -0.01 0.07 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.13
6 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.01 -0.03 0.03 -0.05 -0.05
7 -0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.04
8 0.11 -0.01 0.06 0.03 -0.03 0.03 -0.04 -0.01
9 0.00 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.04





RICHMONDY TRACK It AREA It ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0*83 0o82 0.87 0091 0 * 90 0#91 O * e7 0091
2 0*64 0.65 0#71 0 * 79 0.76 0 * 79 0#69 0*79
3 0*49 0,52 0 * 58 0.70 0.66 0 * 72 0.53 0,70
4 0*36 0 * 44 0 * 51 0 * 64 0#60 0 * 67 0 * 41 0o64
5 0,26 0038 0o46 0.59 0455 0 * 63 0 * 33 0*59
6 0*17 0 * 34 0,41 0,54 0 * 51 0 * 59 0 * 28 0,56
7 0*12 0 * 29 0 * 36 0051 0 * 48 0955 0924 0*53
a 0*11 0 * 26 0,32 0 * 48 0 * 46 0 * 52 0.,20 0*51
9 0*12 0 * 21 0,28 0,44 0#44 0 * 49 0 * 15 0050
10 0*15 0 * 19 0,25 0,40 0,41 0048 0,10 0*48
RICHMONDP TRACK It AREA 2p ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0*79 0.77 0.83 0 * 84 0 * 79 0083 0 * 76 0*77
2 0,63 0 * 57 0 * 62 0 * 66 0 * 55 0 * 60 0053 0*49
3 0*52 0,-46 0 * 45 0 * 54 0 * 40 0 * 45 0.44 0*37
4 0*44 0439 0,32 0,44 0 * 33 0 * 33 0 * 37 0*28
5 0038 0 * 36 0,23 0,37 0130 0 * 24 0 * 33 0*20
6 0,35 0 * 35 0019 0 * 30 0,29 0 * 17 0 * 28 0*17
7 0*34 0 * 35 0 * 16 0#25 0,28 0,13 0 * 22 0*16
a 0*34 0.37 0 * 15 0 * 21 0 * 25 0 * 13 0 * 16 0013
9 0o27 0 * 30 0,12 Otis 0 * 20 0 * 13 0009 0*11
10 0*24 0 * 25 0 * 12 0,14 0,14 0 * 14 0 * 04 0111
RICHMONDY TRACK It AREA 3v ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0*79 0 * 83 0,85 0 * 86 0 * 84 0 * 86 0 * 78 0480
2 0*58 0 * 64 0 * 65 0,67 0 * 68 O4.70 0 * 55 0*64
3 0*43 0051 0,49 0#56 0 * 58 0058 0o45 0*55
4 0*33 0 * 41 0,37 0#49 0 * 49 04-49 0 * 38 0*45
5 0o24 0 * 32 0 * 29 0#41 0 * 44 0 * 42 0031 0*38
6 0118 0 * 25 0 * 23 0#32 0 * 41 0 * 35 0,25 0031
7 0915 0019 0 * 19 0#25 0,39 0 * 29 0 * 23 0*22
a 0*17 0 * 15 0 * 16 0 * 22 0 * 37 0 * 23 0 * 22 0,16
9 0.17 0411 0,13 0,18 0 * 36 Otis 0 * 20 0o12























































RICHMONDr TRACK :r AREA 4r ACF
1	 2	 3	 4




























0.77 0981 0081 0.84 .0.80
0.59 0.58 0.58 0.65 0.59
0.52 0.42 0.44 0.52 0.45
0.48 0.32 0.35 0.45 0.36
0.42 0.27 0.31 0941 0.30
0.37 0.25 0.30 0,37 0.23
0.38 0.23 0.31 0.35 0.21
0939 0.23 0.33 0.32 0.21
0.32 0.23 0.31 0.30 0.20
0.29 0.21 0.28 0.28 0.21
RICHMONDr TRACK 1r AREA 51 ACF
1 2 3






















0.78 0.82 0,79 0.74 0480
0.46 0.54 0.52 0.46 0.56
0928 0.35 0.39 0.33 0.44
0.24 0.23 0.31	 .• 0.27 0.37
0.24 0.16 0.25 0.24 0.28
0.22 0011 0.19 0.23 0.20
0019 0010 0013 0.20 0.16
0.16 0.12 0.08 0.17 0414
0009 0.16 0.06 0413 0.14
0.03 0.17 0.07 0.12 0.13
RICHMONDr TRACK 2r AREA Iv ACF
Y2 3
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 j
LAG
1 0.83 0.80 0.86 0 * 04 0.83 0.83 0.75 0.74
w 2 0.65 0.54 0.65 0..i3 0.64 0.61 0.54 0.47
3 0.52 0.34 0.48 0450 0.51 0.43 0.43 0.33
4 0.42 0.20 0.36 0.41 0,40 0.27 0.34 0.22
5 0.34 0.10 0.23 0.34 0.32 0.16 0.28 0.14
6 0.27 0.02 0.22 0.27 0.30 0.08 0.23 0011
7 0.20 -0.01 0019 0.22 0.26 0.04 0019 0009'
8 0.17 0101 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.02 0018 0.05
9 0.14 0.01 0.16 0.14 0.19 0.01 0.19 0.01`





RICHMONII. TRACK 2s AREA 2. ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.89 0483 0.83 0.87 0085 0.84 0.75 0.76
2 0.73 0.59 0.62 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.51 0.53
4	 3 0.61 0.41 0.49 0.50 0.53 0.57 0.42 0.39
4 0051 0.28 0.40 0.39 0.40 0.48 0.37 0.27
5 0.43 0.19 0.33 0.31 0.29 0.39 0.33 0.18
6 0.36 0.13 0.26 0.26 0.18 0.31 0.29 0.14
7 0030 0909 0.21 0.21 0.08 0.24 0.23 0.07
8 0.26 0.07 0.17 0.17 0.02 0119 0.17 0.00
9 0.21 0003 0.11 0.12 -0.05 0.14 0.13 -0.02
10 0.17 -0.01 0108 0.09 -0.08 0.12 0.10 -0.03
RICHMONDr TRACK 2r AREA 3r ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
C
1 0.68 0.77 0180 0488 0.79 0.79 0.74 0.76
2 0.44 0.57 0.54 0.70 0.60 0159 0.50 0.51
3 0.34 0.43 0937 0.57 0.47 0.51 0.39 0.38
4 0.28 0.34 0.26 0.51 0.38 0.46 0.34 0.29
5 0.23 0.25 0.21 0.47 0.34 0.41 0930 0.25
6 0.22 0419 0.18 0.45 0.31 0.38 0.29 0.23
7 0.22 0.14 0.18 0.43 0.33 0.33 0.25 0018
,'	 8 0.24 0.13 0.18 0.39 0.33 0931 0.22 0018
`	 9 0.18 0.10 0.15 0.32 0.31, 0.29 0.23 0.21 {
10 0.15 0.08 0.12 0.25 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.23
RICHMOND. TRACK 2. AREA 4s ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.88 0.76 0.85 0.86 0.82 0.79 0.69 0.78
2 0.75 0.52 0.63 0.65 0.65 0.57 0.43 0.52
3 0.67 0.39 0.48 0.50 0.53 0.44 0.30 0.33
E '	 4fE 0.61 0.33 0.38 0.39 0.44 0.35 0.20 0.225 0.55 0.28 0.32 0.31 0.39 0.26 0.14 0018
6 0.50 0.21 0.28 0.27 0.35 0.22 0.13 0.15
7 0.44 0.13 0.24 0.26 0.33 0.18 0.14 0.13
8 0+40 0.06 0.21 0.26 0.30 0.16 0.12 0.13
9 0.36 0001 0.19 0.26 0926 0.09 0.11 0.15





























RICHMONDY TRACK 3: AREA 2. ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0088 0.89 0.94 0.86 0.86 0.94 0.82 0.91
2 0.71 0.76 0.85 0.66 0.69 0.86 0.63 0077
3 0.57 0.66 0.76 0.50 0.55 0.80 0.52 0.66
4 0.46 0.58 0.68 0.3i3 0.45 0.74 0.45 0.57
5 0.37 0.51 0.60 0.30 0.38 0.69 0.42 0.49
6 0.28 0.45 0.52 0.26 0.31 0.65 0.40 0.45
7 0.23 0,41 0.46 0.23 0.23 0.61 0.36 0.42
e 0.20 0038 0.41 0.22 0.17 0.59 0929 0.40
9 0.16 0.36 0.36 0.22 0011 0.56 0.23 0.39
t
10 0914 0.34 0.32 0.23 0.06 0.53 0.20 0.37
1
G
0.89 0.85 0.89 0190 0090 0491 0085 0094
0.75 0.70 0.73 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.69 0089
0.62 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.66 0.70 0060 0.85
0.53 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.57 0.64 0.53 0.82
0.45 0.41 0.39 0.38 0.49 0.59 0.47 0.79
0.39 0.36 0.31 0.32 0.43 0.55 0.40 0.76
0.33 0.35 0.25 0.26 0.37 0.52 0.35 0.73
0.26 0..35 0.20 0.21 0.32 0.49 0.30 0.71
0.19 0.33 0.14 0.15 0.28 0.46 0.23 0.69
0.12 0.30 0.08 0.11 0.25 0.44 0.16 0.67











RICHMOND. TRACK 2r AREA 5• ACF
1 2 3
1 2 1 2 1 2 1
0.80 0.87 0.86 0.84 0081 0081 0.73
0.59 0.71 0068 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.49
0.49 0.58 0.57 0.44 0.53 0.49 0.36
0.41 0.49 0.52 0.33 0.46 0.43 0.28
0.33 0.41 0.49 0.26 0.41 0139 0.22
0.25 0.36 0.44 0.21 0.37 0.36 0.15
0.19 0.31 0.38 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.14
0.17 0.27 0.33 0.17 0.30 4 1 .32 0.14
0.14 0.25 0.29 0.18 0.26 0.30 0011
0.12 0.23 0.26 0.18 0.22 0.28 0.07
RICHMONDY TRACK 3s AREA 1r ACF
1 2 3
1 2 1 2 1 2 1
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
RICHMONDr TRACK 3v AREA 3v ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.83 0.82 0.88 0.84 0.96 0.88 0.94 0198
2 0.64 0.61, 0.73 0.64 0.91 0.77 0.88 0.95
3 0.50 0.48 0.62 0.50 0.89 0970 0482 0.92
4 0.39 0938 0.54 0.41 0.87 0.64 0.77 0090
5 0.31 0.30 0.47 0.34 0.86 0.59 0.73 0.87
6 0#24 0.24 0.41 0.28 0.85 0.55 0.6E 0085
7 0.17 0.19 0.35 0.23 0.84 0951 0.64 0.82
8 0.12 0.17 0933 0.18 0.83 0.49 0.59 0480
9 0908 0.12 0.31 0.13 0081 0.46 0.56 0.77
10 0.03 0.08 0._31 0.09 0.79 0.46 0153 0.74
RICHMONDr TRACK 3r AREA 4v ACF
CHANNEL_ 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.86 0.91 0.86 0491 0.82 0083 0.81 0.82
2 0.70 0.76 0.63 0.77 0#62 0.64 0.61 0.62
3 0.55 0.62 0.45 0.63 0150 0.50 0.48 0.51
4 0.42 0-,51 0.34 0.52 0.41 0.37 C.36 0.41
5 0,33 0.43 0,28 0.43	 ` 0.33 0.29 0.27 0'.35
6 0.25 0.37 0.25 0.36 0.26 0.26 0,21 0.31
7 0,19 0.31 0.23 0.32 0.20 0.23 0,,16 0.30
8 0.15 0.27 0.21 0.29 0.19 0.23 0010 0.29
9 0.08 0.22 0.19 0,27 0.16 0.22 0008 0.28
10 0.03 0.19 0917 0.25 0.15 0.22 0008 0.27
RICHMONDr TRACK 3r	 AREA 5r ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.86 0.83 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.87 0.86 0089
2 0.66 0.59 0,71 0.65 0.63 0.71 0.73 0.77
3- 0.,51 0.40 0.56 0.48 0.46 0,59 0.651 0.69
4 0.39 0,29 0.45 0.38 0.33 0.50 0.57 0.65
5 0.30 0.22 0.37 0.32 0.25 0.42 0.51 0.64
6 0.24 0.16 0.33 0.27 0.21 0135 0.48 0.61
7 0.20 0.10 0.31 0.23 0.18 0.32 0.45 0.59
8 0018 0.04 0,30 0.20 0.16 0929 0942 0.55
9 0.14 -0.01 0.29 0918 0913 0,26 0.40 0051






























RICHMOND ► TRACK 4p AREA it ACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
01,90 0 * 86 0,94 0 * 92 0098 0,96 0 * 97 0098
oleo 0 * 70 0,86 0 * 80 0#95 0490 0493 0*96
0 * 73 0,56 0#79 0 * 71 0 * 92 0086 0 * 89 0*94
0 * 67 0 * 48 0o74 0 * 66 0090 0081 0 * 85 0493
0 * 61 0#43 0 * 70 0 * 62 0089 0,78 0 * 82 0*92
0 * 55 0♦41 0,66 0,60 0088 0975 0480 0091
0#51 0038 0,64 0,60 0 * 87 0,74 0 * 79 0*91
0e47 0,35 0,63 0 * 59 0 * 86 0 * 72 0.78 0191
0#43 0 * 30 0 * 63 0.57 0 * 85 0,70 0,78 0*91
0139 0 * 26 0#63 0#55 0#85 0 * 69 0#78 0*90
RICHMOND ► TRACK 4p AREA 2y ACF
1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0181 0081 0 * 92 0 * 89 0,97 0 * 92 0#97 0,97
0 * 64 0 * 65 0080 0 * 72 0 * 93 0 * 84 0 * 92 0*94
0153 Oo!32 0,69 0 * 57 0 * 89 0 * 79 0089 0091
0,47 0 * 42 0o60 0.47 0 * 88 0 * 75 0,87 otes
0 * 40 0,35 0151 0,39 0,86 0 * 71 0#85 0•*86
0,33 0.31 0,45 0♦36 0#84 0o69 0,84 0085
0 * 28 0.28 0 * 42 0.35 0 * 83 0 * 67 0 * 83 0o84
0,26 0 * 24 0 * 39 0♦34 0083 0#66 0 * 82 0083
0 * 23 0o17 0♦36 0♦30 0181 0 * 65 0081 0#82
0 * 21 0011 0,34 0,26 04,80 0 * 62 0 * 80 0,81
RICHMONDP TRACK 4v AREA 3p ACF
2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0♦80 0.81 0,87 0,87 0 * 96 0♦96 0#96 0*95
A	 144 A	 141 n 7) A AQ A 90 A	 9':' n 01 A no
3 0#59 0*48 0#65 0*56 0♦86 0#89 ofes 0*84
4 0#52 0039 0#61 0.50 0#83 0086 0085 0080
5 0*47 0#28 0#55 0,47 0080 0#84 0083 0,78
6 0#43 0#20 01,49 0#47 0♦76 0#82 0080 0#74
7 0*41 0#17 0#46 0,48 0,74 oleo 0#713 0#72
8 0,41 0#16 0#45 0#48 0.71 0,78 0 * 76 0,71
9 0#33 0♦14 0039 0 * 45 0469 0#77 0-75 0.71





kICHMONL: TRACK 4r AREA 4e ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.84 0.85 0.87 0.88 0.83 0,80 0.87 0.86
2 0.64 0.68 0.66 0,69 0.65 0.60 0.71 0.70
3 0.50 0.55 0.50 0.52 0,55 0,49 0.60 0.58
4 0.40 0.45 0.40 0.40 0.47 . 0.43 0.53 0.49
5 0.33 0.39 0.31 0.33 0.40 0.38 0.50 0,44
6 0.29 0.35 0.23 0.29 0.33 0.33 0.-4 9 0,417 0.25 0.34 0018 0.25 0.28 0.30 Oo48 0.39
8 0.21 0932 0.16 0.21 0.25 0.28 0.45 0.36
9 0,18 0.28 0,15 0.18 0.19 0.25 0.42 0.3410 0.15 0,24 0416 0.16 0.15 0925 0.40 0.31
RICHMONDr TRACK 4s AREA 5s ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.97 0,95 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.93 0089
2 0.95 0090 0.94 0088 0,88 0.91 0.86 0.793 0,94 0487 0091 0.83 0.86 0089 0.82 0.73
4 0.93 0.84 0.88 0,79 0.85 0.88 0.78 01.67
5 0.92 0,81 0.87 0.75 0.84 0.87 0.77 0,666 0,91 0,79 0.85 0.72 0.83 0.86 0.76 0.647 0,91 0.78 0083 0.69 0.82 0.85 0.76 0.628 0090 0.77 0.82 0967 0.81 0.84 0,75 0.60






RICHMOND ► TRACK 1 ►
 AREA 1r PACF"
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0000
2 0.00 o,00 0000 0000 0.00 0000 o.00 0400
3 0000 0400 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.40 0400 0000 0.00 0000 04,00 0.00 0000
5 0000 O.Oo 0000 0400 000o 0000 0.00 0000
6 0.00 o.00 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 0.00
7 0000 0.00 0000 0400 0000 0.00 0.00 0000
a 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 o.0o 0600
9 0000 0400 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000
10 0400 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.Oo O.00
RICHMOND. TRACK 1r AREA 2 p
 PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICA`rE 1 12 1 2 1 2 1 2
.	 LAG
1 0400 O.00 0000 0000 0400 0.00 o.00 0000
2 0400 0400 0000 0400 0400 0000 0400 0.00
3 0.00 0400 0000 0400 0.00 0.00 0000 0400
4 0.00 o.0o 0000 0400 0000 0400 0400 0.40
5 0400 0000 040o o.o0 0.00 0000 0000 0400
6 0400 0400 0400 O.00 0400 0400 0400 0.00
7 0000 o0oo 0.00 0+00 00610 0400 0000 0000
8 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400 0.00 0000
9 0.00 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400 040o 0.00
10 o.00 0000 0000 0400 0.00 0400 o040 0400
RICHMOND ► TRACK 1r AREA 3v PACF
CHANNEL, 1 2 3 4
REPL I CA ,rE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
.	 1 0400 0400 0.00 0.00 0400 0000 0400 00oo
t	 2 0400 o40o 0400 0400 0400 0000 0.00 0400
3 O,00 0400 0000 0400 0400 o400 0400 0000
4 0400 o.o0 o40o 0400 0400 o.0o 0400 0.40
5 0.00 0000 0400 0.00 0,00 o.0o 0400 o.00
6 0000 0400 0.00 0400 0.00 0400 0000 0400
7 0.00 0400 0400 0000 o,00 0.00 0.00 0000
8 0000 00o0 of oo 0000 0.00 0000 O.Oo 0000
9 0400 0400 0400 0000 0400 0400 0.o0 0400




RICHMOND? TRACK lr AREA 4v PACF
` CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
F
R i 1 0.00 0000 o.0o 0.00 0.00 0400 0.00 0.00
k, 2 0000 0000 0400 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.003 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00
4 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0000 0000
E ? 5 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 ot006 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 04-00 0.00 0.00 0000
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00
a 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0000
g 9 O.OG 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000
;i 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
RICHMOND. TRACK l i AREA 5p PACF'
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
r REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
` LAG
1 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0900 0000
2 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0000 0000
. 3 0.00 Ot00 0.00 0t00 0000 0000 0000 0000
4 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0000 0t00 0.00 0000
5 0.00 0000 0t00 0000 Ot00 0000 0000 0t00
6 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 Otoo 0000 0000
7 0000 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0000 0 * 00 0000
8 Ot00 0000 0000 0t00 0000 0000 0000 0000
9 0900 ot0o 0000 o0o0 0000 0000 0000 0000
1C, 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 Otoo 0000 0000
RICHMONDt TRACK 2v AREA 1r PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
`. 1 0*00 0000 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0t00 0400
2 o.00 0000 ot00 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
3 0000 0000 0000 0000 0t00 0t00 0t00 0000
!:. 4_ 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0400 0.00
5 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
6 0000 0000• 0.00 0000 0000 oto0 0000 0000,
7 0000 0000 0000 Otoo 0.o0 0t00 0000 0000
S 0000 0000 ot0o O.OQ 0000 0000 0000 0000
9 0t00 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0000 0000 0000













































RICHMOND. TRACK 2 ► AREA 2r PACF
3
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000
0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00
0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 o.o0 0.00 0.00 0.00
0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0400
0000 0.00 o.o0 0*00 0000 0.00 0.00 0000
O.00 0400 0000 0.00 0000 o.00 0.00 0400
0.00 0.00 oloo 0000 o.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0400 0.00 0.00 o.00 0.00 0.00 0000
0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0000 o.0o
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.Oo 0400 0.00 0.00
RICHMONDs TRACK 2s AREA 3. PACF
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00
j
0000 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0000 0000 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0000
0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0400
0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0000 0000
0000 o,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0000 0.00 0400 0.00 o.00 0000 0.00 0000
0400 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0o
0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 o.00 0.00 0000
RICHMONDY TRACK 2v AREA 4v PACF
1 2 3 4 s1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 r
0.00 0.00 0000 0v00 0.00 0900 0.00 0000
O.Oo o.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.o0 {
0000 0.00 0.00 0.o0 0000 0000 0.00 0.00
0000 0000 0000 0,00 0000 0.00 0000 0000
0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0000.
0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0000 0400 0.00
0,00 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0.00 0000
0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 04,00 0400 0000
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.00 0.00 0.00




RICHMOND, TRACK 2, AREA 5. PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0100
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 0000 0.00 o•oo 0.00 0.00 0400 0.00 0.00
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9 0000 0.00 00 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 01► 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.o0 0.00 0.00 0.00
RICHMONDY TRACK 3. AREA It,	F'ACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0•o0 0.00 0.00 o.0o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 o•Oo
3 0.o0 o.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.00 0400 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 0.00 0.o0 0.00 0.00 0.0o o•oo 0.00 o.00
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0o 0.00 0000 0000 0.00
7 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.00 o•00 0.00
8 0.00 0.00 0,00 0000 o.0o 0.00 0000 0000
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.0o 0.00
RICHMONDY TRACK 3, AREA 2, PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 o•oo 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0000 0.0o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 o.o0 0.00 0.00 0.00 O,nO 0.00 0.00
5 0.00 0.00 0•oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 0.00 0000 0.o0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0o
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00







	9	 0000	 0.00	 0#00	 0.00	 0.00	 0000	 0.00	 0.00
	
10	 0.00	 0.00	 0000	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00
^	 a
`a
^....ysY,r:_,-- 	 .r•...,	 _ ___...:.. .. 	 ._.^,.._..S•xzayF,...,.......__ i, 
	
.^	 s	 '-^,',r•r-w-.•--	 1
-195- fi
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f
RICHMONL1r TRACK 3r AREA 3r PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.00 O.Oti 0.00 0000 0000 0400 0.00 0000
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0400 0000 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0000
4 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0400
5 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0000
6 0.00 0400 0900 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00
7 0000 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0.00
8 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0400 0000
9 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00
10 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00
RICHMONDr TRACK 3r AREA 4 ► PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0000 0000 0000 0000 01000 0000 0000 0.00
2 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 U.00 0.00 0000
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0.00
5 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00
6 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0000
7 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
a 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0000 0,000 0.00 0000
9 0000 0600 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000
10 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0.00
RICHMONDY TRACK 3r AREA 5r PACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
REPLICATE 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
LAG
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.-00 0000 0.00 0000 0.00
2 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0000
3 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 o"OU 0000 0.00 0400 0000 0000 0000
5 0000 0.00 O.00s 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
6 0400 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0400 0.00 0400
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0600 0000 0.00 0.00 0000
8 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9 0000 0400 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00




































RICHMONDt TRACK 4v AREA 1r PACF
1	 2	 3	 4
1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2
0400 0000 o.00 04,00 0.00 0000 0000 o.00
0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 o.00 0000 0000
04,00 0.00 04,00 0.00 0000 0000 o.0o 0.00
0.00 o.o0 oloo 0.00 0.00 o.o0 0000 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.0o 0400
0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0000 0000 0.00 0.0o 0.00 o.0o 0.00 0000
0000 0000 0000 0.00 0000 0.00 0000 0000
0.00 0000 01,00 0000 O.Oo 0.00 0400 0000
0.00 o.o0 0000 0 * 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
PICHMONOv TRACK 4 ► AREA 2 ► 	 PACT`
1 2 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0000 0000 0400 0.00 0400 0.00 0.00 O.00
0400 0400 0000 0000 0000 o.o0 0.00 0.00
0000 0000 0000 0400 0000 0000 o.0o 0400
0.00 Gloo o.00 0100• 0.00 0400 000 0.00
o.00 o0oo 0.00 0000 o.o0 0000 0.00 0000
0.00 0000 0000 0.0o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000
0000 0000 0.00 0600 0000 0000 0400 0.00
0000 0000 0000 o.0o 0000 0.00 o.00 0000
0600 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0400 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.0o 0.00 0400 0000 0.00 0.00
RICHMOND Y 'TRACK 4 p AREA 3 • PACF'
1 2 3 4
1 2 1 1 2 1 2
1 0.00 0.00 0000 0400 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00
0600 0000 o.0o 0.00 0.0o 0.00 o.00 0.00
3 o.0o o.00 o.0o 0.00 0000 0.00 O.00 0000 3
4 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.005 0000 0.00 o.00 0.00 0000 0.00 o.00 0400
6 0,00 o.0o 0000 0.00 o.0o 0.00 o.00 0.0o
7 0.00 0000 0000 0000 00 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
°	 H 0.00 0000 0000 0400 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9 O.Oo 0000 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.00 0000








RICHMONOr TRACK 4 ► AREA 4 ► FACF
2	 3	 4
x	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2
i 0.00 0.00 0,100 0 ► 00 0000 0400 0400 0400
2 0400 0400 0400 0000 0400 0400 0000 0400
3 0.00 0.00 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400
4 0.00 0400 Q000 0400 0400 0t00 0400 0400
5 0t00 0400 0000 0400 0400 0400 0000 0400
6. 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400 0#00 0100 0400
7 0 ► 00 0400 0 ► 00 0400 0400 0400 0400 0010
& 0400 0400 0000 0.00 0000 0400 0400 0400
9 0.00 0400 0000 0400 0400 0 * 00 0400 0.00
10 0.00 0400 0 ► 00 0400 040x'' 0400 0#00 0000
RIC;HMGNDP TRACK 4 ► AREA S ► FACF
CHANNEL 1 2 3 4
R'EPLIQATL; 1 2 1 12 1 a X
LAG
1 0t00 0t00 0400 0.00 0t00 0400 0000 0000
2 0400 0000 0400 0400 0000 0400 0000 04.00
3 0000 0000 0#00 0.00 0400 0 ► 00 0#00 0400
4 0000 0000 0400 0.00 0400 0400 0400 0400
5 0000 0.00 0#00 0600 0.00 0000 0400 0000
d 0400 0000 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400 0000
I 0 ► 00 0400 0400 0400 0400 040 0400 0400
R 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400 0400
9 0400 0400 0400 0.00 0400 0+00 0400 4 0.00
10 0400 0000 0.00 0400 0000 0400 0000 0000
,Appendix C
Original Photo-Interpreted Overlays
These data are the basis of the accuracy evaluation. They
were provided by Mr. David Toll of NASA Goddard Spacn Flight Center.
They are in two groups:
Page
1. Phase One -----------------	 199










































































































































































































































The data which follow represent the ground truth grids
which were obtained by digitizing the original photo-interpretation




1. Phase One --------------- 	 220
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ORIGINAL PAN 18 	 -224-
OF POOR QUAL11'Y
REGION...	 SEVEN FINE. REGION...
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REGION...	 SEVEN PINES	 REG I ON...	 SEVEN PINE'=
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REGION...	 CHESTERFIELI- REGION...	 CHESTERFIELD
GRID.....
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vij. . .	 L I 1 ILE IOf	 RE.^1. ^...	 LE11.114
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OF POOR QUALITY
Appendix E
Results of Analysis of Ground Truth
These data are presented, as with the other appendices,
separately for phase I and phase II. Within each of these the results
of the program BLKFND, the pixels which are not on the boundary of a
set of pixels of the same land cover class, are indicated by "1", the
remaining pixels by "0". The second set of grids show the pixels
chosen by DIFIND as being available for the training of pixels in the
DIFFUSE method. Thus the appendix is organized as follows:
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ti.#tNM#iNii6N#Na#k'^#tNN/!#N# NNENENNN#iE#fit#NiN#NNENNEM
iikN^#NNNt;R3kNi^i{N#!N^#ii/iN# NNNN/NNNN#NiNiNNNNNNNN!/NE
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(1)	 (2)
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it^[Riiii # t^Ri#N#NRNi[^fliiRlt	 ii^ft^RRItRRR [ lRRtRli[[i^tN^l^
i#xii # i!s'`iliRtRi liiii^i#Rt	 tRRi^dtRl^!!M#RNR#RR[!Nt#Nl^a
tR[^ittl^i€fi^iR#NRiNiN[tRRN#	 i1fRiRRRtiRRRRiiRi^iiiRi!!tR[NiR##Rtiit!l^3EN#!!!kt[+QNii	 ltttf^Riiit#[N#tiiNiitiitNR
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Appendix F	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Results of PPD
The data which follow are the grids of symbols representing
the classification decisions obtained using PPD and the signatures
developed using the DIFFUSE and BLOCKED techniques. They are presented
in the following order:
Page
1. Phase One	 _.___.._____	 282
	
a. BLOCKED ---------	 282
	
1). DIFFUSE ---------	 290
2. Prase Two -----------	 297
a. BLOCKED	 297
b. DIFFUSE ---------	 308
C.
-282-
PHASE ONE - BLOCKED
f1 S
—263—
F ILE: LIo ! :
	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
	














R R RRR	 F. A
A	 R RR	 R	 A
A	 ARC R	 R
	
CCR RA	 R
R F R R RR
	
R CCC	 RRRF




R RR CA	 AA AAA
	
RA	 RA	 C
RCA	 A	 AC R
RRRR	 AC	 A	 CR R
A	 AAR A
RR	 Rk	 RRR











AA	 R	 R A
AACA	 A R A R A
AA	 CCCCCAAAA	 A






AAA ACA RCC AA	 A A	 C
A	 AA CAARA	 RHAAAAA
AAAAACCCA	 A A
AR	 CAR	 A
A AR	 AR AA	 AA
AA	 C PA	 A PApR
FILE: LDb')	 FILE: L 	 3
A	 AAAAA AA C	 A
AAAA	 A A C
ACCA	 A A C A
AAA PRAAA CCC AAACC
A RCCA AARRRA A A AC
A	 A	 ARAACCC	 A A ACCAH CC
C	 HA	 AAAAAAAH	 ACRRCACCRF
C	 AAAAAAA ARC A
A	 HARACAAA	 AA RAH
H A	 AAACARRA	 C AAAA






AAAAA AAACR	 AR AAAHAHA A
ACAAHCC.4CC	 AR AAHAAAAPH
AAAAACCAAAAF	 CA A HA AC
AA AAAAHCCACR CCRAC H A C
A	 AAAAHRR CCCRACCCCC
CACCRRRRCRR ARCRRR
C	 RRCRRRRR	 R RR
R A
C CC CA A R R
A	 A R A	 RRR
r.	 R
RRRC
A	 R	 R RA	 R
R	 A	 RR





H AA	 RR RR	 RRCCC
A	 R	 RR R R	 RR RRRRR
F	 RR	 RR	 R	 R
CR RRRR RR	 R	 RR
R	 R	 RR R R
C	 RR
R R	 RR	 R
CAARR	 R RR RR R
A ARC
	 RR	 RR R
RA R CA	 R R
A	 CR	 R RRA
-284-
F ILE:  t_ P I`	 ORIGINAL 
PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY	 FILE: LLbc
A AARACA
	 AFAAAACRRRCCA








	 A A RA RA A
A	 RCCRR R	 AA CAR A
AR	 C RR	 RRR A
ACA	 A
A	 AA




	 CA	 A A















AA ARAAAAARRR RRR CCCA AA
A RAAAAARCR CRCAkCCCCCAA
A ARRARRARCRA A A MCC C










RRAAC AACR RR RRAARRRR
RCAAR ARR RRRRAnAR A
CRAP A RRRRR RRACA
A RA AACRRRRP	 RRRPPAA





A A ACRRRRRACPRRRCRA A A
A A A CCRARCRRRRA AAR
A	 RR A	 RP ARA
A	 ARRRAARR	 R AAAA










C A A A	 R
CCA
A	 A
A	 AA A	 A
CPAA	 AAA
CRA C	 A A	 A






CACCRRRR	 RAR	 A RCA







RR RACRCC C	 A






CA	 R	 R R











C	 AR A	 PRRR




CAR	 RAC CRCR RRR











R AA	 A AAACC
R A A	 A	 R RA ACA C
RAP R





F	 R	 ACCC PH PH
R RRR R
	 CA PH A
R R R R
	 CA RA A PHARR
R	 C	 ARRAA C
	 AAA
RRR R




IRRCCR R C	 AR
R	 RRAC
	 A AAA





















































RCRR RR R RR	 F RR
ACR	 RR	 RRPPRP
C 	 RRRRF	 RR	 RR
ACRRR RRRPR	 RR	 K R	 P
CRRRRCA PP	 F	 RR	 P
RRRR	 C	 R
R R	 CRP R C	 F'
RR	 CP	 C	 R PP	 R
RR RRCC PR	 R R R
	
RR RRRP RCC	 RP RR	 P
	
R R RCARRF• R R	 R	 RRRR
R	 R RRRRCRR	 RR	 R	 R
FI:f: 1;11,.	 FILE: LRPB6
CRRC A A RRC	 RRRCCCRPR RRR
R	 RCCr: R	 RRRPR RRRC
	 CC
	
ACRCARR	 R RRR RR RA RR
	
ACRPR R	 RRRRRRR A ACR
	
R QR	 RRRR	 RRRR
	
FRP	 RRRRR R R RR
	
AA	 RRRRR	 R R
RRRR	 RRR R CPR





RRRRRRRPCRR	 R	 CPR	 CRRR
R R RRCRRRR	 CCA AR R
R	 R RRP	 CCACCRRR














F CRR	 RkRRR R
RRRRR RRRRRR
RRRRRRRRRCCCCCCR
RRRRR RRCC C RRR
FILE: LkFble






RR F	 R RRRRRFF
RR	 CF
R R RFR	 A










F 1LE: LFr 1	 F ILE : LRF'bc	 i
r	 R	 F OR'G1vAL PA GE IS RRRRCCR
R RRkR	 CC	 RR OF POOR QUALITY RRRRRFR	 RRF
RFRRRFFRRRRFkkRF RRRRRR	 RRRRRRRR
RFF kA RRRRR RFRRRlMRRFCCCRR
RR	 RRRRR RRRRRRRRkRRRRRR
RR RR	 RRRRRRRR RRRRRRCCCCCRRRRR
RC R	 RRRRFRF RRRRCRCCRRRCRRRR
CRR	 R RRRRR RRRRPRRRR RC
	
R
C	 R RFCRR RR RRC RRRRCRRRR
CC	 RR RCARRACC RRRRrRRRRRRR RR
RC R	 CRRCC RRRRRRRRRRRRFRRR
RFCRRRR	 CCFR CRRRRCRkRRRRRRR
RRRRRR	 RR ('RRRRRRRR RRR


































RR RPPRF R P.RRR
RRRFF'RRP RRR RP
CR RPP RRR RR R

















RR R	 R R RP
RRRR	 R R RR



























R	 RR R	 CC





R RRR R R RRRRR
R C RRRRRR P
	
RRRRRR	 RR











RR	 RRRRR	 P 
	 R RR	 R












	 R RR	 R
	
R	 F
	 F RRRRR R RP C
RR R
	 RR	 R F
RCRRR	 RRR
































ORIGfNAL P GF 1. RRRR R	 R

























A	 R RRF RRRF'
RCAACR R RRRRRR























































R	 A	 RCC CRC
CRC kRRPRRRCRA























FILE: LDDIi ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 F ILE: LDD1OF PU lk QUALITY
-291-
i ILL.	 FILE: LDD4
A	 CRCCCCRCCCR
	 CRRCRRRR
R RRCRCC C	 Rk
	 RRR	 A
CC RCCCARA	 RRR
	 CC CRCCCC CRFRPP
R R
	 k CCACC










 R R	 RRF PR
RRCCCCCCCCRRC RC





CCRR RRA AA COCC
	 CFF'RRR	 CRRRR
RRCCCCR
	 R RRRR	 RRRR
C,

















































































Ac ('Cc Cc 1
► 1 k i : LkVD65
q	 -291-
►
 I.E: , I ►'1
	 FILE: LW D.
C	 AAA	 AACCCCA
S C	 CA








































































































































































































FILE: LRLL3	 FILE: LRCL4
rcccccCCCACACCCC	 CACCCCCAR AC AC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC	 CCAACCR RA ACCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCAC 	 CCAACCAR RAACCA
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC	 CCCACCC AR AAA A
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA 	 ACCCCA AAAAAAA




CCCCA	 CCCCCCCC	 CRCACCA AAA CCCC
CCCCCA RACCCA C	 C CCCA ACCRACCC
CCCCA	 A ACCCAC	 CCCCCCC CCCCACCA















































ACRR A ACC A
CC	 R C A	 AR
RR A A AAA










































CCC ACC CC APRA,
C CC AA gAARCC CCl




C AR	 AA A
AARA	 A CC CCC
—296—




























































I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I
2276 I R	 R	 I
2277 1 R	 1
2276 I RR	 RR	 I
2279 I F	 R	 1
2260 I R C	 1
2281 I	 FCR	 AA	 I
2262 IR RR R	 R	 R AAA ARI
2283 1	 R	 RR	 R I
2284 I	 I
2285 1	 RR	 I
2286 1	 R	 I
2287 1	 I
2288 I	 R	 I
2289 I RP	 R	 I
2290 I R	 1
2291 I	 k	 I
2292 I	 R	 I
2293 1	 R R R	 R	 I
2294 1	 RP	 R	 I
2295 I	 R	 I
2296 I	 RR	 R I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
198111966I1991I199EI200112006I
2034I203912044I204912054I20591
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
X276 1	 AA R RAAAA	 I 2276
X277 I
	
RR AACRRCARRAR	 I 2277
2278 IR	 C ACAAA R RRAI 2278
-- 279 1	 CCR CCAARCACR RRI 2279
,286 1	 CAARCCAACAACR I 2280
2281 I	 R R	 ACCARACCAA	 I 2281
,282 1	 AR A AA I 2262
,283 I	 AAA 1 2264
2284 IR	 AAAARAI 2264
:285 I A	 AACAAAAI 2285
;286 IAA A AR	 A	 AS AAR I 2286
2287 I	 A	 AR	 RA I 2287
2288 I	 PARA A A	 AR I 2266
X289 I	 AAA AAA A A	 ARAI 2289
X290 IRA	 ARA ARRA	 Al 2290
X291 IAAAACAAA	 A	 AA	 1 2291
2292 IAAAAAAAC RAA A A RAAA C	 1 2292
2293 I AARAAACCCAARAAARACCACC	 12293
&294 1 AARRACA CCAAACRRCACAAA 1 2294
2295 IRACCAACAAAAAACARAAARAAA	 I 229`
2296 IARCAAAAAA	 AAAAAAAAA A	 1 229E




	206EI	 II2096121 Oil 210612'1111
	
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
2276 1	 RR AA AAM	 A I 227t-
2277 I	 C A	 CRRAI 2277
2276 I	 R	 C A	 A AI 227E
2279 1 R 	 R	 A AA I 2274
2280 1	 RR RR	 AA	 AI 228C-
2281 I	 R RRP R	 A	 I 228:
2282 1	 RP	 RACR AA	 1 2260
2283 1
	
F	 oR RRCRCA AS	 I 2267
2284 1	 R	 ARCR'	 RR	 I 226 u-
2285 I	 R	 R	 AA	 1 228'
2286 1 AC	 RR	 RCA	 I 228t-
2287 I CPRR AA RRR RRCCCC	 I 2287,
2266 I AF AA	 A R A RRRCCC	 1 228
2239 I A	 A tq R CCCARA	 1 228=
2290 I ACF	 A C	 AA	 AAI 229+
2291 1 RR	 AAA A ARRI 2291
2292 I RR R	 RAAA R A	 CAI 229_
2293 ICCR	 R CA ACCC	 R AI 229_
2294 IRC	 A RCAR AC	 RCCI 2294
2295 IA HA	 C A	 A	 CI 2295
2296 I	 R	 A	 A	 I 229r_"
	
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
2f	 I ->Ac + 72 - 9r 1 2
 1 P 1 12 f Fh 121 1 1 I
198111986I199II1996I2001Iz00EI
I I	 I I I	 I
X318 I R I 2316
2319 I	 R R R I 2319
2320 I	 RRR R 1 2320
2321 I	 R 1 2321
2322 1	 R R RRR I 2322
2323 1 R R I 2323
2324 1	 R RR	 A RR A	 1 2324
2325 I	 R R	 CR 1 2325
2326 I	 RR R 1 232E
2327 1 R I 2327
2328 1 1 2326
2329 I 1 2329
2330 I R	 R I 2330
2331 1 R	 R F	 F. 1 2331
2332 I	 R R	 R I 2332
2333 IR RR A	 RAI 2333
2334 IRR RR	 R ACR	 I 2334
2335 IRRRR RA A	 R R	 1 2335
2336 ICR R CR RI 2336
2337 ICR RR RR R R ARCRAAI 2337
2338 1 R R R R	 I 2336




ILL: Hk&V	 ORIGINAL PAGL a
OF POOR QUALITY
206612091I20961210112106I21111
•	 1	 1	 1	 I	 1	 1
2360 1	 AAA 1 2360
2361 IA	 AA I 2361
2362 1	 AAAR AAAR	 A 1 2362
2363 1 AR	 AAR A	 A A	 1 2363
2364 I RAAA AAA A RRAAAAAR	 I 2364
2365 1	 A AAAR	 ARCCAAAAA	 1 2365
2366 IA ARA	 A AA ACCCCA	 12366
2367 1	 AAA AR CRRRC CACA	 I 2367
2366 I	 A ACRRC	 RRC	 CA	 1236LQ
2369 IR A AR RR RRR	 RR R
	 1 2369
2370 IA ARRR RR	 R RRR
	 1 2370
2371 1 ACR RRRR RRR RRRRR R AR I 2371
2372 1 RRRR RR	 ARR RR RRRR	 1 2372
2373 IR RCRRR RRAAR RR RRRFRR 12373
23 74 IR RR	 RR RAA R	 RRRI 2374
2375 IRR R RRR RRRA AR RRRRRR I 22375
2376 IRA ACR	 RA CR AR	 PI 2376
2377 IA	 RRR R	 CAR AR RR 1 2377
2378 I	 RR R R C R	 CRRRI 2378
2379 IAA	 AAR RARC
	
RRRA 1 2379
2380 IA	 RRA	 C A	 1 2380
2381 IR	 R R	 A	 Al 2381
2362 I	 RR RR	 A	 Al 2382








I	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I
2318 I
	
A C R	 I 2316
2319 1	 RRRRRRPR RCAA	 I 2319
2320 1 RRRR R	 RR AR	 ACRA I 2320
2321 1	 RRR	 RRCAA A A	 I 2321
2322 1 R	 R	 A RR	 Al 2322
2323 I
	
RR	 A	 I 2323
2324 IRPRR	 R	 RR ARRCA I 2324
2325 I
	
R	 R	 R R RRR A I 2325
2326 1 RPR	 R	 R	 RRRR A l2326
2327 1	 R	 RR R	 k ARAI 2327
2326 1 R RRRRR k R	 R	 A RAI 2328
2329 IRR RRRPRR
	 R RC 1 2329
2330 1 k	 R	 I 2330
2331 1 RRR RRR RP	 R	 RI 2331
2332 I RR RR R	 F	 R	 Al 2332
2333 I
	
RRR AF,	R	 1 2333
2334 1 R	 R	 R	 I 2334
2335 I	 Rk	 1 2335
2336 IRAR	 R	 I 2336
2337 IRA	 R	 R	 12337
2336 I A	 R R	 R	 RR	 I 2336






I	 1	 I.	 I	 I	 1
2318 1	 AA	 I 231
?319 I A ACA AAPCAP
	 1 231
2320 1	 AAR R	 AA I 232,:
X321 I 	R CR R RFR	 RR ARR I 232'
2322 I k R	 RR R	 R ARRI 232_
=323 I R RRRRkRRR	 R AARAI 232.
2324 I	 RR R	 R R	 RRA I 232•-
2325 IR	 RRR	 R RR'	 RR I 232`
1326 IR	 F	 RR	 R R	 RR I 232 ►
2327 IR	 RR	 RF	 I 232 -
	
328 I	 RR	 R	 I 232
2329 I R	 R	 R	 RI 232-
. .330 I	 RR	 1233
1331 I	 R	 R	 1233:
,'332 I	 RRRR	 I 233.
2333 I	 R RR	 I 233.
X334 1 R	 RRR	 R	 I 233-
2335 I R	 R	 I 233`
2336 I	 R R	 RI 2331
X337 1	 RR R A	 I 233-
	
336 I	 R	 1 2330
	




I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
23013 I	 RRRAR I 2360
2361 I A A RA AAA RARAR A l2361
2302 IAAARARARRARRRAAR AAAAAA AI 2362
2363 I RARFiRRAAR A AAR A ARRARRI 2363
23E4 IARRAR AAAAHRARARRARRARA AI 2364
2365 IR AAA RARAARRAaRAARARA API 2365
2366 IAAAARA ARRAAARRARARRARRAARI 2366
2367 IR ARRAAAAARAARAAAACARRRARAI 2367
2366 IAAA ARAA	 A AAAAARA	 AI 2366
2369 IPARA A	 A A	 CI 2369
2370 I
	
AR AR AR AA R	 I 2376




2373 IRRA CAAAAARCCA ACCRRRARRRI 2372
2374 1
	
AAR CARAAR	 RR 1 2374
2375 IR AAAAARA	 ARAI 237`.
2376 IACAACAA	 AAR	 A 1 237E
2377 I CCA A	 AA AAF.A	 I 2377
2376 I A A	 AAAAAARAA	 1 237E
2379 1 RAAAA	 A	 A ARARRARI 2375
2360 1 AC A	 AA AAR	 AARARAI 236(
2361 IRR	 AAA AA ARCRAAAI 2381
2_`82 1 PAC RA A	 AAAAARA AAA AR  238;
I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 1
19E:II1986I19911199612001120061
2034I203912044I204912054120591
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I




2362 IAA	 R	 AAA A AARARAAI 236_
2363 IRR A AR	 ACRAR R RARRAI 236.
2364 IRAR AAR
	 A	 RCARI 2364
2365 ICCCRA AA	 A AR	 CAI 236`
2366 IRAPARC
	 A	 Al 236 ►_
2367 IRCRAA	 k	 AAR RA
	 1 236' -
2368 ICRRACRACA	 A AAA AAAAR
	 1 236
2369 I ARRRACA R
	 AA	 AR RR	 1 236,
2370 IACCCAC
	 AARA	 AR C A I 2372-




	 A RRRPRR AR CA
	 1 2371 I2373 IC A A RRRARRARAAf1AR A A I 237:
2374 I CA AARA ARRARRARAR
	 ARAI 2374
2375 I CA ARARAR	 PAR	 ARRAI 237`
2376 1 R	 AAR	 AAR RA
	 AAAI 237t
2377 IA PAC ARA
	 A AAR	 ARARI 2377
378 IRARACCCCCCC AAAAAA AA ACI 237£
2379 ICACR RACCRRCCCARRAR AAA RAI 237
2380 ICARC CCCCCRRCARRAR
	 RA RAI 238E
.381 IRARARCCCCCCRCCARA
	 AAA Al 2361
2382 IRA ACCACCCCCRARR
	 A RARRAI 238;







OF POOR QUALITYBILE: sits FILE: SPA
216212167I217212177I2182I21871
'^ I	 I	 I	 I	 I I
1937 I	 AAAAAA	 A I 193"?
1938 I	 PARR I i93C'
1939 I	 PARR I 1939
1940 I	 R	 H	 RA I 1940+
1941 I	 ARARA AA I 1941
C 1942 I	 PAR CRAC	 A I 194[
1943 IRARACCARC	 A	 H 1 1943
1944 IAARAARRACA A AA A I 1944
1945 IR ARRRAACAR AAAAAA A I 1946.
1946 IRRAR	 C ACCA AR	 A I 1946
1947 IRARA CAPRA A	 AAR I 1947
1948 IRACRRRCCRACC	 RAP 1 194'c
L' 1949 1	 CRCCRRRRR	 a	 RCAM 1 194%
1950 IACCA C	 CCRRAR RAP I 1950,
1951 IRCCC	 RRCCACARAR I 1951
1952 I	 PAC	 AC ACAACRAA I 195
1953 IRRRRAR	 AA	 AR A	 I 195:
1954 IRAACCCR	 ARRRRA	 A A	 1 1954
1955 I	 RAACCCCRCCCCAAA PARR ARI 195`
1956 1	 AARAACCCCRRRCA	 ARARRAI 195=
1957 I	 RACCAP. RRARRRCR A ARI 1957
I	 I	 1	 I	 I I
2162I2167I21721217712182I21871
221412219I2224I222912234I2239I
I I	 I	 I I	 I
1x37 I	 A ARRCA, A AR	 I 1937
1938 1	 AR CCCCA PARR	 ACI 1938
1939 1	 ARACA Cl 1939
1940 IA A	 A RR AA	 Al 1440
1941 IAC A	 PARR A A AARRCRI 1941
1?42 IC AARAA	 A PARR AR I 1942
'943 ICR RRARARARA RA ARRARRI 194=
1944 ICC RCCA A	 A A	 AI 1944
1945 IR CAARA ARRRRAAI 1945
1946 I CCAAR RA	 ARI 1946
1947 IC AACAA A RAI 1947
1946 IR CC A ARI 1948
1949 I CARAA A	 1 1949
1950 I CAAAAA AP 1950
1951 1 CCAR AI 1951
1952 IRCR R	 CAA AT 19`C
1953 ICAR C	 CRACA AT 195-,
1954 ICAR RCCCARAR A	 I 1954
1955 ICCR A AAAAAA AAA	 1 1955
1956 IARR R AAAAAA I 1956
1957 IRCA PAP CARR CI 1957
1 I	 1	 I I	 I
2214I2219I222412229I2234I22391
t1
F._E. :I- 	 r :LE: S14
2162I2167I2172I2177I218212187I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1978 I	 RR	 RP ART 197
1979 I	 ARAR	 A R ARI 197-
1980 I	 AA	 RPRA AR 
AT 
196Z,
1981 I A	 PAR	 AR	 I 198.
1982 I	 A RCCA	 I 198_
1983 IRA	 A	 I 198_
1984 1 RAR	 R	 I 198-4
1985 I CPF'	 AA	 1 198`
1986 I AC	 AAA	 I 198
1987 1 R	 AR	 RRR	 I 1987
1988 I	 A	 A	 1 198•=
7b y :	 I 198
1990 IC	 I 1993
1991 I	 RR	 1 1991
1992 I	 R	 I 195__
1993 I	 I 19S







1997 I	 AI 19s -
1998 I	 I 19^'c
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
2162I2167I2172I21771218212187I
221412219I2224I2229I2234122?9I
I	 I	 I I	 1	 I
1 ,>78 I ARRAR
	 I 197E'
1+79 IR AR	 AI 1979
:180 I R	 AI 19se
1 '181 I AT 1981
1982 I kI 1962
1983 1 AR	 I 1983
1984 I I 1964
1985 I Cl 1985
1386 1 I 198E
1987 1 RI 1987
1988 I Cl 1988
1989 I CI 1989
1990 I 1 1990
1991 I 1 1991
1992 I I 1992
993 I I 1993
1994 1 1 1994
1995 I I 1995
1996 I	 AR 1 199E
:X97 I	 AAR I 1997
1398 I	 AA A I 1998





OF POOR QUAUTY FILE: Ski
-301-
2162I21671:172I2177I2182121871
1	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I
2020 1	 R	 1 ?0".
20.'1 I	 R	 R R	 I 2021
20« I	 R	 RP RRR	 12022
2023 I	 RPRR R	 1 202-
2024 1	 R	 R	 1 2024
20.21 5 1	 RR RRR	 RRRI 202`,
2026 I	 R	 R RR	 R	 1 202!
2027 I	 A	 k RRR	 1 202 -
2028 ICA	 R R	 RR	 RRR I 2025
2049 I ARC
	
R	 RRR	 RRI 202
2030 IRAC	 R	 RRR	 1 2030
2031 1 A	 RRR RI 203:
2032 IAC	 RF	 RPRI 20.,
203 3 I	 R R	 1 203.
2034 1	 R	 R	 P I 203.2
2035 1 C	 RRRP	 R	 R	 1 .:03°
203E IAC RRR R R	 RRA F I 203i•
2037 1 PC RRR	 R	 RRRRC
	 I 2037
20?8 IR	 R	 CRP	 I 203=
2039 I	 R	 R RR	 1 203-
2040 I	 R	 R	 I 204
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
2162I21E71-172I2177I2182121871
2214I2219122241222912234I22391
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1
:'020ICCRCARCACAAACACRR	 CA	 I 2021
.021 1CRCCACRRCAAACRC 	 RR A	 1 20&1
-L922 IAPCRRC RCCCCCCR	 RRI 20
2023 IRRCCRR RCRRRR R R	 R I 202:
;024 IR RR	 RRR RR	 R	 1 204
.025 1 R	 RR RR	 I 202`_
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2293 ICCRR RR	 C	 C	 R RRRRR RRI 229. 2335 ICRRRR RR CRRRRRRPRRRC
	 I 2335
2294 ICCCFPRCRRRRA AR CR RRR RCCI 2294 233E ICRRRR RR RRRRRR RRRRA	 I 2336
2295 ICCCCRRRC	 RC	 AC	 AC	 I 229` 2337 ICRRRRRRRRRR RRRRRRR CCR
	 CI 2337
2 7-1 9E IPRCRRRR R CCCAACARAC	 I 229e 2336 ICRR RRRRRRCRPRRRRRRRAC
	 I 2338





OF POOR QUALITY	 —310—
1.., Nc;^ FILE: HPL6
2034I2039120441204912054I2059I 208612091I209612101I2106I2111I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1
- 318 IACCCCRRRR RRRCCR	 A	 1 2316 2318 1	 AA AR	 RA	 A	 I 2316
.319 IRCCRRR RRRRR	 CCA	 APRA	 1 2319 2319 I	 ACACCCR	 RR C	 I 2319
X320 IRRRRR	 R	 R	 RA	 A RCRAI 2320 2320 ICRRRRRCRRRRRR RRRRRR A C	 I 2320
.321 IRR	 RRR	 RRR RCC	 A	 1 2321 2321 I	 RRRRRCRRRRP.RRRR	 RRRRACCRI 2321
,322 IRR	 R	 RP CRRAAA	 I 2322 2322 1 R	 RRRRRR R	 R CC 1 2322
X323 IQ	 RR RCRRRRC	 I 2325 2323 IRRRRRRRRRRRRR	 RRRRRR RI 2323
_324 IPRRR	 PRRRRRRF'RRRCCCR	 I 2324 2324 IRR RRRRRR	 RRR	 RCRC	 1 2324
2`_5 IRRRRR	 k	 RRRR. RRCC	 CAR	 1 232` 2325 IRRRRR RRRR	 RRP. RR	 CCRI 2325
.,326 IRRR	 R	 RRRRPRRPRRPRAA 1 232E 2326 IRRRRRRR	 RR RRRRR	 RRRRI 2326
X327 IRRRR	 R	 RR RRRRRRRRCC	 1 2327 2327 IRPRPRRRRRRR RR	 R	 RRRRRI 2327
1-32Es I	 RRR RRRRR R RRRRRRRCC 	 I 232E 2328 IRRRRRR	 RP RRR RRR RRP RRI 2328
2329 IRRP'RRRRRRP R RRRRRR	 CR	 I 2329 2329 I RRRRR	 R	 R	 RRRRRRRRI 2329
., 330 IRRR	 RRRR	 R	 I 2330 2330 1 RR RR	 RRR RRP	 RRRRRI 2330
-331 IRRRR PR	 RRRRRP	 R	 RI 2331 2331 IRRRRRR	 R RRR RRRR	 RRRI 2331
.:332 IR RP RRR RR	 R	 R	 1 2331 2332 IR RRRR	 RRRRP	 RR	 RRRI 2332
:.333 IR	 RP'PRRRRCR	 R	 I 233: 2333 IRR RRRR RRRR	 RRR	 RRR RI 233:
_334 1	 RRR	 R R RR RR	 C	 I 2334 2334 IRR	 RRRRRR R RRRRP	 RR	 I 2334
..335 ICRPRRRR	 RP	 RR	 RP	 1 233-5 2335 IRR RRRRRRRR RRRRRR	 R R	 I 233`
r	 233E ICCR	 RRPPRR	 RR	 RP	 I 2331 2336 IRRRRRRR RR	 R	 R	 RRR RRI 233E
_337 IRkCRRRk R	 RRR	 RR	 I 233 2337 IRRR RRRRRR	 RP	 RCCC	 I 233"
.,336 IARACCRRRRRRF:RPRRRRC 	 1 233, 2338 IR RRRRR	 R	 R	 RRACARI 233E




I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
2300 I	 AR	 RRRRRRCC	 ARI 2361 2360 I	 A	 RCA RRR RRR	 RI 236(
2361 IRRR R RCC:PRRRRARR RRRARCACRI 2361 2361 I	 A AR	 AARARRRCACCR	 AACCCI 2361
2362 1	 ARRRPRP	 P:	 CCRR	 I 236., 2362 1	 RRCACRRCCCC RI 236:
2 363 I	 R	 1 236: 2363 IR	 AAR	 P' RA CACRPP	 I 236:
2364 I	 CCR A	 C R RRR	 I 236 2364 IRRC CAR	 R	 ACCRRRI 236,
'1 365 I	 RRRA CRCR R	 CC	 R	 RRI 236` 2365 1	 CCC	 CR RR	 Al 236`
2366 I	 RRRCR	 R	 PF'F'	 R	 R I 236 ► 2366 I	 PCC	 CRP	 R C I 236,
2367 I	 R	 RRRR	 k R	 RC	 1 236 - 2367 1	 RC	 CACCCR	 I 236-
2368 I	 RR	 I 236 •: 2368 I	 CR	 RCA	 RACC	 ACCCCC R	 I 2-6:
2369 I	 I 2365 2369 I	 CRRRCRA AAAR RACCCC CC
	 1 2361
2370 I	 R	 I 2370 2370 I	 RR RRCRARCCCRAA	 RCAR C
	 I 2371-
2371 I	 I 2371 2371 1	 C	 CCAAAACR RACCCR R C
	 I 2371
2372 I	 R R	 R R1 2372 2372 1	 A ARACR	 RR	 RRRRCC
	 I 237:
2373 IRCR	 RP	 RRC	 PRCRC	 Al 237: 2373 i	 CARCACAC	 RR RCRPrCCCI 237:
2374 I	 RRR	 RCRCC	 A	 ARCCCARI 2374 2374 I	 RRRARCCACR	 C	 CRCCI 237-4
2375 I	 RRRRRPCCA	 A	 CCARAI 237`_ 2375 1	 RCACRCAAR	 RRAAAR ARAC
	 I 237`.
2376 ICR	 CARCA	 A	 ARRAA RCRI 237E 2376 IC C	 PAR	 R A RA	 ACC	 I 237t-
2377 I	 P CCCRA AARAA AACRRAARAPAI 2377 2377 IRCRRR	 R	 CC AA	 R RI 2377
2378 IRAAACCCA A	 ARACARAPAARRAI 2376 2378 I	 CC	 RR	 RRRAAACCCC
	 I 237
2279 IARRRCCR ARRAA ARCRARRACC	 Al 237' 2379 IRRRR	 C	 RR RCACRCRCRI 237-
2380 1	 RRR CCCARAAR A CRRCCCI 238: 2360 I	 CCR	 RR	 CR	 ARRC
	 1 238•'
23el IRP	 C RCACAR CARRAR RPA	 I 238: 2381 IRCCC
	
RCRR	 RRAR RCA AARI 238:
;'38^ I	 PAR CRC kCARCkCCCAkI 238- 2382 ICCCCRRCR	 RCCAC R ACCI 238
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1981i1Q8^T!^+a 1T1 4g6T2AA1I2006I 20341203912044I204912054I2059I
-311-
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
FILE: HQD9	 OF POOR QUALITY
20861209ll2096I210112106121111
1	 I	 I	 I	 1	 1
2360 1AAAAAAC ACA A	 A	 1 2360
2361 1RRR RAAAACA A	 RCA 1 2361
2362 I AAR A AACCC ACCCC A RRAAI 2362
2363 IAACRAAARARRC
	 AACRCCR 1 2363
2364 1 CCCRAAARA R	 CCCRRCAR 1 2364
2365 1ACCCACCAAC A	 RRCRRR A 1 2365
2366 ICACCCCCCCRRRC R RR R 1 2366
2367 IARARCCCCCCCCRRRR RRRRR RR I 2367
2368 IR RACCCCRRCCCRRRRCCRCR RR I 2368
2369 IARCCCCCRR RRRRRRRRRR CARC 12369
2370 ICACRRRRRRRRRRRRR RRR CA ACI 2370
2371 IRCRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR CHAAAI 2371
2372 IAR RR RRRRRCRR	 RRRRRCCRRI 2372
2373 ICCRCCRRRRRR R RRRRRRRRRCI 2373
2374 IR CR	 RRRR	 CCR	 RRRI 2374
2375 ICR C RRR RRRR	 CRR RRR I 2375
2376 I	 CC RRRC CR CR R RI 2376





2379 IAR	 CCR R R	 RCRCCI 2379
2380 IA	 RR RC	 R CCRRI 2380
2381 IC	 CCR C	 RRCI 2381
2362 1	 RR	 R RRCRI 2382


















1 I	 I	 I	 I I I I	 I	 I	 I	 1
1937 I CCCCCCCCCC
	
C 1 19 ,:- 19;27 1	 RARR RRA	 ARAAACRAC	 I 1937
1936 I	 CCCCCCCRCC A R	 I 195: 1938 '	 CA Rk RA'	 AAAMAAR C	 1 1938
1939 I CRRRRCRRRR	 A 1 193 0 1939 I R RARRA	 AAAAAA ARI 1939
1940 I CC RCCRCCCC R	 1 1941'4 1940 I RCCAA	 ARCACCAAARRI 1940
1941 I	 R RC CCCRCARC	 R R	 I 194: :941 IC RAC AAAAAAARCCCCR 1 1941
1942 1	 C CCCCC C	 C RI 194_ I	 .942 I RR RARRARAA RCCCACR	 1 1942
1943 ICCCRR CC	 A RACAM I 194. I1	 1943 IR R RACCAAAAAACAARCR I 1943
1944 ICRF RCP	 A CR CR A 1 1944 1944 IR RARCAAAAAAAACAARCC	 1 1944
1945 ICCCR CCR R	 RR	 CRCR R	 1 194`. ,	 1945 I CRRAAA	 AAAPACCCC I 1945
1946 ICCCR RCCR	 R	 CR R RI 194 , 1946 I RRRRC A	 AACCRAACRI 1946
1947 IRRCC RR	 RAC RR	 I 194 1947 I RRRAA	 PAR RAC	 1 1947
1948 1RRR R	 R I 194 : 1948 I CCRA	 AR	 I 1948
1949 I	 CRR RAP I 194 9 1949 I R CAA	 AAAC
	 I 1949
1950 I	 R CAA I 195 1 ! 1950 I CRRAR	 AAAC
	 I 1950
1951 I	 R RCR	 CRC AMT 195: 1951 1 RRARAAP	 AA I 1951
1952 I	 R RCCR	 1;C ACI 195: 1952 I RRARAAAARA PARI 1952
195- I	 RRF RCCCR R RC	 I 195 s 1953 IRR RR RCAARRARRAR A RI 1953
1954 ICCRR RCCRC RCCA CCI 1954 1954 I	 RR R RCCCAAAR A	 A C
	 I 1954
195` IA RRR R	 R	 RRCACACAAACRI 195` 1955 I	 k R	 RRkCARRAR	 ARAC
	 1 1955
1956 I	 RCCCCCCRCF CRRCACRCCCC Cl 195- 1956 IR RRCCCCAC	 A	 I 195E
1957 ICCC R	 RCRRRRCCCC CAACCCI 195- 1957 IRR R RAPP	 A	 RI 1957




I I	 I	 I	 I I I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1976 I	 A R	 C I 197. :978 IC AM	 RA A	 ACCAC C C I 197E
1979 I RR AC	 RCC ACT 197- 1979 IC A	 CCA CI 1979
19613 I PAR AACRRRC CC Cl 198 ,: - 1980 I CCRCC I 19830
1961 I k RA	 ACAA Cl 198:. 1981 I	 R F	 RCI 1981
198 I CCCC RACC Al 196- 1982 1 A A	 CC	 I 1981
1983 ICR CA	 CR I 198 1983 1 ACCCA	 RCI 198:
1964 1 P Cl 198• ; 1964 I ACC	 A	 AI 1964
1985 IA R RCR RI 198 1985 I A	 A	 ACI 198`_
1986 IACR RCA	 R	 R RI 196 , . 1986 I R	 AAR	 CCI 19RE
1987 I	 C RCA	 RRRCC R I 198 - 1987 I R	 CCI 1987
196E I	 CC A	 RRCCA	 k RI 196: :988 I R CRI 198E
1989 I	 A R	 RRMA	 RR I 198 4 1989 I A	 C	 1 198':
1990 I	 RR RR	 RRR I 1991 1990 I A	 AR	 A	 I 1991
1951 I RR RRR R	 RI 199; 1991 I CAR	 A	 AI 1991
1992 1 R RR	 I 19^ _ 1992 I A A	 1 199:
1993 I RRRR R	 I 195 1993 I R	 1 199:
1993 I RRC RI 1954 1994 IA RR R R	 RI 199
1995 I I 19°` 1995 1A RRRR	 RI 199'.
1996 I RRAI 194 1996 IRCCAA R	 I 1990
!997 I	 R R	 R RCCI 199' 1	 1997 I CAC CC RC R R	 RI 199.
1998 I	 R CR	 RR RR RRRI 199: 1998 ICARA RRCCRC R	 RI 1941,





1	 I I	 I	 I I
X062 I RCCRRRR RRRRRC
	
RRR R	 RI
2063 ICCRRCCCCCR RRRCCRR I
_064 I	 RRC CCRRRRRRCRCARA RR	 I
2065 IA RCCRCCCCCCR CCCCCACCCCC
	 I
X066 IF'	 RC RCRP RRRRRAC ARI
067 IRC RCR CCCCACA AAI
2066 1	 RR R C RRC I
1069 IACCCR R	 R C A I




. '072 IRCRRCR RC R	 RRC RC I
073 1C	 C CCRCCRRRCCCCR R I
2074 IA	 R CCRCCCCCCCR 1
2075 I CRRRRCR	 R 1
2076 IR	 ARCCRRRCCC A I
077 IR	 A R RRR	 R 1
2078 IRAPAR CRP R R I
_079 IR	 R CA CAARCC AC	 I
2080 IR	 R CCRR CI
2081 ICRRCC ACCRCA A A	 I
X082 IRRk C ARRRR AR
	 CRR R	 I











































2021 IR RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR RRRRRRRI
202i IRRRRRRRRRRR RRPRRRP RRPRRRI
2023 IRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRPRRRRI
2024 1 RRRR RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 1
2025 I R RRR RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRI
2026 1 RkR	 CRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 1
2027 IRRRRA RRRRRRR RRR RR 1
2028 ICCRRRR RPRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR I
2029 IRC RRRRRRRPRRPRRPRRRRPRRRRI
2030 IRCCRRRRR RRRRRRRRRRPRRRRRRI
2E31 I C R RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRI
2032 !RCRRRRRRRRRRPRRRRRPPRRRRRPI
2033 IR RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR RRRRRI
2034 IRRRRRRRRRRRRF'RRRRR R RR 1
203` ICCCRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRCRR I
2036 ICCCRRRRRR RRRRRRRRRCCR	 1
2037 ICRCRRRR	 RRRRRRRCCRR	 1
2038 IRC RRR	 R RRRRP,CRR	 1
2039 IRR RRRR R	 RRPRRRRR	 I
2040 IRR RRRRRRRRRR RRRRRR	 I






I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
4-L020 IR R	 RCCQRRCCR	 A RI
;021 IR R RRCCCCCRC
	 C RI
:022 IC RRRR	 RRRRRC	 RRR 1
?023 1 RCRR RCRR	 R	 R I
2024 I	 RR	 RRR	 R	 1













2031 ICC	 RR	 RCRRRRR	 1
2032 IC RR R	 R RRRR	 I
2033 IC	 R	 R RRRR	 1
X034 ICR R	 R RCRRRRRR I
2035 ICR	 R	 kRRCRRI




X039 IRR	 RR	 1
X040 IC	 R I
































I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
2062 1	 R A	 RAP	 I
2063 IF	 AA	 R I
2064 1	 RR	 R	 I
2065 I	 AAA PAR PAR A	 R 1
2066 1	 AACAP ARAA	 AF'CCCC1
2067 I	 A	 AACR PAPA AR CI
206E I	 MA ACCC	 A F'ZRR I
2069 I	 ARAAC RRCCCRC	 PAR RI
2070 I	 ARAAR RCRRCCCRC ACCR CI
2071 IA CF'A ACCRRCRRRRRRCRCR RCI
2072 I CRRCRRF'RRRRRR CCRPRCCR	 1
2073 1CRRR	 RRRR	 RCRPR RRCCRI
2074 IAR RR RRRRR	 RRRR RI
2075 IR	 R RRR	 R P R	 RI
2076 1AC RRRRRRR	 RRRRRP Rkl
2077 I C RRRRRR	 R R RRRI
2076 I CRRRRRRRRR R RRRR RR I
2079 I RRC R RR	 RRRRRRRR RR RI
2080 I C	 R RRRR R RRRRRRRCCCI
2081 1 RRCCCRRCCCCRRRCPRRRCPRRRCI
2082 I RRCRCCCCRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRI



























OF POOR QUALITY FILE: CCD2r:&.E: C•:I.1
201712022I2027I2032I2037I20421 2069I2074I207912084I2089I
I I	 I	 I	 I I I	 I I	 I	 1
1791 ICAAAAAAARAC C CCCCR Al 179: 1791 IRAR :	 A CAARAA R Al 1791
1792 I	 AAA ,, AAAAA R	 CR I 179" 1792 IRAR RCARRARA A	 I 1792
1793 IR AA AAAAAA	 R R I 179: 1793 IR RC AAACAA	 1 1793
1794 IR RCR AR	 CA	 RC I 1794 1794 IRC RR P RR PCCCR	 I 1794
1795 IRR A	 A	 A I 179` 1795 I	 R	 RR RRRAAAAARCCCI 1795
1796 IRR RA	 A I 179, 1796 I	 RRCRCCC RCCARRAPA ACI 1796
1797 IRRRC R AC I 179 - 1797 I	 RRCRA C RARARA ABACI 1797
1796 1	 CR A	 A I 179 1798 I	 CC ARCR A	 AR Cl 1796
1799 I	 AAR AARAA AARAC I 179 • 1799 IRCR RAR	 A	 I 1799
1800 IA	 C ARAARA ARC I 180 1800 I	 RCR	 RRR AAAAAA	 1 1600
1801 1	 C RARRA	 AA I 180, 1801 IRRRRRRRCCC AAARMfik	 1 1801
I802 I RARAAARARA I 180. 1802 ICRRRRR	 CR ARAAARAAARI 1802
1803 IRAR AR ARRAR R I 180 180; IRRRRRR CR	 A AAAAARAAI 1803
1804 IRAR A A PARR I 180= 1804 ICRRRRRRP R R	 R	 AR	 1 1804
1805 IRAP R RP ARARP	 A I 180` 1805 IARC	 R	 RC AAA C	 A	 I 1805
1806 IA RARRAAAAAAAA A I 180 , 1806 IARAA	 C	 RR AAAC C	 APRAI 1806
1807 IC AAAAA AA	 A I 180 1807 IAAAAR	 AA AC AAA	 AAARAPI 1807
1806 I	 R AARkA	 R 1 180 , 1808 IAA A	 RC CAAARCR	 AR	 AAI 1806
180° I	 R AAAAAA	 A i 180 1 - 1809 I	 A A	 AR AAAA C	 AA	 I 1609
1810 I	 RAP A A	 A RACCAI 1816 1810 I	 AA A RR	 AAR	 AAR	 1 1810
1811 IRAC A	 A	 A	 RRR AI 1811 1611 IR	 RA R R	 A	 RA	 I 1611
I I	 I	 I	 I I I	 I I	 I	 I
2017I2022I2027I20321203712042I 2069I20741207912084120891
F .1
 1 _: .	 i .^L: :'L4
21.1I2126I2131I2136I2141I2146I I 2017I2022I202712032I203712042I
I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 1 I




	 AF	 1 179" 1834 IRR	 RRR	 RR P1 1634
1793 IA	 A	 k RRR	 RFCA	 I 179: 1835 IRCCPRR	 R RRI 1635
1794 IC	 PCPPF	 RRRRPRFC
	 I 1794 1836 IRCCRRRR	 RR	 RCR RI 1836
1795 IC	 RCR	 CCCCC	 1 179` 1837 IRRRRRRRRRRRRR R	 R R RRRI 1837
1796 ICCRCCCR C	 CRC	 I 1796 1836 1	 RRRRCRPRRCRRC CRI 1836
1797 IRPPCR	 CAF1	 RRR	 C	 I 179'	 1 1839 I	 RRPRPRCCCCC CCI 1839
1798 ICRCCCRRRCA	 RRRRRRC
	 A	 1 179- 1840 I	 RRRRRCCRRC Cl 1840
1799 IACCCACCk	 R	 CCR	 I 179 - 1641 I	 RRRRRRCRR ACI 1841
1800 IRCCCR	 C	 RCPRI ISOr 1842 1	 C	 R	 RRRRR CFI 1842
1801 IC	 CCR	 CC	 CRR1 180! 1643 IRCCCCC	 CR	 RC PI 1843
1802 IR RCRP	 RRRRI 180: 1644 ICCRCCCR	 CC 1 1844
1803 ICC	 RR	 RRR	 I 180: 1645 ICRRRRR	 R	 C	 RRC I 1645
1804 ICCCCP R	 PR PPRPPI 1804 1646 I RR RRRRP	 CC CR 1 184C
1805 ICRCCCRRRR	 CC	 AC	 1 180 ,. 1847 IRRRPRRCR	 C	 RR PRI 1647
1806 I	 RPC	 A AA ARRR	 A	 1 1601 1648 IRRRR AC RRRR	 CR RI 1846
1807 IARCRARAA	 RCCC	 1 180- 184q IRRRR	 RRR RRI 1649
1806 IR AARRAAAA R RCRR
	 RR	 I 180E 1650 IRRPRRR CR RRI 1650
1609 IRAARA	 AA	 CR	 CRR RC
	 I 1804 1651 IRRR RRCA	 R RRI 1851
1810 IAAAARARRA ARRRRCR RA CRC
	 I 1610 1852 IRRRRRR	 CC ACA RI 1852
1811 I	 RRRAAA	 A	 C	 RC	 I 1611	 ! 1853 IRRRRRRP RRRC	 A I 1853









FILE. CCPO^	 F ILE: CC D6
2069I2074I2079I2084I20891
1	 I	 I	 1	 I
1833 IA AACRACR CC CCCCCCCCRRAI 183
1834 IAAAACRRCACRCC RCRRCCCR Al 1834
1835 IAACRRRPRRRRRACRRRCCCCR	 I 183`
1836 IRRRRCCRRRRRARRCCCRRR 	 I 183
1837 IR CR CCCCCC A A	 I 1837




1840 I	 CRR	 R RI 184k'
1841 I	 RR	 R	 RCCI 1841
1842 IRRC CCRR AAA	 I 184.
1643 I C C RCRRR RA	 AI 184_
1844 I	 CRR RAAA	 CI 1844
1845 IR RCRCCR R AA	 RACI 184`
1846 IRR	 CCCRCCR	 A	 CCRI 184.-
1847 IRR	 CCCRCCCR AAACR CRRI 184 -
1848 IR	 CACR CC	 CARR RI 184:
1849 1 PRR P RR CC
	
R RRI 18ti-
1850 1RRRR	 R	 CRP P	 R RRI 18`_
1851 IRCC	 R RRRRRRRR	 RRI 18`:
1852 1 R R R RCRRRRR R RR	 I 18`_
1853 I P	 PC CRRRR R RP.P	 I 1850




I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1833 1 RRRRR R	 R	 R	 A	 1
18?4 I RCRRC R	 R A	 1
1635 1 RRCC
	 AC	 I
1636 I R C
	 CC	 CRC	 R 1
1837 1	 A	 AARACCCACCRRRRI




1840 IC RRRRRRRRRRRRRCCRR 	 R I
1641 I	 RRRRRRRRCRRCRCCC
	 I
1842 1 RR R RRCR CCRCCCCRP	 RI
1643 I RR RRC RCRRRRRCRRRRRR I
1844 ICRRRRR RRRCRRRRR RCRRRRRR 1
1645 ICCPPRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR CCRR I
1646 ICCCRRRRRRRRRRRRRR RRRRCA I
1647 IR RCCCF.RRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
	 I
184E IRRCCRCCRR	 RRR R RRR	 1
1649 IRRC RRRRRR	 RR	 A RRCI
1850 1 RRR R R
	 RRFI
1851 1 RRR R	 A R I
1852 I RRPRRRR	 R RRI
1853 IRR RRRCC R	 C AR ARCCCI



























I	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I
1875 I	 RFF•RRPRR	 CCRPI 187
1676 1	 RRRRRR	 CRCRC I 187-
1877 1 AAA	 PP.RPPF RCRCCCI 1877
1876 I A	 AAA A RRRRRC RCCCCPI 187:
1879 1	 CC ACCCCRCRC C R RCPCCI 187;
1880 IP	 RRCRRCCCCRRRRC RRP RI 188
1861 I P CCCRCCCCFCC RPCCR RCI 1881
1882 I RCR C	 FiCCRRCCRRRRRCR	 I 188.
1P83 IRCRRRRAA ACAACC RRRCCRR 	 I 188",
1864 IRCCC RCA AAAACCA RRRRRPR I 1884
1885 ICRC R C A CCCCCCPRRRRC RI 188`
1886 ICCR RRRC AACCCCCACRRRPRRCI 16:r
1887 IRCCCRCRCC AACCRCCCCRRRR CI 18= -
1886 IARRC RC A	 P RCCCCCCRPI 18
1889 IR RCR RPR	 RCCCRF RCRI 18.=
1890 IR R RR	 RRCCR RRI 181-.
1891 I
	
RC R R RRRR RI 18 1
1892 I
	
RCCAACCR	 RR	 I 18 a_
1893 1
	
RRRCCCCRR RRP. R RI 183.^-
1894 I
	
R RRRRRR RRR RCCI 184
189 65 I AA	 R RRCRRRPRCCRRCRI 18'S
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
2017I2022I2027I2032I2037I2042I
2069I2074I2079I20e4I2089I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1875 IPRCPPR	 RR RR	 I





1376 1 RF'RRRPRRRRPPRC R
	 I
1379 I R R RR	 R RA R RRRR 1
1380 I R	 A	 A	 RRRRRPRRRI
1981 I R CR	 RRRRRRRRRRI
1382 I	 RCRRRRCR RI
1983 IR	 R	 RRRRCCCPCRRRFI
1184 IR R	 R	 RCRPRCCPRRPRRI





1887 IP	 A	 CRCCCCCCRR I
186E IR	 R	 RA CRCACCR	 I
:889 I	 RCR	 C RC RRRRR I





1892 I	 ACRARAC	 C CR I
1893 I RR CCCRRCR	 CPR I
1894 IRRRPRRRRRRCR A
	 RC I
1895 IRRRPRCPRRRC C C
	 A RI
























FILE: C C n Q	 ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUALITY
2121I2126I2131I213612141121461
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
18'5 1	 R A R	 RCRRRRRRRCI 1875
1876 IR ACRR	 CRRRRRRCRI 1876
1877 I	 A R	 RCRRRRRCCRI 1877
1876 1	 ARR	 RRRCCPRRRRI 1878
1679 I	 R	 R	 RRRRCRRCCRI 1879
r 1880 I	 RCRRCCRRRPRRRP.RRRR CCAAI 1880
1861 I CRPRRRCRRRRRRRPRRR	 AA	 I 1881
1882 1	 RFRRCCRCRRRRRRRRCRRRCAA 	 I 1882
1683 IC RRRRRCRCRRRP.RCRRCA000AAAI 1883
1884 ICRCCRCCCRCCRCCRCRCARCCCRARI 1884
1885 ICCCAACRC	 RRRCRRCCR	 I 1885
1886 I	 RRRR	 RRCCR	 CA	 1 1886
r. 1867 I	 R	 CCCRRR	 RCCAAI 1887
1888 I	 A	 AACCCCR	 CCC.AR1 1888
1889 I	 AC	 AARCCCRC CCCRRCI 1889
1890 IRRRR	 PAC	 RRCCRRCRCCCACI 1890
1891 IP RRRRRPRCCCCP R R 	 RRCCCI 1891
1892 IR	 PRCC RRRCRR	 C RAAI 1892
1893 IRRRCCRRRRRRC	 PRC	 ACI 1893
189" ICRCCRRRRRRRRR	 RRRCAAACI 1894
1895 I	 CRRRR RRRP	 RCRRC	 I 1895







OF;IGINAL PAGE 13 -317-
.)F POOR QUALITY
FILE: LD1 FILE: LL2
1'98I180?I1666I1813I1816I1623I 18S1I18S6I1B61I186611871I18761
I	 I	 1	 I	 1	 I 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
2276 1CCR000CCCCCCRC	 A Al 227E 2276 I	 Cl	 RCRCCCRRCACRI 2276
2277 1RRRFRRCCRCCR	 C	 1 2277 2277 I	 RR	 RRC CRRRR	 I 2277
2276 IACRCCCR RCCRR	 A	 I 227(; 2278 1	 I 2276
2279 IACCC RRRRRCC	 P A	 Al 2274 2279 1	 CCRRRR	 I 2279
2280 ICCCCAAAR	 1 2280 2280 I	 C RRRRRC R	 1 2280
2281 IRCRPARC	 AC	 AC	 1 2281 2281 ICCCRCRRCCCRRCRR	 R	 I 2281
2282 IRR ACACCCAPPR	 CCR	 A	 AI 228; 2262 IRRCCCCAACRARC	 RR	 k	 R	 1 2282
2283 IR CCCCCR CPR	 RP	 CCCC	 Al 228: 2283 ICCCCCA	 ARC
	 I 2283
228. IRR RC CRCCCCR	 -RRCR	 1 2284 2284 ICCCCAACA	 R	 RC RCR	 1 2284
2285 ICCCRC	 ACCC	 CCCRRRR	 I 228` 2285 IRCCA CCCC RC
	
R	 1 22E,5
2286 IARACCARRARR RRRCC	 Cl 228E 2286 ICRRCCCCCRCR	 1 2266
228 7 1ARA000	 R	 RR	 RRR RA	 1 2287 2267 I	 PCRCCCRC	 RRR
	
R	 1 2267
2286 IAARCRRPCCC	 AZC	 CCAA	 RRI 228E 2288 I	 CRRRCRR	 RR	 R R	 1 2288
2289 IARFPAA AACCCCC RCCCCCCACAAI 228 2289 IR	 FCCRRCCRCCCRRRRPR RRPR
	 I 2289
2290 ICCACRCCA CACRCCRCACCCRCCC	 I 229E 2290 1 RRRRRCCCR RR R
	 CCCR	 k	 I 2290
2291 ICCACACPCC RRCCCCCACCRRRP.RRI 2291 2291 I	 RCRCCC A R	 CRRRR	 1 2291
2292 ICAACCA CCCCCRCRRCCCCR	 R	 I 2291 2292 I	 RRRRC	 R	 C	 1 2:.92
2293 I	 AAACAACACACCRCCPRCCR	 RP	 I 229: 2293 IRR	 RR RR RRCRRR	 RI 2293
2294 I	 CA CCCCCCCCRRCCCCCCCCRP	 1 2294 26294 IRCARRRRRR	 RRRRRR	 RI 2294
2295 I	 CCACCCRR CCCCCCCCCCR	 I 229` 2295 I	 RRRR	 RRRRRRR	 CCCCRrk	 1 2295
2296 1	 RPRAPRRR	 RC	 RCCRRRRP	 1 229E &'296 IR	 RRRRRRR	 RRPCCCRF'PRRRR	 1 2296
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I
1796I1803I160611613I1618I1623I 18SII18S611a61I1666I1871I1876I
., .a. d6 .a+
FILL: L t : L1<
19(1 -, 119C'81191311918119'4'3119261 174$I1RP3I180E3I1B13I1818I1823I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
X276 IRPRRR	 AAA	 k	 C	 I 227t 2.18 1	 CCRC	 R	 RRAACCCRF	 I 2318
227' I	 RPPCRA	 R	 RR	 C	 1 2277 2319 IAC	 CRRR	 CCRC	 I 2319
2278 1	 RRRRRC	 R	 I 227E —1320 ICC	 R R	 R	 RCCCCC Al 2320
2479 IRPRPRR	 A	 A	 I 2275 2321 I	 CCCRRCCCRRRP	 RCCCCCCCAAA	 1 2321
2280 1	 PRPPPCRF	 A	 C	 1 226 1? 2322 I	 AACCCCCR RCCCCCAACCARCA	 1 2322
2281 I	 RRPPPPAA	 R	 R	 I 2261 2313 1	 CCC	 CA	 AAAC AAI 232?
2282 IRRRRP	 CA	 k	 k	 A	 AA1 228 2324 1	 R CR	 A	 AR AR	 kI 2324
2263 1RRRRRRACA	 k	 R	 C	 A	 I 228' 2325 IRCAPCR	 ARCACCCCRCRCC	 R RI 2325
2264 IRRRRPRRAA	 AP	 CF	 I 2284 2326 ICC	 RA CCACR RCCCR	 RRCAI 2326
2285 1	 R AARA	 RR	 RR	 I 228`_ 23:7 1CR	 CACRCRCC CCA RCCCCRPRCI 2327
2286 1	 RPRR%RC	 R	 P	 k	 I 226E 2326 IRFRC	 RRCCCRRCCA C RRRPAACI 2328
2287 IRRPkRRRR	 RRR	 I 2287 2329 ICCCC	 RCCCCRR	 CRRPRRRPRRI 2329
2286 I	 R RR	 PR RRR	 I 228E 23A0 ICCR	 RC	 C	 CA	 ACRRRRRCCI 2330
2269 I	 RR	 RRR	 1 2285 2331 ICCRRF	 RACC	 CR RRR	 I 23?1
2290 IR	 PR	 RRR	 A	 I 229E 2332 1	 C	 C	 CCC	 1 2332
2241 IRRPRRPR	 R	 A	 : 2291 2333 1	 R	 CR	 I 2333
2292 IRRRRRRR	 RRC	 CA	 1 2292 23:4 IR	 C	 I 2334
229 1	 RRRRR	 RRRRR	 A A	 I 229- 2335 IR	 CR	 R	 1 23'5
2294 1 P R R	 RP	 1 2294 233E IAC	 RRCCRCA	 1 2336
2295 I	 RRR	 I 229`_ 2337 1	 ARC	 ACC	 1 2337
2296 1	 RCR	 I 229E 2336 IR	 CRRR	 1 2338










FILL; LVJ FILL: LD6
18 4%0I1855I18601166511870I18751 1903I1906119131191811923I19281
^ I	 I	 1	 I	 1	 I ]	 I I	 I	 I	 1
2318 1	 RRRR RRRRRRRR R	 R D 	I 2318 2318 1	 RP R ACKCPRCCCR R	 RRRI 2318
2319 IA	 RRR R	 RRRRRRRR	 RI 2319 2319 IRRR CRCCCCA	 RR RRI 2319
2320 IA	 RRRRkC	 RRRRRRR R	 RI 2320 2320 1	 R CC	 A	 R	 RRI 2320
2321 IC CCCRCCRP.R RRRRCCR R	 R! 2321 .321 1	 R R RC	 RRRRI 2321
2322 ICCCCRRRC R	 RRRRRRR	 1 2322 2322 ICR RPR R	 R	 RRRRRRRI 2322
2323 ICCRRRRRR RR	 R	 RR R	 I 2323 2323 I R RCR RR	 RR RRR 1 2323
2324 IRRPRRRPRRRRR R	 R	 RI 2324 2324 1 RARC	 RRRRRRRI 2324
2325 IRRRR	 RRR RR	 RR	 F	 RI 2325 :325 I PARR	 RRRRRRRI 2325
2326 I	 RRRRR R	 RRRR	 RI 2326 2326 1	 R R	 AACA RRR RRRI 2326
2327 IR R R	 RRRR	 RRRRR RR	 1 2327 2327 1 A	 CRRR	 RI 2327
a. I	 RR RR	 R	 RRRRRRRPR	 RI 2328 2328 I R	 R	 RI 2328
2329 IRRRF	 RRR	 RRRR RRRRRR	 I 2329 X329 1	 CCA ARC	 C	 RRRR I 2329
2330 IRF'RR RRRRRRRR RRRR 	 R	 1 2330 2330 I	 CCRA AA	 R R	 I 2330
2331 1RRRRCRRkRR	 RRRRRR	 RI 2331 2331 I	 CCRR A RG	 RRRRI 23.:1
2332 IP R	 RRPQR	 R	 R	 R RI 2332 2332 I	 A RR	 PARR CRRI 2332
233" 1RRRPC	 RRRRRRR	 RRI 2°'3 2333 1	 A	 A A ARCCRRI 2333
2334 IRRR'	 R	 RRRR	 RRI 2334 2334 1	 AC R	 A ACC RRRI 2334
2335 IRRP	 RR	 RR R	 RRRR	 1 2335 2335 I	 R RRRR	 PAR	 1 2335
2336 IR R	 RRR	 RRRRR	 RRRI 2336 2336 I	 A RRRR	 I 2336
2337 1	 R	 C	 RPRF'	 RRRRRR	 R	 I 2337 2337 IRR	 A AA ARRAR	 I 2337
2338 I	 CF'CRRRF'RRF'RPPRR'RRCRPR 	 RPI 2336 2338 I A	 PARR A	 "I 2338
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I I	 I	 I	 I
1850I1E55I18E0I18E5I18701187°_I 1903I1908I191311916119&3I1928I
i:LL;
1 79' I 1 602I 1 Rl3' l 18	 2I 161 7 I 1 822I 18491 18'54 I 1659I 18E4 T 186.91 1874 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I I	 I	 I	 I
23E0 IRRC	 CCC	 AC	 Prim LCCRCCRI 236E 2360 IRR RC ACCCAR R	 CCCCR	 1 2360
2361 1	 RRCAAAACCCCCCCCCCCCI 2361 23c1 IRCR AAA C	 RR RARC
	 I 2361
2362 I	 RRRCRACCCCAACCCCCCAI 236; 2362 IRCRAA ACP R	 CPI 2362
2363 1	 RCCCC	 RCCRCCAI 236: 2363 ICRCC RC R	 RI 2363
2664 I	 CCCCC	 RCRRCCCI 2364 2364 ICCRCCCC C	 ARC
	
R	 Cl 2364
2365 I	 CCAA CCCCCCC	 CCCCCCCI 236` 2365 ICCCCCAR C	 AR	 RI 2365
t 2366 IA	 R	 RCA	 Cl 236t 2366 ICCCCACP A RAP	 R	 P.GC	 CI 2366




2368 IRC	 RRRCC	 R P	 A	 CC RAI 236E 2368 ICC RCC
	 C PAACC	 A RR	 I 2368
2369 IACARRRRP	 AA	 RCCAPCCI 236 c 2369 ICC RAP A	 A	 ACCCCCC CR	 I 2369
2370 I	 CC CARR	 RRRPA Cl 237C 2370 I	 CAAAA RA PACRCC
	 I 2370
2371 IR R CCCC	 ARC RCCRCRA HI 2371 2371 I	 AR	 R RA	 R	 CCI 2371
2372 IR	 PRRRRP	 CCCCCCCARCRC	 RCI 237& 2372 1	 C RC	 I 232
237;s [CCFPCCC ;;'CCRCCCCCCCCC	 RR	 PCI 237: 2373 I	 AC CRC	 I 2373
2374 IF'CCCCCCCCCCC	 CCRPRRC	 Cl 2374 2374 1	 A	 CRF' CRA	 I 2374
2375 IRCCR	 CCR RC	 RRRF'PRCCCPRI 237`_ 2375 I	 A	 RAAR 1 2375
2376 ICCCC	 RCRPRRRP	 AARCCRRPI 237C 2376 I 1 2376
2377 I	 CR	 CCR	 R	 AACRC	 Cl 237- 2377 I 1 2377
2378 IRR'RR	 RR	 CCRCI 237c• 2378 1 1 2378
2379 ICRRRPR RRRP R'ZP	 R	 AR AI 237 2379 I 1 2379
2380 IRRPVRR	 RRRCR	 RPRR RA Al 2380 2380 I 1 2380
2381 I	 RR RR'CCRR	 RR	 RAAAI 2381 I	 1 I	 I	 1	 1
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I ^•	 1849I1854I1859I1864I1869II874I








I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I
2360 I CR	 RA	 R ? 2360
2361 I	 A A	 kK	 RCCC	 12361
2362 IAAAAAA	 R	 RRRRRRC 1 2362
2363 ICCACA	 RCC CRS 2363
2364 1
	
AA	 RRR	 1 2364
2365 1 R A	 RRC
	 I 2365
2366 IR	 R	 R	 C	 1 2366
2367 1
	
RR	 RCC RC	 RI 2367
2368 IA	 RR	 RCRCRRCR	 I 2368
2369 I RACK	 R RCR R	 I 2369
2370 I R CR	 RCCC R	 R	 R 1 2370
2371 IRRRR RRRRCRRCC
	 R R 1 2371
2372 ICRRRCCCCCAAAACCCCCCCC	 CCI 2372
2373 IC RCCCC A ACCACCCR RCI 2373
2374 1 RRRC CCRRC RCCACCCCCR CRI 2374
2375 1 CCRRRCRRCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCI 2375
2376 I RCCRR	 CCCRCRCCCCCCCR CRI 2376
2377 I	 CC R RRCCR CCCCCRCRC 1 2377
2378 1 RCRCRC
	 RRRRRCCCCCCACCCI 2378
2379 I R RRR	 CCCCCCCACCI 2379
1380 IA	 RRRt'.R000ACCCAI 2380












Results of ABSTAT —Confusion Tpblen
These data represent the individual confusion tables whi
were computed by ABSTAT using the test pixels identified by TEST@. rney
are in the following order:
Page
1. Phase One ----------------- 321
a. BLOCKED	 321
b. DIFFUSE -----------	 - 339
2. Phase Two ------------------ 357
a. BLOCKED	 ------ 357













PHASE ONE - BLOCKED
-322-
L F F	 F I TS I 1111ONS
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE
k .1NFUS I IN TABLE
MAPPED AS





L AGRICULTURE (8)	 0	 d	 Q
E OTHER
	 (0)	 1	 0	 2
T •.IRLS	 2	 0	 4
C , MISSIONS	 1	 O	 2























	A O TOTALS OMISSIONS A CURACIcW
RESIDENTIAL
	 (R)	 (1	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
t'	 AGRICULTURE	 (A)
	
O	 1 0 1 0	 0.00 .50
E	 OTHER	 (0)	 0	 1 4 5 1	 .20 .80
r
'' ALS	 0	 2 4 6 1
• 1SSIONS
	
0	 1 O i
0.00	 .50
	 0.00
'	 ERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .83 P(ALPHA ERROR)= .17












CLASS	 R	 A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIE£
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
Ll	 AGRICULTURE <A)





0	 0 3 3 0	 0.00 .75
I
TOTALS	 0	 2 4 6 1
C:OMISSIONS	 0	 0 1 1




.8 P(ALPHA ERROR)= .08










CLA,-;S R	 A 0 TOTALS OM I ss I GNP; ACCURAC I E:
T -- e
R	 RESLIiENTII)L (R)	 1	 0 4 5 4	 .EEO .20
AGRICULTURE (A)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0	 0 1 1 0	 0.00 .20	 j
TOTALS 1	 0 5 6 4
sK	 ,
COMISSIONS 0	 0 4 4 F
0.00	 0.00 .80 z
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .35 P(ALPHA ERROR)= .27	 -^€




CLASS R A G
T
F 	 RESIDENTIAL (R)
	 0 0 0
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 6
TL_ TALS 0 0 6
C "I f-I I SS I O N _, 0 0 0
0.00 0.00	 0.00
E:RALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 1. 00
":	 =F:ALL MAPPING ACCURACY 1.00
i
P(RLPHA ERROR)= 0.00





















TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE
LL 	 FITZ5IM1-1CtI.-	 9
TEe:T TYPE: BLOCV. COORDINATE
i_ .:. NFUSlOIJ	 TABLE
MAPPED AS
MAPPING:
CLH:=: _ R A O TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURAi:
F	 RESIDENTIAL	 (F') 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.0k+
L,	 AGRICULTURE -e R) 0 1 0 1 0 0.00 1.00
E	 OTHER	 (G) 1 0 1 t 1 .50 .50
tALS 1 1 1 S 1
^	 )	 r
! '1I SS ION:;	 1	 0	 0	 1
7
	1.00 0.00 0.00	 ?,
C l% ERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .67	 P(ALPHA ERROR )= .33
'ER, ALL MAPPING ACCURACY	 .50	 P(BETA ERROR)	 .17
.f
CONFUSION
   TABLE
MAPPED AS
CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL ( R) 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00
0	 AGRICULTURE (A) 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0) 0 1 2 3 1	 .33
Ti:iTALS 0 1 2 3 1








I.E t ,VEP	 F I TtS1 110 1-" N S
;F1I1
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE t1 .
i
.:y
i., •• • ERALL CLASS IFI CRT ION ACCURACY .6 7
	P(ALPHA ERROR)= .33
+:ERALL MAPPING ACCUR. PCY	 .44	 P(BETA ERROR) s .11
ALEW"EF , 	  17	 1 tnr0t;'-
G F 1 I'
	 $




M A P P I NG 1
CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACI E:T r
F -RESIDENTIAL
	 ( R) 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00
AGRICULTURE (A), 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0) 0 0 2 2 0 0.00 1.00
1
1_= ?`ALS 0 0 t Q 0
COMISSIONa 0 0 0 0
G 0 '+ C 0!	 •t , ^_^	 0.ON	 ^
O ERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 1.00
	 P(ALPHA ERROR )= 0.00








	 E F FIT:: 111M?NS OF POOR QUALITY
^i G c 1&1 	'






CLA:' F	 A Cl TOTALS	 OMISSION: ACCUPACIE
1
F	 RESIDENTIAL tF , 	0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
AGF'ICULTUPE (A -	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0	 0 1 1 0	 0.00 1.00
T oTALS 0	 0 1 1 0
IMIS•SION_ 0	 0 0 0
0.00	 0.00 0.00
f
'ERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCUFAC', 1.00 PiALPHA EFPOP	 = 0.00
'EF• ALL	 MAPPING ACCUFACY 1.00 F	 BETA EPPOP,	 = 0.00
.I	 :E'•'Er. F IUES
T FE: IL00, COCALfII4nTE
Oft^CjN ^L PAGE
OF POOR QU AL
ONF!ISION TABLE
MAF F E I, AS
C
	
A=._. F A O
FEIDEI +TIRE ( F ,	 O C1 1
AGF ICULTUFE ( A -	 0 (1 1
OTHEF 0)	 0 O 0
OTAL S 0 Cl
iittI	 ION 0 O








CLA'=':• F A O
F'E'=•I DENT IAL cF	 0 0
AGF.CLILTL I PE iA	 C+ 0 0




1 t't I	 '. ^. 1 1 1 N S 0 1 L
0 .	 ri I . h Ll i.
n
MAF • F I t+r,







2	 1	 . S0	 .25
4	 3
3
vEFALL CLM:•S . IFICATION ACCUPACY
	 .25	 F''ALPHA E;; PO 	 .__
:'EPALL MRPFI NG ACCUF ACY 	. 19
	 Pk BETA EFF'OP ) _ . 5.0
:E L	 1*,E5
LEST T FE: BLOC  COOPLINATE









0 . C+ Cl
''E g;'ALL CLASSIFICATIO ► + ACCURACY	 0.00l	 F(ALF'HA EPPOF) a .33
..•:'EF'ALL MHPPING ACCUPACY	 0.00	 P PETA ERPOF' s .67
sr	 F 1(	 4I•	 SE•.'EP. F It4ES.
I D
; EST TYFE: BLOC ►
 COOFI11NATE
ORICIN:AL Pace isOF POOR QUALITY
)NFIJSION TABLE
r•1 A F F• E D A'_
CLA-S F A 0 TOTALS OMISSION• ACC
F	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 Cl H Cl H H H.Ob
	 6
^.	 AGPICULTUFE (A)	 0 H 1 1 i 1.00	 0
s '	 E	 OTHER 0)	 H H 1 1 Cl 0	 0(1
TOTALS . H H 1
C ir9I Ss I O NS• H O 1 1
O. (1C, 0. OC, .50
IEF 14 LL	 C LASS I F I C AT I C,h	 AC r UPRC'^' . SO P ALF HA EFF • OF	 _	 . 17
UVEFALL
	
MAF • F• ING ACCURACY .`O F(BETA EFROF)
GF : L
'ES•T T' F'E: BLOCI COOFIliNATE
a  ',:
ONF l_P=ICjtJ	 TABLE
MHF F • E I I Ate:
MAFF•ING
C 	 Ar.'=. R A ii TOTALS Or•1IC•S 10 N =• ACCUFAC I
P	 FE =•IDENTIRL fF)	 Cl H 0 0 (1 H.0+O O.H0
i- I	 AGF• ICULTUF'E kA)	 1 H H 1 1 LOCI H.HO
E	 OTHEF (0)	 1 Cli 1 1 `O
TOTALS H 1 1
^ (1 I S 'c• I O N_ ^ 6 H
1. 00 0.00 0.00
i'+'EF'HLL	 CLAc•:•IFICATI Ci N ACCUFACY	 .33 F- ALPHA ERROR>= .33
_r- EPFALL	 MFiPF • ING ACC!'F'AC'r' .17 F(BETA EF'F• OF)	 _ .50
LI -l" ^ .
-329-
MAFPED AS
CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS
T
R	 FESIW4TIkL	 +F' 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00
U	 Ar,FICuLTUFE	 (A 0 C+ 1 1 1	 Loci
E	 OTHEF	 (0) 1 f+ 0 1 1	 1.00
TOTALS 1 0 1 2 2
: Or1 I 5s I uN5• 1 0 1 2
1.0d 0.00 1.00
OWGINAL PAGE 13
: N '•t ► +1	 5E E	 INEc	 OF POOR QUALITY
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE






)VEPALL CLAS IFICATIut4 ACLUFAC`,	 u.00l	 P(ALF,HA EPROP _ . ►_







u r a I 	 t






CLA_• F A O TOTALS, OriIS.S.IClN•_ ACCUFACIr
T -
R	 F , E'=•ILENTIAL (.F	 1 0 0 1 0	 0.00 1.0C+
1	 HGFIC!I LTURE (A ,	 0 ►_+ 1 1 I	 1.00 0.00
E	 O T H E F ( 0 i	 0 ►_+ 1 1 0	 Cl . C+ C,
TOTFiL'c ! 0 - 3 1
Ci t1 I SS. I Co N S. 0 0 1 1
0.00 0.00 .`0
OVERHLL	 CLASS•1FIC 171TION ACCURACY .6' PcALPHA ERROR,)= .17






OF POOR QUALITYF I : H1 .1041 ,	S E VE 0 + 	 FINES
c-F '',	 7





CLASS	 F	 A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIE
T
F	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R)	 0	 0 Cl 0 0	 0.00 0.00
AGPICULTUPE
	
(A)	 1	 0 0 1 1	 1.00 0.00
E	 OTHEF	 (0)	 1	 0 0 1 1	 1.00 0.00
`OTALS	 2	 O 0 2 2




CLASSIFICATION	 ACCUFAC' 0.00 P(ALF•HA EFFOR 33
OVE F ALL	 MAPPING	 AC C UF'AC `,' 0. OO P ( BETA EFROP)	 _ . E•'
= E I	 tjE





CLASS R A 0 TOTALS C,MI'SS.IC,N': ACCUFAC:E
T
9'	 RE S II, ENTIAL (P,	 6 0 1 1 1	 1.00 0.00
AGF• ICULTURE (A.)	 0 0 0 O G	 Cl.00l 13.00
E	 CiTHEP !O!	 0 0 Cl O Cl	 0 cCl 0 CCl
TC, TAL'i 0 0 1 1 1
1: OMI	 IC, tIS 0 O 1 1
0 . C+  O 0. 0 Cl	 1	 Cl Cl
)'dEF'ALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY O. Cl P<. ALPHA ERPOR — . 3





SE En F INE':





CLASS F A 0 TOTALS oil I65IONS ACCUF'AC IF
T
P	 FeE51IiENTIAL (R	 0 0 Cl 0 0	 0.00 0.00
!	 AGPICULTUPE (A: , 	0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.0C^
E	 OTHEF (0)	 Cl 0 3 3 0	 0.00 1.(Ait
TOTALS N Cl 3 3 Cl
COMI s . IONS 0 0 0 0
0.00 C+ .00 0.00
OVEPALL	 CLASS IFICATION ACC!I F'AC'Y 1.00 PkP' PHA EPFOR ) w 0.00
OVEPALL MAPPING ACCUF'AC', 1.0C+ P(:BETA	 EPPOF)	 a 0.00
. E	 E	 I tiE
TE=T	 T'FE:	 FLOCK COOF'DINATE
CONFUS . I014	 TAF'LE
MAFFEI1 A'
CLA'c F	 A O TOTALS• OMISSIONS
T
P	 PE=ILEt4T1AL -:P)	 O	 Cl N 6 0 0. 00
U	 AGPICULTUPE ( A)	 1	 0 1 2 2 1.00
E	 OTHEF' (0.	 H	 0 1 1 0 Cl. NO
TCiTAL=• 1	 0 i








O'.'EF'ALL CLASSIFICATION AC CUPACY
	 . 33	 P -. ALF • HA EFF OP ): .50
Cl'-..1 EF • ALL MAPPING, ACCUFACY	 .33
	
Pk . BETA EPF• OF• ) _ . 33
M A F PE I 1 AS
CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSION;
T
F
	 RES . I DENT IkL	 (R 0 0 0 ^ 0 0	 0.00
Q	 AGFICULTUPE	 (A^ 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0) z 0 1 3 2	 .E'
T )TALS 0 1 3 2











F I (Mtn +t4I +
	SE'..'E t4 F I NE'S
^ ►
 i L	 1 1




C014FL I SION TABLE
ERALL CLAESIFICATIC+N ACCURACY 	 P(ALPHA EPROF)=
ERALL MAP'P'ING ACCUPRCY	 . 11	 P BETA EF'F'C► F') _ .22
EVE
"'EST TYPE: BLOCK COOP1+INATE
:ONFiiSIOt^ TABLE
MRPFED AS
C 	 A'>. F A Cl TOTALS C+MI S.10N'S
T
F	 F'E':LENTIAL (R.)	 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
AGPICULTUF'E (Ai	 0 0 0 0 0 0.cl0
E	 OTHER (0)	 C1 0 2 0 0.00
T -"i T A L S Cl 0 2 2 6
C : ^M I C,,:. I ON : 0 0 0 0
0.00 0.00 0. 00
MAFPI NG




ERALL URSSIFI CRTION ACCUFAC.Y 1.0o	 PiALPHM ERROR,= o.00
'ERALL MAPPING ACCUF'ACY'	 1.00	 P(BETA EPFOF = 0.00
---	 .iii
C ONFUS• I ON TABLE
M1;PPEL AS
C LASS R A 0
T
RESIDENTIAL k 	 0 C+ u
A,;F'ICULTLIFE (A	 CA 0 Cl
E	 CiTHEF COi	 C+ C+
TOTAL• C+ 0 -




CLASSIFICATION ACCLI P IC"r' I.00







CmU T E- F I ELL
uFiL	 1













F+ ALFHF, ERROR	 0. 0':
P 1 : ETA ERPO Fe. ) = C+. Ci0
F7,
^ F 1 Lr	 ^
..•T T1'F ' E: BLOC ► CCuC+F'DINATE
)NFLUS.I ON TAF L E
MMF,FEL AS,
C'LAS•'i F A Cl
RE':•IIl Et4TIAL (Ri	 0 Cl Cl
Fier ICULTURE (A)	 Cl CI 0
E	 OTHEF (0)	 1 Cl 1
T 13TALS 1 C+ 1
IO r4 = 1 0 O
1 . HC, Cl . C+ C+ 0. GU
'ERALL	 CLASS•IFIChTION AC:UP. A:r . `O
'EPRLL	 MFlPPING lii_CIIF'AC 1' .25
MF4PF I N
TCi TAL '_ OM I ':.! 11:114': AC C lIF'A	 , t"
C1 C1 C, . cl U El . L+ Cl
0 c+ . U 0 Cl . cl Cl
L 1 .`O Cl.°
1
1
PIALPHA EP F CIP:- = .3





1 :r^:: •;	 (mE':TEFFIELI-	 OF POOR QUALITY




CLASS	 F'	 A	 O
T
F	 PESILENTIAL	 (R)	 0	 0	 0
I:	 AGPICIJLTURE
	
(A)	 0	 0	 0
E	 OTHEP	 (0)	 1	 0	 0
TOTALS	 1	 0	 0






	 n^oG C I ^^	 ACCU F'A0 `'	 0. Cli+
1 •1AFP I IJG
TOTALS	 OMISSIONS	 PCCUFACIE:
6	 0	 0.00	 0.0O
0	 0	 0.00	 0.00





P(. BETA EFFOR.) _ . 3S
r' r
- A IL 4
'EST TYFE: BL00 COOFI,I^+ATE




C L A'. -	 F	 Fl	 C^
F	 FESILENTIAL	 (F)	 Cl	 0	 0
AGRICULTUFE	 (A)	 Cl	 C+	 u




ir1 I SS IC,ti'_	 t+	 0	 c
0.00	 0.00	 0.00
EFALL	 CLASS I F I I AT I ON ACCUFAC i'
	 1.00
EPALL	 t1AF'F I NG	 AC C.IiF AC'i'	 1 . Cl l+
rlHF'F I NG
TOTALS	 Ot'tI':S•I)N5•	 A1:CUFACIE.
0 . cl ll	 0 . El cl
0	 0	 0.0+C+	 0.CW
_	 0	 It , l_11/	 1	 00
CI
c,
CrE= T EF L
 it. ?
P(ALPHA EF'ROP)= 0.00
F' , F:ETn ERF'uF') : 0.00
MAF•PEL AS.
CLAS': R A 0
F	 PESIhEHTIAL (R)	 H H Cl
AGRICULTURE (A)	 H H H
E	 OTHEP (0)	 O O 2
T!TALS H C+ 2
IM I S. C. I ON , C+ C+ H





H	 H. 0 C+	 6.HH











TEST TYPE: BLOCK. COOPhINATE
bFI^pOO	 OR QUALITY
.4FUSION TABLE
'ERHLL CLA_;SIFICATION ACChPACY	 1.C+C+
	 P(ALF , hM EPROP>= H.00
?EPFILL 11HPP I N  AC C 11PAC Y 	 1 . OO
	
P(BETP EPPCF	 = P. PA
;L o
'EST TYPE: BLOCK COOF•LItdATE
C :-NFLi':•ION TABLE
















0 .00 0. 00 0. 0 0
PIHPPING
TOTAL'6	 UM I'=•S I ON'	 ACCUPAC:^
H	 U	 0 bU	 C+. HO
H
	
C+	 H . C+ 0	 H.HH
2
	
H	 0 , 0 c1	 1.HN
H
Cl
'EF'HLL CLA=.SIFICATION ACCUPAC'I' 	 1.C+C.	 P(ALF'HA EPROR)= 0.00






TEST Tv+E: bLC ► it. CuURLInMTE
Mr+F'PEI1 A,7•
CLASS R A 0 TOTAL OMISSION:.
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00
U	 AGRICULTUPE	 A Cl 0 0 0 0	 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0) 0 0 0	 0.00
TO TAL 0 0 < 0
Coll ISSIONS 0 0 0 0












O V EPALL C L5S5I F I C AT I ON AC CUF'A !_''	 1 . 00	 Pi ALPHA EPPOR. )= 0.00
	
i
O''E F'F+L L MAF • F' I NG ACCURACY	 1.06	 P ( BETA ERROR) s 0.00
TE:T TYPE: BLOCK CCIOP'LINATE
COHFUSIC I N TABLE
MNPFEL A':
MhF'F I HG
CLA':.S. R A Cl TOTALS. OriI':.':ICIt4'S ACCUFFf
T s
R	 PEE, IILEtl T IAL (R	 Cl 0 0 0 0 Cl	 ci cl 0 cCl
U	 AGPICULTUPE (A)	 0 0 0 0 Cl 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)
	
0 Cl L' 2 0 0.0Cl 1.00l	 i
TOTALS 0 0 C. 0
[OMISSION':• Cl 0 Cl C^
0. 0 C+ O . C+ C+ 0. 0 0
C l'..'EPALL	 CLASSIFICATION AC CUF'AC''r' 1 . 00 P ALPHA EPPOP :: = 0. 00









CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS
T
F	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 Cl 0 0 0.00
L	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 Ci 0 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 0 0 0 0. CIO
T)TALS O 0 0 0 0








ERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 0 00	 P(.ALF,HA EPPOR )= G. 00
EPALL MAPPING ACCL I FACY	 0.00	 PkBETA ERROR = 0.00
0




T EST TYPE: BLCl CI COOF'IlINATE
i NFU =IOr^	 TFULE
MMPFEI, A5
CLA=•S F A O TCGTALS OMIS: ICINS.
FESILENTIAL	 (R) Cl 0 0 0 0	 0.00
AGRICULTURE
	
(A) 0 0 Cl 0 0	 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0) 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00
T A L S 0 0 Cl C+ 0
: M I S	 10 Wil 0 Cl C, G
0	 C, C, E,. N N Cl . Nb
MAPFINC
AC i. CIF AC-:
0.00
0 . C4 C+
0.00
	
'ERALL CLASSIFICATION ACC:URAC`i' C, .00l	 P(ALPHA EFF'OR)= 0.00
": ".TRALL MAPPING ACCURACY 	 Cl . 00	 P (I+ETR ERROR.) = 0.00
CLA:,=. F' A ! TC,TALS Ot•1IS.:-IONS.
F	 RE'SILEt4TIRL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
AGPICULTUPE (A'a 	0 0 0 0 0 0.66
E	 OTHEF • (Q)	 Ci 0 0 0 0 0.00
T: TAL 0 0 0 C+ F
C+. 0O 0. C+0 0. OO
1•1AFF I N 








F!r:HFiv14 CHE	 TEFFIELIr ORIGINAL PAGE IS
l CF Ili
	 I I OF POOR QUALITY
I 	 =T	 TYVE:
	 BLOC ► COOPIrINATE
CC^FUSION TABLE
J
MAF F E I ,	 AS
CLAs F	 A 0 TOTALS CrM I SS IONS
RESILENTIAL ( R)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00
AGPICULTURE iA)	 0	 0 0 0 (il	 0.00
OTHEF (0)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00
'	 T AL` 0	 0 0 P 0
G r 1I	 I ON •:• 0	 0 0 0
t 0.00	 0.00	 0.00
MAPPING





	 F'iALF'HA ERROR)= 0.00
C+.C^:+
	Fk'BETA EFROF:> = 0.00
t
E _' E	 E.




	 EPA LL C LAS': I F I C AT I ON ACCUF • ACY 0. 00	 F' I ALPHA EFF OR - 0. 00




PHASE ONE - DIFFUSE
I I r
—340—
IIC :i 	 E c 	 FIT:: 11.
111 DNS.





1 4F US I ON	 TAELE
MAPPED AS,
C LA'_ S . F	 A O TOTALS OMI S'= IONS
F	 F'E':IIr ENTIAL	 (R) 3	 H f+ 3 u	 0.00
AGFICULTLI FE 	 cA) 0	 H H H 0	 0. Cie
E	 OTHEP	 CO) 1	 Cl 2 3 1	 .33
AL 4	 H 2 6 1
I SS I C,tt':. 1	 0 H 1
.25	 0.00 0.00
MAFFI14G
AC C 11F'AC I E
H . f+ C+
. E.
PALL CLAi . I F I C AT I GN ACC UF'ACY . S	 P < ALPHA EPF OP	 . 0E'
PHLL MAPPING PCCUFRCY	 .72	 Pk PETA EPPOF' _ .11
F
T TYPE: IiIFFUE COQF•DINATE
, FU':ION	 TABLE
MAF'FED A3
C L r+':: P A Cl T C, T A L`- , a t91 :.. I C, N 5
PESIDENTIAL
	 (F H u 0 H C+ 0.00
HGFIC! r LTLI FE 	 (A' Cl C, 1 1 1 1.00
E	 OTHER	 tO> 2 0 : .40
ALS 2 0 4 c"" 3
IS S. ICr t1=. _ G 1 3
1.00 0.00 .25
MMFF I Nr:




FALL CLASSIFICATIC r N ACCUPAC	 SCI	 Pi ALPHA EPROP''= .42-
=PALL MFIPPING ACCUF'ACY	 .33	 PkBETA ERROR) _ .47
C
MAPPING
TOTALS OM1= `IONS• ACCUPAC:=
0 CN 0. 00 0 .00
J a t 7 . aS





Pk BETA EPROP - _
MAPP I NG
TOTAL_• 0 MI`:ION_. ACCUFACI
0	 0.0+0 1.00
0 0	 IL-1. 0 4L
E. 0
0
P^ALPHA EPROF, n 0,00




T 	 1 T ,FE: DIFFUSE COOR DINATE
i ONFUSION TABLE
MAPPED Ate-
CLASS F A O
FESIDENTIAL -,R	 0 0 0
AGFICULTLIFE ^A	 0 1
OTHER k o^	 1 1 1
OTAL'_ 1 i
OMISSIONS 1 l
1.00 . 450 .c'
VEFALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCUPA C'; ' .:
''ERALL	 MAFF INC. ACCUFACI' . 14
i 1
E. _T TYPE: DIFFUSE COOFDI NAT E
ONFUSION TABLE
MAFFED A
CLA: F' H Q
RESIDENTIAL k 0 0
AGF I C L I LT UFE ^ A	 0 0 0
r	 OTHEF COQ	 0 0 1
T OTALS 05 0 1
:^M I ::. 1 ONE 0 0 0
0. 0 0 G . 00	 Cl . 00
VEFALL	 CLAS- SIFICATION ACCURACY 1.00
VERALL MAPPING ACCURACY 1 .0O
—342—
I .	 EF	 F 31, : I ►^ML^^1:
T EST T1'PE: LIFFUSE COCIP DINATE




CLA ':' F A 0
FE^IDENT IAL F	 li 0 0
AGPICULTUFE A	 0 v 0
OTNEF Ll	 0 s
'OlhLS l^
OM1^s104i 0 0





















'EFALL C	 FICATICM ACCL I FACI	 .E'	 P, ALPHA EF • F • OR •_
E P ALL 11APF I NG Ai C UPAC
	
4 4 	 P. BETA EPPOP
LS•T I1FE: LIFFUSE COCIFDINATE
.)t4FU SION TAIL E
MAFPEI, A:
CL ASS
FESI DEN TIAL	 F-

























'EFALL CLA'.-, ;•IFICMTION ACCURAIC,'
	
F - ALPHA EFFOF • = .33
'EFALL MAPP ING ACCUFAC'i	 .E7
	
Pt BETA EFF'C,P - _ . 33
, 1FU:ION TAILE
MAF•FEL A:.
CLA: 7 F A 0
PE ,-1UEt4TIAL k 	 0 0 C+
AGF 1C1 1 LTUPF '.A	 0 0 0
0THEF • (Cl	 1 Cl 2
T AL'c• 1 6 2
MI::1Orr:• 1 0 Cl










CLA:'= • F' F Cl
PESILENTIAL (re	 0 0 0
AGF ICULT! ! PE (A	 0 0 0
OTHEF (G,	 0 C+
TAD: 0 0
1I::1014' C+ 0 C+
0. Cl C+ 0 . El C+ O. 00
=F*ALL
	
CLA' :• IFICFlTIOt4 ACCUFAC'( I.00
EF ALL
	




0	 0 . C+ 0
0
P.ALPHA EPPOP = 0 00












c	 F 1	 +1t1UN:
:I
"L -,T TYPE: DIFFUSE COOPDINATE
ORIGINAL PAGE 15
OF POOR QUALITY










F' BETA E F R 0 P ,
'F' -..T TYPE: LIFFu:•E COUF'IL1•+HTE
-4F!r •:•IG14 TABLE






F I T: _ I Mr , N :
_' I p	 y




C L A S '=, F' R 0
T
Fe	 PESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0
U	 AGF'ICULTLIPE (A	 0 0 0
E	 OTHEP <:O	 0 0 1
TOTALS 0 0 1
C Or•11 51 I ON S. 0 0 Cl
0.0(I 0.00	 0.00
O'••'EPALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCUPACY 1.004
OVEF ALL	 MAPP I Nip AC C UPAr_ Y 1 . 00
TOTAL:' OMISSIONS ACCUF'A
0 0 0.06 0.00
Cl 0 0. 0C+ 0.00









CLASS . F A 0
F	 RESIDENTIAL kk.-	 r Cl
RGPICULTURE (A)	 O O 0
F	 OTHEF (0)	 Cl 1 1
TALS 0 1 3
'Al I' S• I ON ,- O 1 1
0. OC, 1.00 .67
EFALL	 CLri5SIFICATION ACCUPACY .25
JEkALL	 t1AF'F' I NG ACCURACY . 15
MAPPING












P I ALPHA EFP0P _ .5E.
PkI.ETA EPFCPVj s .50
-345—
ORIGINAL PAGE 15
 SE E ► 4 FI,+E.	 OF POOR QUALITY






FESIDENTIAL <Pi	 0 Cl 1
AGPICULTUPE <Ai	 0 Cl 1
OTHEP (0)	 0 O Cl
T ALS 0 0 2
tI5•SIOt^= 0 C+
0. 0 C, 0. 0 6	 1 . Cl Cl
F-81. t.	 CLASSIFICATION ACCIJPAC C,	 0C,
FALL MAPPING ACCUPACY 0. 0C,
F l ""	 , E E , j F I i.E
'z =•T TYPE: I l 1FFU5•E COOFDINHTE




C,	 C, . 0 O
2
r1AF'P I NG
AC C OF AC i i
0 . i', C,





















t CLA S S	 P	 A 0 TOTALS 0MISS•10NS ACCUPAC:.
T
R	 RE'= I DENT 1AL	 k 	 0	 0 0 i+ 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 Hil- PICULTURE
	
iA	 i+	 1 0 1 Cl	 Cl. (10 .S C+
E	 OTHER	 +0	 0	 1 0 1 1	 I.00 O.00
TOTALS.
	
O	 ? 0 1
COMISSIONS.	 0	 1 Cl 1
r 0. 0C+	 . 50	 0.00
O','EF • ALL	 CLAS•^1FICATION	 ACCUF'AC .`O P	 ALFHA	 EPP''F' 17
O'+'EPALL	 MAPPING ACCURACY . 50 P BE TA EPROP . 33
f.
JI	 ^





MAF P I NG
CLA55.	 F	 A Cl TOTALS• OMISSICINS• ACCUPAC
T
F•
	 RE S. IDEr4TIAL	 R	 0	 0 Cl 0 0	 i+.00 0.00
U	 AGF	 CULTURE
	
A.^	 0	 i+ 1 1 1	 I.Oi+ 0.00
E	 UTHEF	 c0 A	 0	 Cl 2 0	 Cl. iicl .67
T OTAL.
	
0	 0 3 3 1
k C
C0 1-11551Gm _• 	 Cl	 0 1 1
0.00	 0.0 0 .32'
G OVEPALL	 F L. A_SIFICATICir4	 ACCURACN' .67 Pc AL PHA ERROR - n .il








^::• i.,r.:	 c.E'.'E	 I E:	 OF 	 QUALITY
r	 TEST TYPE: DIFFUSECOORDINATE
CONFUSION TABLE
MAF'F'ED Fic..
CLFl F A Cl TOTALS OMISSIONc•
T
PESIDENTIAL	 (R? 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
F	 AGFICULTUPE	 (Ai 0 0 1 1 1 1.00
E.'	 OTHEF'	 (0) 0 0 1 1 Ci 0.00
'CiTALS 0 0 2 1 1
O t•1 I	 _.	 I Cl ti' Cl 0 1 1
0.00 0.00 .50





I7'•1EF• AL-L CLA':SIFICATION ACCUPHC'r	 .5 c	 P<.ALPHA ERROF	 .17






T 	 T T''F'E: ItIFF!1SE CCiORLINATE










R	 FE'SIDEn l, IAL	 (P)	 0	 0	 1	 1	 1	 1.0+0
!I	 AGPICULTUP E 	(.A:	 0	 0	 1	 1	 1	 1.00
E	 OTHEP	 Ji	 0	 0	 1	 1	 0	 0.00
TCUTALS	 0	 0	 3
i CittI'I CON_
	 C+	 Cl	 2
0.00
	 0.00	 .6'
r	 U	 _U•:EFHLL i_LA r SIFICRTIN ACCUF'F•Fi_r
	 .3-.	 P-::RLF'Hr1 EF'F'OF')= .22
Ci •.'EFALL MAPPING ACCURACY
	 . 33









CLA" . S k A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACC!IFAC IE.
T
FE ,:I DENT IAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
AGFICULTURE (A	 6 0 1 1 1	 1.06 0.00
E	 OTHEF (0)	 0 Cl 1 1 0	 0.00 .56
TOTALS 0 0 2 t 1
Dt•t I C•S I ONS Ci 0 1 1
C+. 00 0.06 .50
EPFILL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 5Cl P(ALPHA EPPOR) • .1'
_'dEPFILL	 MAFF'ING ACCUPACY 50 PkEETA EPROP!	 s .33




C LA'= : R M Cl TOTALS OM I SS I ON •: AC C 11F'A
T
r	 F , E=•IIiEt4TIAL (P	 0 Cl I 1 1	 1.06 6.66
I 
	 AGRICULTUPE (A7	 Cl 0 6 Cl 0	 6.06 0.00
E	 GTHEF' c:0) 6 Cl C+ 0 Cl	 6.00 0.00
70TALS 6 0 1 1 1
_ O Ft I: _•IGN.• 0 6 1 1
6.cicl 6.06 1.06
C'',1EPALL	 C LASc• i F I CAT I C, N	 ACC! PAC Y 0. 0C1 P (ALPHH	 EP.F'C'F' -= .3







5 E'ti'EN FINE	 OF POOR QUALITY
.i	 4
- EST TYPE: DIFFUSE COOF'DINATE
C _ NFLlSIC,N	 TA:'LE
MAPPED AL
MAPPING
CLASS R	 A Cl TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCLiRAC:I
T
FESIDEtITIAL (R)	 0	 0 0 6 0	 6. a0 0.00
AGPICLl LTURE (A''	 0	 0 G 6 0	 6.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (Oi	 6 1 3 2	 .67 .33
T T A L S 0	 2 1 3 2
M I Ss. I ONS 2
0.00	 1.00	 0.00 0
EF'ALL	 CLAS'•IFICATION ACCURACY .3 P(ALPHA EPPOP)= .33
_.EPALL	 MAPPING ACCURACY .11 PcBETA ERROR)	 _ .22
G _.	 ._E Eta FINE:






=LA:S P A Cl TC,TALS C,t',IS.':.10N_• ACCUPAC `E__
T
G	 RESIDENTIAL t.R	 O Cl 0 0 0 0.NCi 0.00
AGRI_ULTURE (A:-	 O 1 1 2 1 .50 .50
c	 OTHEF (0)	 Cl 0 1 1 0 0.60 .50
TAL C. Cl 1 3 1
.:-MISSIONS 0 0 1 1
0.00 Cl . 00 .50
=FALL
	
CLASSIFICATION AC C I '-,?AC" . 6' P ALPHA E P F 0 R







I. H	 14 ' ;	 SE'.'Eli	 F I NE,:-,
F I It
	 I1
'ES-T	 TYFE:	 DIFFUSE	 C00PDlNP.TE
i-CINFLI I.-ION	 TABLE
r
MAPPER  A S
MAPP ING
C L A':-. C.	 R	 A 0 TOTALS Cim I S.	 IONS A C C U PA 1: 1:
F*E-,i riEt4T IRL	 k*R	 Cl	 0 cl 0 0	 0. OCI 0	 0C+
RGPICULTURE	 # 'A.)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 cl	 0 0 0	 0C'
E	 0 T H E P	 (0)	 Cl	 cl 3 3 0	 0.00 1.0f+
CITFILS	 0	 0 3 0
01-11 SS.
 I ONS	 0	 (1 0 0
0.00	 0.00	 0.00
*-.-'E RA L L	 C LAS: IFlC FAT l0t4	 ACCLI FFIC'i' 1 . 00 F,(.ALF,HF1	 EPPOR) w 0.00
ILL':'EPF	 1-1APPING	 ACCLIPRCY 1.00 P(BETR EPPOR) O. C, 0
E	 9 14E
'E---,T	 T'T • E: 	 DIFFUSE	 COi--IF,I,It4F;TE
ONFU C-10H	 TFiFLE
f-1 A FTE I,	 F1':,
M A P F ,
 I N G
I- L Mi	 A Cl TOTALS. Cl r'l I	 I	 t 4 S. Fic 1: LIPRC I
PE C. I DEt4T I HL	 F	 cl	 0 cl 0 0	 cl	 ci 0 0.0O
AGPI C UL TUPE	 A	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 6.00 
E	 Ci T H E F,	(o..	 0	 6.06 1	 Ocl
T C, T A L':-,	 0	 cl 2 2 cl
Cl t-1 I	 I	 t J,:.	 0	 0 0 6
0. 0f+	 cl	 0f+	 C+. ci 0
J'dEF• ALL	 C L A S :- I F I C AT I Ci t 4	 AC CURACY 1	 00 F'k ALPH A E RPO P 6.00 
T..'EF• RLL	 MAPPING	 ACCU PAC Y 1	 Ocl P ( BETH EPPOR) 0. 00
C L R SSI F A 0
RE ,-  I IiEt4T I AL ( R	 0 cl cl
AGPICULTUPE (A	 0 0
L	 OTHEP (0.)	 0 1 1
T -- TRLS cl I I
171 1 0
C, . 0 0	 1 . cl Cl cl . Oci
EPALL	 CLFli , ':-.IFICATICiN RCCUPRCY .50
EPFILL	 MkPPIt4,] ACCUPACY .25
M H P PI N G
0 t-1 I S. ,:- I Cl N S
	
fic CuPFlr I F
0	 Cl . 0 0
	
0 0 0




P ALPHR ERF OF
	 33




M ^t P F, E li A S.
C L Cl
F'E :-. ir, Et4TIPL (R)	 0 cl
FIGP ICULTUPE (A -)	 0 0 cl
t	 OTHEP cl	 0 0
TALS. 0 0
M I	 I CINS Cl
C,	 0 0 0. CIO 0 C,
C-',EPI^LL	 CLFlS-,- IFlCFtTIlDt4 FICCUPACY .^ 0I	 C
EPALL	 MFIPPIhG ACCUPACY C, C',
f-I 4^. PP I t 4 G
T 0 T A L S,	 cl tl I :_ :- I Cl t 4 :. 	 R l- C LIF , kl.- I
0
	





Cl	 Cli cl C,
	
cl el 0





P H L PH A E. P PCI P	 0 . 0 0




C oiE :.-TE '- F I E ^- D
- EST TYPE: DIFFUSE COCIF-DINFITE
:AFUS I ON TRELE
tlflF'FEI, AS











OWGIMAL PRG * IS
OF POOR QUA'-ITY












(F) 0	 6 6 0 6 0.00
U	 AGPICULTUPE	 (A, 0	 0 0 0 0 0.00
E	 OTHEF	 (0) 0	 0 1 1 0 0.00
TOT AL`_1 6	 O 1 1 6
COMI' 51Or15 0	 0 0 0






1 . 0 ^i
O'•:'EFnLL CLA=•SIFICMTIC, N ACCUF'ACY	 1.0C,	Fk.ALF'HA EFF.OR) c 0.00





	 C — E. t	 . c..
TE .T TYPE: DIFFUSE COOPI11HATE
COriFU'_ ICl H TAFLE
hiAFPEI, AS
CLFl F' A Cl TOTALS OMI'S':ION^
T
R	 PESIDENTIAL (F	 0 0 0 G 0	 0.00
_i	 AGPICULTUPE (A)	 0 0 0 0 6	 0.00-1
E	 0TH.EF' (0)	 fl 1 2	 . E'







)VEPALL CLASS I F I C HT I CM AC C LIF'AC Y	 . _ :	 P k. ALPHn EPPCIF • _ . 33




C L AN: F A C l T C, T AL S
RESIDENTIAL (P)	 0 Cl 0
FI GF I C L I LTUPE ( A )	 Cl Cl cl Cl
OT HER (0)	 0 0 2
I J T R L S 0 Cl 2
M 1 SS 1 cit4 ,:-. Cl Cl 0 cl
C, . C, C, C, . cl cl	 0. 0 Cl
'EPf'- L	 C LFISS I F I C FiT I CIN FiC C*IjF , Fi l- 	 r I	 Cl cl
T F'Fl L L	 t-1 Fl F'F' I t 11: R C Ci U PR - Y cl1.00
P ALPHR EF F OF	 0. 00
P PE T F1 EPFC, F , -	 0.00
MAPPING




C i tl I ss I CINS
V	 V N N
cl	 Ci 0 Cl
0	 ci cl ci
0
N F US I Cl t 4	 T A I'L E
1-1 A F F E D
C L A': ,
T
0 T 0 T R L,---f
PESIDEHTIAL kF'.)	 0 cl cl C-1
FiGRICULTURE k-A)	 0 cl cl 0
E	 CiTHEP ('0)	 cl Cl
T
	 T Fl L'c 0 cl
lim I c 10 w-1 0 Cl c
ci	 cl cl cl	 Cl cl C,	 0 cl
E PF'	 C L A S	 I F-	 iLL I C AT 1 0t4 A C C L l PFI C I	 cl rl
Ll'."E;;'I;LL	 MAPPING HC.CUPf
MFI FTI NG
C, tl I i S 10 W:-, 	 Ff r C 11 F. FJ C 1
ki	 V Li 0
	
Cl. Q 
(I	 cl cl cl
	
Q . 0 cl
cl 	 l ocl
	1. 00
cl
P (A L PH R E F'F- 0 V)
	0. 00
Pr BETA E F,'F'Cl F , 	 0 0 Cl
-353-
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
C HE E	 E-1,
	 OF POOR QUALITY
T EST TYPE: DIFFUSE coc,F,DINRTE
^E	 E	 i . 1
'EST TYPE: DIFFUSE COCIP11INATE
Q i
t-354-








CLASS P	 A 0 TOTAL= OMISSIONS ACCUPACI^
T
F	 PE':IDENTIAL	 !R? 0	 6 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
e AGr,ICULTUF'E
	 ':A 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0. 0C+
_	 0THEF'	 0> 0	 1 1 1	 .S0 `0
T ALS . 6	 1 1 c 1
t I S 	 I ONS 0	 1 0 1
CA .00, 	1.00	 0. eel
'FALL
	















CLA'= c. P A Cl TCiTALS OMISSION=
PE':•II, E14TIAL	 iP O O Cl Cl 0	 O.00+
AGPICULTUPE	 CA Cl Cl Cl 0 Cl	 O.C,C,
_	 OTHEF	 (G) G 1 1 2 1	 .`_C
'ALS Cl 1 1 2 1
I ISSION': O I 0 1
0. 00 1 . C+O O. 0C,





EPALL C LASS I F I CAT I CiN AC C UPAC Y
	 . 50	 P - ALPHA EF F'OP , _ .----3
ZPALL MAPPING ACCUF'AC'i'




CLFVI: F A Cl 70TALS•
T
R	 F • ESIIiEt4TIAL (F	 Cl b Cl O
I	 AGFICULT!IFE r A	 0 Cl O b
E	 OTHEF (0)	 b Cl b b
TOTALS Cl b 0 F
Ci M I ':, =. I CM =. Cl 0 H cl





TEST T1'FE: LIFFUSE COOF-LINATE
CONFUSION TABLE
MAPPEI, A=
CLAS=. F' A O TOTALS
T
R	 PESILE ► tTIAL	 (P j 0 b b 0
U	 AGFICULTUFE	 (A' 0 Cl O C,
E	 OTHER	 (0) 0 Cl C, Cl
TOTALS 0 b b 0
COM I S S I ONS C, b Cl 0
0. 00 0. 00 c.+. CIO
OVEF*ALL CLA_S.IFICATIOl4 ACCUF'ACY	 O. C, C,
JVERALL tlFWF'Ir+G ACCL I PFIC`r'	 C,. 00+
MAPP ING
OMISSIONS.	 ACCL 1 FACIE-
Cl 	 b. bb	 0.0b
H	 E+.O0	 C+. O 0




F' ,: ALF-HA ERROF':'= b. bO
P(PETA ERFGF'' = 0.00
TEST T','FE: DIFFU'E COOFUINATE
C, r .1 	 S IONS
N	 U . U ►_,
C+	 Cl . C+ C,
0 0 cC,
0
t•1AF F I HC
ACC11RAC If
Cl . C+ Cl
G , Cl Cl
b- Nb
JVEFALL CLASSIFICATION ACCUFACY 0.00 	 P1:ALPHA EPROPi= 0.00
^','EFALL t1MPFIWI	 ACCLiFACY	 b.00	 Pl.BETH EPPOF) = 0.00
F!Co..,
	 cNE:rEcF:ELD
G^ I :'	 1 1





CLASS F A O TOTALS OM1:_IONS
RESIDENTIAL
	 , P" 0 0 0 Cl 0	 v. OH
AGF• ICULTUFE
	
'A` O 0 0 0 H	 O.00,
E	 OTHEF	 i0' 0 C, 0 H 0	 0.0H
• :rTALS 0 H O 0 0
•MISSIONS 0 0 0 H










rEF'HLL CLH__•IFICATIUN ACCUFAC,' 0.O0
	 VALFHA ERPOF• '= 0.00
%• EPALL MAPPING ACCUF'AC','
	 0.0O	 P k t E T A EF'F'OF ' = 0 00
uh ♦ L'	 Ia
"EST TYPE: DIFFUSE COOF'IrItlRTE




CLA .S F A Cl T OTALS 0t•1I	 IONS ACCLIRAC I
FE C. IDENTIAL ' F ,	 O Cl 0 0 Cl	 H.00 O.Cl0
A G F I C UL T OF E A'	 O 0 O O 0	 i+. 0O O. O0
E	 OTHER 0'	 O 0 0 H 0	 H.00 O.00
TC r TALS 0 0 0 O 0
01 .11S'_ I C, P O 1, 0 0




 I F I C AT I ON AC C UPAC 0, C, 0 F'' ALPHA	 EFFOR ,= Cl . 00









CLASS R A 0
t	 T
P	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0
U	 AGRICULTURE (H)	 0 0 0
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 1 4
TOTALS 0 1 4




	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY	 .EEO




















TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE
t
PHASE II, DENVEP	 HIGHLAf4D RANCH
GRID 2




CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIES
T
R	 REcIDENTIAL (R)	 1 0 2 3 2	 .67 .33
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 1 3 4 1	 .25 .50
TOTALS 1 1 5 7 3
COMMISSIONS 0 1 2 3
0.00 1.00 .40
ic
O'.'EF'ALL	 CLASSIFICATION H:CURACY .57 P(ALPHA ERROR)- .47












R A 0 TOTAL S OMISSIONS
	 ACCURACIES
T —
R	 RESIDENTIAL <R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.0Cl 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 1 6 7 1	 .14 .86
TOTALS 6 1 E 7 1




C.';SIFICATION ACCURACY .86 F(ALPHA ERROR)= .33
OVEPALL MAPPING ACCURACY .73 P(EETR EFPOP)	 = .05
GRID 4




CLi+SS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (P,)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 6 6 6	 1.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 2 2 0	 0.00 .25
TOTALS 0 0 8 8 6




CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .25 P(ALFHR ERROR)- .25
OVEF'RLL
	
MHFPING ACCURACY .25 PtFFTA	 Irp erro'N = • »






_ - _ _	 s • ..
	
.	 .. • .. ^ ^ ..	 . ^ . ^ f ► R ^ ► • ► i / R 1 f i i f i ► R R • ^ R 1 i f i ♦ . f
Uri D 5







CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 5 5 5	 1.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 1 1 0	 0.00 .17
TOTAL S 0 0 6 6 5
COMMISSIONS 0 0 5
0.0E 0.00 .81-
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .17 P(ALPHN ERROR)- .28










CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
(	 T
i	 R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 Cl 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 2 4 6 4	 .67 .33
E	 OTHER (0)	 1 0 a 1 1	 1.00 0.00
TOTALS 1 2 4 7 5
[COMMISSIONS 1 0 4 5
1.00 0.00 1.60
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY	 .29 P(ALPHA ERROR)- .67
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY .	 l^+ a	 F'^ T P	 EFQ^F` _	 .°^
................... ► .a....	 ........ , ...... ..^aa.......-
-361-
PHASE II, DENVER	 HIGHLAND RANCH
GRID 7
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE
CONFUSION 19BLE
MAPPED RE
CLASS	 R	 A	 0
T
R RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0	 0	 0
U HGRICULTURE (A)	 0	 0	 0
E uTHER	 (0)	 5	 0	 3
TOTALS
	 5	 0	 3






0 0	 0.00 0.6rd
0 0	 0.00 0.00
6 5	 .63 .38
8 5
5
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .38
	 P(ALPHA ERROR)= .33





	 -__•__	 _	 ...--•----------•------
PHASE II, DENVER	 HIGHLAND RANCH
GRID 8




CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (P) 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 .'ICULTURE (A) 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 G1,iER (0) 1 0 E 7 1	 .14 .86
TOTALS 1 0 E 7 1
COMMISSIONS 1 0 0 1
1.00 0.00 0.00
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCUPACl BE P(ALPHA ERROR ,= .33





OPIG!NAL PACE IS -362-
OF POOR QUALITY
S	
PHASE II, DENVER	 HIGHLAND RANCH
I
	 GRID 9




CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
G ^^
	 R	 RESIDENT - AL (R) 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 RGFICULTURE (A) 0 2 1 3 1	 .33 .50
it	 E	 OTHER (0) 0 1 3 4 1	 .25 .60
TOTALS 0 3 4 2




OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .71 P(ALPHA	 EFF'OR)= .19
OVERALL
	





....	 •-	 ....	 ....
	 ..........................._..,.....
PHASE II, DENVER	 SABLE
GRID 1
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE
	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS




CLASS F' A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURRC:ES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 3 0 4 7 3	 .4" .57
TOTALS 3 0 4 7 3
COMMISSIONS 3 0 0 3
1.00 0.00 0.00
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .57 P(ALPHR ERROR)= .33













	 I 1 ,	 ip E m VEF[	 SMbLE
GRID	 2








(P)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (A)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0)	 3	 0 5 8 3	 .38 .63
r TOTALS	 3	 0 5 8 3
COMM I S,S I ONS	 3	 0 0 3
1.03	 0.00 0.00
! OVERALL
	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .63 P(ALPHA ERROR)=	 .33
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY . 3 1; P, FETFI	 EF,r^f.R'-
PHASE I I , LEN','ER	 SABLE
GP I I,
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE
CONFUS I Ors TABLE
MAPPED A
Maearur
CLASS k A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 RC—CURACIES
T
R	 RESIDE14TIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 H 1 1 1	 1.0E 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 1 0 4 5 1	 .20 .67
TOTALS 1 0 5 6 2




CLASSIFICATIONI ACCURACY .67 P(ALPHA ERROR)= .40




	 I1,	 DENVER	 SABLE
GRID	 4





CLASS	 R	 A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R)	 0	 6 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (A)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0)	 0	 0 7 7 0	 0.00 1.00
TOTALS	 0	 0 7 0
COMMISSIONS
	
0	 0 0 0
0.00	 0.00 0.00
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY	 1.00 P(ALPHA ERROR)= 0.00
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY 1.00 P(BETA ERROR) s	 0.00
	
_ _
	 - . _ _ • • • ♦ ♦ • • 	 - • . r ^ • ^ • • r • • i i • 1 ^ I 1 + • .............
zo
	
I , DENVER	 SABLE
GP : I)




CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 AC Ci WRAC I ES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 7 7 7	 1.00 0.00
E	 01HER (0)	 0 0 1 1 0	 0.00 .13
TOTALS 0 0 8 8 7
COMMISSIONS 0 0 7 7
0.00 0.00 .88
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .13 P(ALPHA ERROR)- .29
nVFRALL
	
MAPPING ACCURACY .13 P(FETA ERROR) _ .33
0
re	
. . - - - . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .... 
• .. * . f . .. 1 , , . , , ♦ . ♦ ♦ 1 ♦ ... ♦ f .. .. . . 
-366-
PHASE 1I, DENVER	 SABLE
GRID 6
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE	 ORIGfNAL PAGE IS




CLASS	 R	 A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES.
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R)	 0	 1 3 4 4	 1.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER	 k0)	 0	 2 2 4 2	 .50 .29
TOTALS
	
0	 3 5 6 6
f
COMMISSIONS	 0	 3 3 6
0.00	 1.00 .60
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .25 P(ALPHA ERROR)= .53i
OVERALL	 MAP'P'ING ACCURACY .18 P(BETA ERROR) _	 .50
PHASE
	 I1,	 DENVER	 SABLE
GRID	 7




CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 H H 0 0	 0.00 0.0C+
U	 AGRICULTURE (R)	 0 2 0 2 0	 0.00 1.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 1 0 3 4 1	 .25 .75
C
TOTALS 1 2 3 6 1
COMMISSIONS 1 0 0 1
1.00 0.00 0.00
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .83 P(ALPHR ERROR)= .33
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY .71 P(BETA	 FPF, nR) =	 .08
C _. __.__._._ ..,,	 ........ ....................... ...._.___.___
-367-
._....,.....,.._...---..._- .i1 ♦ a.... ♦ *. ♦. rr•. i c*.... f......... V. t ♦# Ri......
PHASE IJ, DENVER	 SABLE
GRID 8
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE





CLAS' R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 3 3 3	 1.00 0.00
U	 AGPICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 3 3 0	 0.00 .50
TOTALS 0 0 6 6 3















.............. , a • . , ..	 .. • • . • • • • a .. , .. . , . • , a , .... # , . a ... , • ..... • # a .
NnhSt I I , DENvEFf	 E ►+z:,T LiiKE
GRID 1	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE




CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
P	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 1 5 6 6	 1.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 1 1 0	 0.00 .17
TOTALS 0 1 6 7 6




CLASSIFICATION ACCURAC) .14 P(ALPHA	 ERFOR)=	 .61
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY .14 P(BETR ERROR) n 	 .33
PHASE
	 I I ,	 DENVER	 E,aSl	 LRKE
GRID	 2




CLASS	 R	 A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R)	 2	 0 3 5 3	 .60	 .40
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (A)	 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00	 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0)	 0	 0 2 2 0	 0.00	 .40
TOTALS	 2	 0 5 7 3
COMMISSIONS	 0	 0 3 3
0.00	 0.0E .60
OVEPALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .57 P(ALPHA ERROR)-	 .20






_	 -	 ....... , ..	 _	 .... _ .	
- _




PHASE II, DENVER	 EAST LAKE
GRID 3




CLASS R A 0
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 4
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 1 0
TOTALS 0 1 4
Comm I SS I ON
.
s 0 1 4
0.00 1.00 1.00
O'JERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY	 0.00
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY 0.00
MAPPING
TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
4 4	 1.00 0.00
0 0	 0.00 0.00




P(BETA ERROR) = .67
.	 . . - . , . - - . . - . . . . . . 	 _ .	 . .	 . - . . - .... . .... ... ..... .. .. ♦ , ... . . . . . . . . .
PHASE I I , DEN%tER	 EAST LAKE
GRID 4
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE
CONFU=ION TABLE
r?MAPPED A-
CLASS R. A 0
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0
E	 OTHER (0)	 1 0 0
TOTALS 1 0 0







MP G P r N r. pCC1iPAfv A. AF
MAPPING
TO TALS OMISS IONS FICCUF,CIES
0 0	 0.00 0.00
0 0	 0.00 0.00




P(PETA EPPQP) : ,13
t	
—370—
PHASE 11 DENVEk	 EMb1 LmKE
GPI D S	
OR'GINA
	 •TEST TYPE: BLOCK. COORDINATE 	
^ P-4o
'




CLASS	 R	 A	 0
T
R RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0	 0	 1
U AGRICULTURE (A)	 0	 0	 0
E OTHER	 (0)	 1	 1	 1
TUTALS	 1	 1	 2
COMMISSIONS	 i	 i	 1
1.00	 1.00	 .50
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .25
OVERALL MAPPING ACCL IFACY	 .13
MAPPING
TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
1 1	 1.00 0.00
0 0	 0.00 0.00




P(BETA ERROR) w .5£
PHASE II, DENVER	 EAST LAKE
GRID 6
TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE
CONFUSION	 'ILE
MAPPED AS
CLASS	 R	 A	 0
T
R RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0	 0	 0
U AGRICULTURE (A)	 0	 0	 0
E OTHER	 (0)	 0	 1	 5
TOTALS
	 0	 1
COMMISSIONS	 P	 I	 0
0.90	 1.00	 0.00
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .83






























. . . - . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... 0• • .
	. • • ....
	 ! ! ! ! . ".*.*4  s .	 .. -




TEST TYPE: BLOCK COORDINATE





CLASS F R 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 8. SO
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.0b
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 1 1 H	 b.00 1.00
TOTALS 0 0 1 1 0
COMMISSIONS 0 6 0 0
0.00 0.00 0.00
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 1.00 P:ALPHA ERROR)= 0.00
OVERALL
	
MAPPING ACCURACY 1.00 P(BETA ERFOR) =	 0.00
PHASE II, DENVER	 LITTLETON
GF'ID
	 2




CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCUPACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R) 0 0 3 3 3	 1.00 0.00
U	 AGPICULTURE	 (Ai 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0) 0 0 2 2 0	 0.00 .40
TOTALS 0 0 5 S 3
COMMISSIONS 0 0 3 3
0.0P 0.00 .60
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .40 P(ALPHA ERROP) = .20
rr .	 t''^r	 I'; v

















CLAES	 R	 A 0 TOTALS	 OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R)	 0	 0 0 0	 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (A)	 0	 0 0 0	 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0)	 0	 0 1 1	 0	 0.00 1.00
TOTALS	 0	 0 1 1	 0
COMM I SE. I ONS	 0	 0 0 0
0.00	 0.00	 0.00
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURAC) 1.00 PtALPHA	 ERROR)=	 0.00
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY 1.00 P(BETI, ERROR) -	 0.00
PHASE
	 II,	 DENVEP	 LITTLETON
Z; GRID	 E•





CLASS R A 0 TOTALS. OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGF'ICUL T URE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHEF (0)	 0 0 2 0	 0.00 1.00
TOTALS 0 0 2 2 0
COMMISSIONS 0 0 0
0.00 0.00 0.00
OVERALL	 CLFiSSIFICATION ACCURACY 1.00 P(ALPHA ERROR)= 0.00
OVERALL	 MAPPING ACCURACY 1.00 P(BETA ERROR)	 = 0.00
. .	 .	 .	 -	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 . . . . . . .. .	 . . . . . .. . . • .. - . . . . ♦ 1 1 • ♦ ♦ 1 ♦ t 4 ♦ , ♦ .. ♦ * i 1 , ♦ . 	 .. - ♦ .... • . .
-371-
f mr.,:L 11, 11tlt 1 Ek	 L 1 T 1 -E T vN
GRID 8





CLASS R A	 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 6 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 1 1 0	 0.00 1.00
TOTALS 0 0 1 1 0
COMMISSIONS 0 0 0 0
0.00 0.00	 0.00
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 1.00 P(ALPHA ERROR)= 0.00
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY 1.00 P(BETA ERROR) a	 0.00
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
	
t ------------
PHASE 1I, DEN ,/Ek	 LITTLETON
GPID 9
TEST TYPE: BLOCS COORDINATE
CONFUSION TABLE
MAPPED HS
CLASS	 R	 A	 0
T
P FESIDENTIAL (P)	 0	 0	 0
U AGRICULTURE (A)	 0	 0	 0
E OTHER	 (0)	 1	 0	 1
TOTALS
	 1	 0	 1
COMMISSIONS




6 0	 0.00 0.00
0 0	 0.00 0.00




OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .50 	 P(ALPHA EF-ROP)- .33
OVEPALL MAPPING ACCUPACY 	 .25
	
P(BETA ERROR) a .1
-37G-
via
RI-IASP IThD - DIFFUSE
Z.
c	 C _ T
MAPPED AS
CLASS R A 0 TOTAL'S
T
k	 PESI DENT IAL (R	 0 4
U	 AGRICULTURE (A'	 0 0 0 0
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 1 3




	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURAC YV .:Q
OVERALL	 MAPPING ACCURACY .23
PkALPHA ERROR Ns
 .50













. . . . • . • • . • • • • . • • • • . • .. • 	 . • • • • . • • • . • • • . • . • . • • . • .. • • . .. . . . . • . . . . . .
-1'4L-
tnM:t li t btr.vtk	 H;%.MLMl•4 %MN%.M
GRID	 1
TEST TYPE: DIFFUSE COORDINATE




CLASS R A 0
T
R	 RE`A'DENTIAL (R ^	 0 0 0
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0




OVERALL	 'LK SIFICATION ACCURACY	 .67
OVERALL	 MAFPING ALCLIRA CY .44
MAPPING
TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
3 0	 0.00 0. OIL
0 0	 0.00 0.00




PkBETA ERROR) a .11
tMM p t 1 l . LEtvvEw	 H1l.ML14141 kMNLH
GPID




 ........................ .......... ...............................
rr.n:,e
	 ii.	 ue hvtR M aL.MLMh L 	 kM NLM
GRID
	
3 ORIGINAL ''AGE 13




^r CLASS R	 A	 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIES
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 kR) 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00	 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (A) 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00	 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0) f	 1 6 1	 .14	 .96
TOTALS 0	 1 6 1
r.
COMMISSIONS 0	 1 0 1
0.81	 1.^^0	 P.^O
1
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY of PIALFHA ERROR)•	 .33
OVERALL	 MHFFING ACCUNACY FkFETA ERROR`	 .05
If f








CLASS R A 0 TOTAL, OMISSIONS ACCURACIE:
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL kR'	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.80
U	 AGRICULTURE (A	 0 4 0 0	 0.00 1.00
E	 OTHER 6.0)	 0 0 3 _ 0	 0.00 1.0.E
TOTALS 0 -+ 3 7 0
COMMISSIONS 0 0 0 0
0.00 0.00 0.00
t
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATIO N ACCURACY	 1.00 PkALFHA ERROR)o 0.00
OVERALL NAFFING ACCURACY 1.00 PktUTA ERROR> •	 0.00
-377-
-	 -	
__..... .. ..........................,......*,.s........,4., # 4O*a44•
FnMLt 1I, ..cNvEi-	 MiCamL. 141) kkhi.M
GRID 5
TEST TYPE: DIFFUSE COORDINATE




CLASS R A 0
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0
U	 hGR1CULTURE (A)	 0 3 2
E	 OTHER (0)	 1 1 0
TOTALS 1 4 2
COMMISSIONS 1 1 2
1.00 .25 1.00
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY	 .43
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURP r Y .25
MAPPING
TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
0 0	 6.00 0.00
5 2.	 .40 .50




P(I-ETA EPPOP) _	 47
PHA'= E I I, DEN'.I EP	 HIGHLAND  PANC H
GF I D 6




CLASS P A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIES
T
R	 PESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00
	 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 4 2 6 2	 .33	 .67
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 1 1 0	 0.00	 .33
TOTAL S 0 4 3 7 2
COMMISSIONS 0 0 2 2
0.00 0.00 .67
OVEPALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .71 P(ALPHA ERP.OR)=	 .22

















7 CLASS R	 A	 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RE S IDENTIAL	 (R) 0	 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (A) 0	 0 A 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER	 (0) 3	 1 4 8 4	 .50 .50
TOTALS 3	 1 4 8 4
COMMISSIONS 's	 1 0 4
1.00	 1.00	 0.00
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .SO P(ALPHA ERROR )=	 .67
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY .25 P(BETA ERROR) c	.17
PHASE II, DENVER	 HIGHLAND RANCH
GRID 8




CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
r	 T -
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
j	 U	 AGRICULTUPE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 1 3 4 8 4	 .50 .50
E
TOTALS 1 3 4 8 4
COMMISSIONS 1 3 0 4
t; 1.0c, 1.0b	 0.00
OVERALL
	
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .50 P(ALPHA ERROP)- .67





•-___. .............. 	 . .............
-379-
PHASE II. DENVER	 HIGHLAND RANCH
GRI






CLASS	 R	 A	 0
T
R RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0	 0	 0
U AGRICULTURE kA)	 0	 0	 1
E OTHER	 (0)	 0	 2	 4
TOOTALS	 0	 2	 S
COMMISSIONS	 0	 2	 1
0.00	 1.00	 .20
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .S'
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY	 .41
MAPFING
TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
0 0	 0.00 0.00











f	 .r._^	 11^	 Lt.,.s_f. L
GRIT	 I





CLASS R A 0 TOTALS_ OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 kR) 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (A) 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER-	 (0) 0 3 4 7 3 	 .43 .57
TOTALS 0 3 4 3
r	 —
COMMISSIONS 0 3 0 3
0.00 1.00 0.00
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .57 P,ALPHA ERROR) n 	.33





DEN""/ER' SABLE .....	 ...
GFID
TEST	 TYPE:	 DIFFUSE COOFIIINATE
CONFUSION TAB LE
MAPPED AS
CLAS_ R	 A 0 TOTALS _OMIS!
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R) 0	 0 0 0 0
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (A) 0	 0 0 0 0
E	 OTHER	 (0) 3	 1 4 a 4
TOTALS 3	 1 4 8 4
COMMISSIONS 3	 1 0 4
1.00	 1.00	 0.00
>R








TEST TYPE: DIFFUSE COORDINATE




CLASS R A 0
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0
U	 AGRICULTURE (A•	 c 0 1
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 5
TOTALS 0 0 6
COMMISSIONS 0 0 1
0.00 0.00 .17
OVEFALL






0 0	 0.00 0.00
f 1	 1.P0 0.00




PkBETA ERROR) . .11








CLASS R A	 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIES
T
R	 FESIDENTIAL (R"	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 1 0 6 1	 .14 .86
TOTALS 1 0 C. 7 1
COMMISSIONS 1 0 0 1
1.00 0.00	 0.00
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .86 P(ALPHA ERROR) n .33




rnnat 11 ULMvtk	 oMO&.E
GRID 6
it





CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIESt
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 3 3 3	 1.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.0c, 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 0 S 5 0	 0.0Cl .63
TOTALS 0 0 8 6 3
COMMISSIONS 0 0 3 3
0.00 0.00 .38
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .63 P(ALPHA ERROR)s .13`
nwr p ro I	 MA pp T tor, qrr LIL • Or'N' 44 P e PETG 000n0 % a	 77
OMM:, t i 1, 1'tn vtK 	 ^ohbLE
GPID 7
r	 TEST TYPE: DIFFUSE COORDINATE
CONFUSION TAFLE
11-` MAPFED Ac MAPPING
CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMIc1SIONS	 ACCURACIES
T
R	 FESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE ( A)	 0 3 0 3 0	 0.00 .75
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 1 2 3 1
TOTALS 0 4 2 6 1




	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .83 F'(ALPHA ERROR) s .00
nwrr ai 1	 mQ pp T Nr, ar rl_I p r4rV 7? P I PE TP E ppIc `	 _ .1!
I
FHA:•E II. LEN'YEF'	 AELE
GA 1 II	8
TEN T T -'FE: DIFFUSE COGRPINATE ORIGINAL PAGE15
OF POOR QUAL ITY
OM I S S• I CONS
3 •	 1.C^@
b	 C^. @i!











CONFUS . lt)n TABLE
MAPPED A:
CLASS	 F'	 M	 Cl
T
R PE:IPEW IAL (R)	 !	 1
U A;F'ICULTUPE A)	 •	 0	 0
F	 OTHEP	 Cl -	 0	 I
CITAL c	 CA
C CIMP1 I c' I O ► :S	 Cl
C l '•'EFALL Ctiti ':IFI I-
 ATICI N A':CUFA	 .17'	 F FILFHA EFF ,F





LI LH v t' tMt. 1 L.M ► t
GF I D	 1
TE:T	 T '.FE:	 DIFFuiE C001FDINATEI's
CUN4,151014	 TAFLE
MAF F E I , 	 A
' CLASS F A C,
T
F	 FE$1VENTIAL	 F C+ 1
U	 AG F ICULIOFE	 A 0 Cl Cl
E	 OTHEF	 0 0 0
♦ TOTALS 0 1
COMM I S s 104- 0 1 a
`f
0. 00 1.9h .60
0-FFALL	 CLh`:IFICATICI N ACCUFAC .I-
:F
ri+'C r Ai I	 MAC F T r.i.	 Aii1iF41 •.
ORIGINAL PA IE 13
OF POUR QUALITY
F A.FHr+ EFFC I F N_ .t0
C ICT i. cconc	 .	 ,^
MAF F I NG
TOTAL	 OM I i : IONS	 ACCLFA C IES







CLW` F	 a 0
T
F	 FE^IIEr1TIA^ F	 1	 i i
Lt	 AGF I -:uLTUPE v
E	 L-'T HE . C. •	 ^^	 0 1





"LAS c IFIC A TIO t, ACCUFA_'t .^
Cl '. EFALL	 M F, -' FI NI: ACCUFACI .17
it
F ALFHA EFCOF.1 00











i.l.' C LIRA  I ES
.17
0 . Cl 0
.:0
r.	 -;8.. -
rh^.t	 litt'"th	 EH:T L h ' E
GF I I
TE:T T	 E	 IFFU:•E CC,ClFI11NATE
CC'1 ► Ll : ION T ATTLE
MAPPING
TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES	 0
2 2	 1.00 0.00
0 0	 0.00 0.00





Fnn^c ii, icnvcR	 cr^a ^nr.E
GFID 4






CLASS k A 0 TOTALS. OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 1 4 5 4	 .80 .20
E	 CTkER (0)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
TOTALS 0 1 4 5 4
COMMISSIONS 0 0 4 4
0.00 0.00 1.00
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATIONi
ACCURACY .20 F(ALF'HR	 ERROR)= .33
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY .0•i P(BETA ERROR) s	 .27
_ . _ .	
_	
- • • -
_ - _ .. . . .
. . _	 . . .. .. . .....






	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
GRID 3	 OF POOR QUALITY
TEST TYPE: DIFFUSE C.;ORDINATE
,CONFUSION TABLE
(MAPPED AS
CLASS	 R	 H	 0
T
R RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0	 0	 2
U AGRICULTURE (A)	 0	 0	 0
E OTHER	 (0)	 0	 0	 2
TOTALS
	 0	 0	 4
COMMISSIONS	 0	 0	 2
0.00 0.00
	 .50
OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .50
O vERRLL MRPPING ACCURACY
	 .5O
PiALPHA ERROR)= .17




PHASE II, DENVER	 EAST LAKE
GR I D






CLASS R A 0
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 1
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 1 0
TOTALS u 1 1
COMMISSIONS 0 1 1
0.00 1.0f+	 1.60
i
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 0.00
OVERALL	 MAFPING ACCURACY 0.00
YGC15 f ur
TOTALS	 OMISSIONS	 ACCURACI
1	 1	 1.00	 0.00
0	 0.	 0.00	 0.00




P(FETA ERROR) a .67
.....__- _... 	 ..._..-.	 -----•...._.....__. .........................
	
r	 i toll ' s- 1 I, LLN,^Ek	 ems 1 Lnr E
GRID 6
TEST TYPE: DIFFUSE COORDINATE
	





CLASS R A 0 TOT FILS OMISSIONS
	 PCCURAC IE_•
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 1 2 2 S 3	 .60 .40
TOTALS 1 2 S 3




CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY .40 P(ALPHA ERROR)- .67










CLASS R	 A	 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 (R) 0	 1 0 1 1 1.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE	 (A) 0	 0 0 0 6 0.00 0.60
E	 OTHER	 (0) 0	 0 0 0 0 6.00 0.00
TOTALS 0	 1 0 1 1
CO ;IMI^SIONS 0	 1 0 1
0.00	 1.00	 0.00
OVERALL	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 0.00 P(ALPHH ERRORA- .33





Fnn.t i., uto..EIA	 LiIi&-Liups
GRID 2




CLASS k A 0 TOTALS OMIssION$ ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 2 1 3 3	 1.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0,00
E	 OTHEF (0)	 0 0 2 2 0	 6.00
TOTALS 0 2 3 S 3
COMMISSIONS 2 2 1 3
0.00 1.00 .33
OVERALL
	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACI .40 P(ALPHA ERROR)=
	 .44
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY .40 P(BETA ERRnt:) .	 ,^?
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .. . . .. . ... .......
 . . .... . . .
	










CLASS R A Os T
R	 PESIDENTIAL kR	 0 0 0
U	 AGFICULTLIRE kA ,
	0 0 0
E	 OTHER 0 1
TOTALS 0 0 1
COMMISSIONS 0 0 0
0.00 0.00 0.00
OVERALL.	 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACI'	 1.00
s
OVERALL MAPFING ACCURACY 1.00
MAFFING
TOTALS OM1l:•SIONS ACCURACIES
0 0 0.00 0.00
0 0 0.00 N.00
1 0 0.00 I.80
1 0
0
FIALPHN ERROR n 0.00
P^FETA ERROR)	 0.00
I
PHASE I 1 . PE NVER	 L I TTLETON
GRID 5
TE:T TYPE: DIFFUSE LOORDINATE
CONFUSION TABLE
MAF'FE D A S
MAF P I NG
CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSION;, ACCURACIES
T
_
R	 RESIDENTIAL	 kR) 0 1 0 1 1	 1.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE
	
kA N 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER	 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00
TOTAL 0 1 0 1 1
COMMISSIONS 0 1 0 1
i
0.00	 1.00	 0.00	 1
0VEF'HLL CLA --, SIFICAI10N HLLURACI' 0.00	 FtNLF'NN EFROR^w .33










CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS	 ACCURACIEST	 — — —
R	 RESIDENTIAL ( R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A N 	0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 0 1 1 2 1	 .50 .50
TOTALS (4 1 1 2 1













PHASE 11, DENVER	 LITTLFTON
GRID 9




CLASS R A 0 TOTALS OMISSIONS ACCURACIES
T
R	 RESIDENTIAL (R)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
U	 AGRICULTURE (A)	 0 0 0 0 0	 0.00 0.00
E	 OTHER (0)	 1 e 1 1	 .5 0 .50
TOTALS 1 0 1 i 1
COMMISSIONS 1 0 0 1
1.00 0.00	 0.00
OVERALL
	 CLASSIFICATION HCCURACY .50 PkRLPHA ERROR Nu .33
OVERALL MAPPING ACCURACY .25 PIBETA ERROR) •	 .17
_............... .................. ..................^.....s^.....
